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"Baint be no need for directions, zur, 
if n you had one o' them Cicerone 

gu~;debooks!" 

CICERONE PRESS 
Police Square, Milnthorpe, Cumbria LA? ?PY 

MOUNTAINEERING BOOKS 
Catalogue of second-hand mountaineering books available early 1991 . 
Over 250 items. Mountaineering Books, 6 Bedford Rd., London N8 8HL. 

SAVE 
MONEY 

Tel 081 340 1953 

MAKE YOUR OWN OUTDOOR CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT 
Largest U.K. stockists of specialist top quality materials and 
accessories. Expert advice. Prompt efficient service. 
Trade and retail. S.A.E. catalogue. 

Pennine Outdoor Holmbridge, Huddersfield, W. Yorks. 0484 - 684302 

~ BJ:C K All handmade. Unconditio,ially guarantee. d. 
~ - 91 catalog fr ee to foreign 

.CRAMPON STRAPS .US &Canada.send25¢ 
PO Box 2223. Santa Barbara. Cal,forn,a 93120, USA. 

Treks, expeditions to unexplored areas of Nepal. 
Lhakpa Sherpa & Elaine Brook, HIMALAYAN TRAVEL, 

Nurse, Cottage, Loni( Lane. Peterchurch, Hereford. HR2 UTE 
HIMALAYAN TRAVEL (0981) 550 246 (24hrs) 

MOUNTAINEERING BOOKS We hold huge stocks of SECONDHAND AND 
NEW MOUNTAIN BOOKS; climbing/walking guides (worldwide). 

Jarvis Books (M), 57 Smedley Street East, Matlock, Derbyshire, DE4 3FO, England. 
Shop open Mon-Sat, 9.30-5.30, Sun, 12-5.30Tele: (0629) 55322, S.a.e., catalogue. BOOKS BOUGHT 

MATTERHORN, EIGER, MONT BLANC - climb the big 3 in a fortnight. Other Alpine guided 
courses based Chamonix, France. All levels, UIAGM Guides. 
MOUNTAIN EXPERIENCE, The Cottage, Whitehough Head, Chinley, Stockport, Cheshire, 
England. SK12 6BX. Tel. 0663 - 750160 

GO CLIMB EVEREST 
Two French guides, Jean-Noel Roche and Denis Pivot, reached the summit of Everest last 
fall. They invite you to join an international guided party which will attempt the Everest via 
the normal route {South col) from Aug. 17th to Oct. 20th 1991. Basic price per person: $17.000. 
For more information: J.N. Rochel□. Pivot, 73480 Lans Le Villard, France (tel. 79.05.90.02). 
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The Bowline C.C. Carrot 
PRESENTS 

REINHOLD MESSNER 
IN 

LEICESTER 

De Montfor:t Hall 
Thursday 7th February 
TICKETS: Send £6.00 + S.A.E. 

TO 
M. Hillmann, 28 Croft Road, Cosby, Leics., LE9 5SE. 

American Alpine lnstituteLtd. 
CLIMBING IN NORTH AMERICA 

Rock Climbing: Joshua Tree, Bugaboos, Squamish, White 
Mountains, Red Rocks, Cascades, Baja Mexico. 

Alpine Mountaineering - 12, 24, & 36-day courses including 
ascents & comprehensive instruction on rock, snow, & ice. 
No previous experience required. Cascades, Ecuador, Alaska. 

Summer Ice Climbing - Comprehensive coverage of advanced 
skills & state-of-the-art techniques for all snow & ice types . 
Previous experience required. Cascades & Alaska. 

Expedition Training - Himalayan & Alpine styles of ascent. 
Guided Climbs - 2 to 10-day trips on the classic routes of 

North America ; all technical levels; beautiful alpine traverses. 

BOLIVIA, ECUADOR, & PATAGONIA 
Bolivia's Cordillera Real - Ascents of 17,000'-21,200' peaks; 

optional basic & advanced instructional itineraries. Acclimati
zation at Machu Picchu, Lake Titicaca, & Bolivia's Altiplano. 

Ecuador - 2-week trips on peaks 18,997' to 20,561'; optional 
instructional itinerary. Acclimatization visiting highland markets 
& hiking on the Equator; hot springs; Galapagos option. 

Fitzroy & Torres del Paine National Parks - Parkland & 
glacier backpacking; alpine climbs at basic & more advanced 
levels near the towers ; Patagonia Ice Cap; trek only or climb. 

EXPEDITIONS 
McKinley, Aconcagua, Arna Dablam, Ancohuma, Illimani 

SPRING & FALL IN NEPAL 
Everest Area Climbing & Trekking - Including Gokyo Valley, 

Kala Patar, Everest Base & Lhotse Valley; trek only or 
ascend Lobuche (20,076') & Island Peak (20,306'). 

Annapurna Area Climbing - Including Marsyandi Valley, 
Thorong La, Tibetan frontier, trek only or ascend Chulu West 
(21,060'), Thorong (20,096'), & Muktinath (21 ,021'). 

For free brochures call or write: 
AAI, 1212 24th W-28, Bellingham, WA 98225 

206-671-1505 





The finest collection of outdoor 
equipment, clothing and 
other works of art. 

For your copy of the 1990-91 catalogue, 
write to : FIRST ASCENT 
Unit 2, Limetree Business Park, Matlock, 
Derbyshire, DE4 3EJ . Tel: 0629 580484 

Equipment from Specialist Retailers, Supp.lied by: Troll, Spring Mill, Uppermill, Nr. Oldham, Lanes OL3 6AA. Tel: (Sales) 0457 870139 
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CLASSIC ROCK 
CLIMBS IN 

NORTHERN ENGLAND 
by Bill Birkett 

England's key climbing area 
covered from Northumber

land to the Peak District with 
many superb colour and 

black & white photographs. 

Oxford Illustrated Press £16.95 

THE MOUNTAINS OF 
EUROPE 

by Kev Reynolds 

Individual contributors cover 
each area from Snowdonia 

to the Caucasus. 
Flora, fauna , terrain and 

history discussed in detail 
with many photographs. 

Oxford Illustrated Press £19.95 

available from all good bookshops or direct from· 

CATBAP Bookshop, 
Cowley Road, Oxford OX4 1 HP. Telephone (0865) 793553 

MOUNTAINEERING BOOKS 
For a good booklist of secondhand/out of print books and journal s on mountaineering 

and exploration, write to D. Page, 47 Spottiswoode Road, Edinburgh EH9 1 DA, Scotland. 
Tel. 031 55 2 27 59 Wants lists welcomed. 

Good books in gooa condition always wanted to buy. 

ATTENTION CLIMBERS! 
DOUG GEETING AVIATION NOW BOOKING FOR 1991 Denali 
Climbing Season . Discounts available, free storage, free 
overflights, free sleds, indoor sleeping at our bunk house. 
DOUG GEETING AVIATION BOX 42 TALKEETNA, ALASKA 99676 
CALL COLLECT TO (907) 733-2366 or FAX to (907) 733-1000. 

McKinley Climbers 

Fly K2 av1at1on 

World Experts 

• Complete Expedition Support 
• Comfortable Climber Bunkhouse 

in the Arts of Alpinism 
. 

'~~~,/ ( ; 
r Pat Little\ohn 

,, I 

The employees of Chouinard 
Equipment recently bought the assets 
of Chouinard Equipment Ltd. They 
have formed a new company, 
BLACK DIAMOND EQUIPMENT 
LTD. which has acquired the V 
trademark as well as the existing 
inventory, designs and machine shop. 
The company may only be a few weeks 
old, but the collective experience in 
manufacturing the world's best gear 
spans three decades . The committment 
continues. 

Available from specialty dealers in the U .K. 

Fell and Mountain - Accrington 
Rock and Run - Ambleside 
Surf Mountain - Belfast 
Snow and Rock - Birmingham 
Action Sports - Cambridge 
Backpacker Systems - Cheltenham 
Outside - Hathersage 
Centresports - Leeds 
Roger Turner - Leicester 
Outside - Llanberis 
Snow and Rock - London 
Wild Trak -Newcastle 
Roger Turner - Nottingham 
Outdoor Adventure - Peterborough 
Rock and Run - Sheffield 
Countryside Ski & Climb - Stevenage 
High Adventure - Swansea 

Colour catalogue available. Send 
£1.00 to the UK Distributor:-

First Ascent 
Unit 2 
Limetree Business Park 
Matlock 
DE4 3EJ 
Tel:- 0629 580484 
Fax:- 0629 580275 

FIR S T A SC ENT 



The base layer 
that ke~p~ you 
warlll and dry ... 

The most important properties of any base layer are 
warmth retention and the ability to wick moisture away from 
the skin. Rhovyl + Modal from North Cape excels at both to 
keep you warm and dry during stop-start activities. 

A remarkably soft handle is produced by a careful 
blend of Rhovyl and Modal, which also offers anti-static, non
allergic and anti-bacterial advantages. Make Rhovyl + Modal 

0 

from North Cape your 
first choice for your first layer. ... an~ here. 

COMPLETE MUL Tl-LA YER CLOTHING FOR WILD PLACES. 
Now at a specialist outdoor shop near you. 



Britain's NEWEST and most 
advanced indoor climbing crag 
has a perfect pedigree. 
Promoted by Berghaus, Europe's 
premier outdoor equipment and 
clothing manufacturer. 
Built by Bendcrete, the country's 
leading experts in climbing wall 
design and manufacture. 
BMC approved and jointly funded 
by the Sports Council and the 
Newcastle City Council. 
And situated in Eldon Leisure, 
right in the heart of community 
conscious, go-ahead Newcastle 
Upon Tyne. 
The "Berghaus Wall", located on 
a gallery exclusively dedicated to 
climbing, is forty metres long and five 
metres high, and provides the steepest 
and most overhanging indoor climbing 
in Britain . Designed witll two 
impressive arches and two free 
standing boulders, The Wall has an 
authentic limestone finish to create an 
"on crag" feel. 

Berghaus' active involvement in the 
future of the wall will ensure that the 
North East remains in the forefront of 
indoor rock training. 



GREATER HIMALAYA -

Everest a Sell-Out: 31 Reach Summit in Four Days! 

NEPAL 
The post monsoon 1990 season 
proved to be the busiest ever in 
Nepal - 78 expeditions and a 
total of 553 climbers 
accompanied by 217 Sherpas. 
This represents nearly 30% more 
climbers and expeditions active 
in Nepal than last autumn . 

Despite the large numbers, and 
some reasonable weather, there 
are only a few notable climbs to 
report. The most significant are 
new routes on Cho Oyu and 
Shisapangma by the powerful 
Swiss/Polish team of Loretan, 
Troillet and Kurtyka. They used 
their hallmark style - bold , light 
and fast . Another major success 
was achieved in the Indian 
Garwhal Himalaya by 
Hungarians who made the first 
ascent of the E. Face of Kedar 
Dome. 
The Russians were also back 

again this year. A large team 
made the second complete 
ascent of the S. Face of Lhotse, 
but two other Soviet teams 
attempting new routes on Cho 
Oyu and Manaslu failed, the 
latter with the loss of three 
climbers. 

Predictably, most teams were 
bagging peaks via normal 
routes. Everest was climbed by 
a record 31 people via the S. Col, 
during a four day spell of good 
weather. This is a larger 
number of summiteers than in 
the first 50 years of the history 
of climbing on the mountain. 
Everest was also the scene of 
some vociferous disputes. Early 
arrivals inevitably did most of 
the hard work, and those who 
followed faced less risk (and 
expensive rope fixing) . 
Arguments over priorities on the 
route ensued. 

Seven expeditions were on the 
NE Ridge of Dhaulagiri and 
another seven queued up for the 
SW Ridge of Arna Dablam. 
Pumori had a total of 15 ascents 
by twelve different expeditions. 
Even on remote Saipal in 
western Nepal, two teams 
arrived at the same time to 
climb the NE Ridge. 

The Nepalese Ministry of 
Tourism had been warned of the 
conflicts and dangers that can 
result from multi-permits (as on 
K2 in 1986), and of 
environmental damage. The 
response was predictable given 
the current economic state of 
Nepal - the government needed 
the hard currency from permit 
fees and of course the country 
as a whole benefits from the 
high levels of expedition 
spending . 

Everest (8848ml 
An American/Canadian team 

led by Mark Hesse and a later 
Italian team led by Guiseppe 
Pozzoli to the Japanese Couloir 
failed. The SW Face was also 
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The West Face of Cho Oyu showing the Swiss/Polish Route. Photo: Voytek Kurtyka. 

unclimbed despite attempts by 
S. Korean and Spanish 
expeditions. Another Spanish 
team on the N. Ridge 
abandoned their attempt after 
one member, a Sherpa and a 
Nepali porter were killed in an 
avalanche on the way to the N. 
Col. 
Of twelve expeditions, six were 

on the S. Col route. Another 
abandoned the W. Ridge to join 
the procession up the normal 
route. 

Between 4-7 October, 31 
members of these teams 
reached the summit. The top 
might have seemed marginally 
quieter than the Western Cwm 
where up to 100 climbers were 
based at any one time. The 
number of successful climbers 
represents only 15% of the total 
active on the mountain. 

Marc Batard made the only 
oxygen less ascent this year, 
during an attempt to climb both 
Everest and Lhotse within 24 
hours. After reaching the 
summit on 5 October, he 
bivouaced in a snow cave just 
below the summit, but soon 
realised he would have to 
abandon Lhotse as frostbite 
began to attack his fingers and 
nose. He descended quickly at 
first light. 
Among the other summiteers 

from 8 nations this year was the 
youngest ever to climb Everest, 
a 17 year old French high school 
student, Jean Noel Roche, who 
reached the top with his father 
Bertrand. Apart from this .first 
father and son team, there were 
also first married couples, 
Andrej and Mariya Stremfelj 
(Yug.) and Catherine Gibson 

(USA) and her Russian husband 
Aleksei Krasnokutsky. 

No doubt the summit was 
compensation for those who 
were frustrated by the 
congested conditions on the 
mountain, but this year's 
successes should not lull the 
Ministry of Tourism into 
believing that there is safety in 
numbers on Everest. One can 
only speculate what might have 
happened if the mountain had 
been hit by a storm of the 
ferocity that stopped most 
expeditions in their tracks last 
October. 

Lhotse (8516ml 
A 17 member Soviet team 

made the second ascent of the 
S. Face using siege tactics and 
oxygen. Se(gei Bershov and 
Vladimir Karataev reached the 
summit on 16 Oct. Members of 
the team expressed both 
surprise and appreciation of 
Torno Cesen's solo ascent of a 
nearby line the previous spring. 
The French pair of Pierre 

Beghin and Christophe Profit 
attempted an alpine style ascent 
of the face, but were forced to 
retreat by high winds from 
7600m. 

Lhotse Shar (8400m) 
The 8th ascent was made by a 

Spanish Expedition via the S . 
Ridge/SE Ridge. Manu Badiola 
and Carles Valles reached the 
summit on 8 Oct. 

Cho Oyu (8201 m) 
Voytek Kurtyka (Pol), Jean 

Troillet and Erhard Loretan 
(Swiss) made a rapid first ascent 
of the 2000m SW Face. From 

Kathmandu, the team took only 
four days to reach their base 
camp at 5700m on 28 Aug. The 
monsoon persisted for the first 
two weeks, but after a sortie to 
7000m on the normal route, the 
team set off for the face on 19 
Sept. 

After resting at the base of the 
wall for a few hours, they began 
climbing at 6 p.m. in a snow 
shower that persisted until 
midnight. A frightening slab 
avalanche nearly swept them 
away on the easy angled lower 
portion of the face, but by dawn 
they had already climbed the 
first major rock barrier. Two 
other sections of UIAA IV were 
encountered before they 
reached the ridge 100m below 
the summit at dusk. There they 
bivouaced, and continued over 
the summit and descended the 
Normal Route next day, arriving 
at the large international base 
camp at 6.30 p.m. to discover 
dismay among the various 
teams that had descended 
because of the bad weather. 
15cm of new snow had fallen 
while they were on the 
mountain! 

Kurtyka described the route as 
" a kind of enigma ... hidden from 
view from the normal base 
camp by the Polish Pillar, it 
offered one of the most beautiful 
and at the same time reasonably 
safe virgin faces on an 8000m 
peak." 
Seven other expeditions 

including Spanish, Italian, 
French, Hungarian and Austrian 
members placed a total of 24 
members on top via the normal 
W. Ridge/W. Face also during 
October, while a Russian team-
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The South Face of Shishapangma showing the Swiss/Polish Route. "The quickest, shortest route on an 
B000er. " Below: Messrs Trail/et, Loretan and Kurtyka at Shishapangma Base Camp. Photos: Kurtyka . 

failed at 7850m during a late 
season attempt on the SW Ridge 
on 14 November due to 
deteriorating weather. 

Chamlang (7319ml 
The fourth ascent was made by 

Germans Bernd Erbele and 
Stephan Koehler via the NW 
Face. 

Makalu (8463ml 
Of six expeditions active on the 

mountain, only the Spanish on 
the normal NW Ridge were 
successful. Jordi Angles, Antoni 
Bros and Sherpa Lhakpa 
reached the summit on 3 Oct. 

Manaslu (8163m) 
An eight man Soviet expedition 

attempting the E. Face ended 
tragically. Three members from 
Alma Ata , Murat Galiev, Grigori 
Lunyakov and Zinur Khalitov 

were killed in a fall at 7200m . All 
were experienced mountaineers. 
Lunyakov and Khalitov had 
completed the complete 
Kangchenjunga traverse the 
previous year, and Lunyakov 
had reached the summit of 
Everest without Oxygen in May. 

Annapurna 3 (7555ml 
AS. Korean expedition made 

the 9th ascent via the N. Face/E. 
Ridge. One member and three 
sherpas reached the summit on 
5 Oct. On nearby Annapurna 2, 
an American expedition led by 
Steve Brimmer failed at 7200m 
on the N. Face. There were no 
ascents of Annapurna 1 during 
the season. 

Annapurna 4 (7525ml 
A Miss Aryati (Indonesian) 

became the first woman to climb 
this mountain. She reached the 
summit on 14 Nov. using 
oxygen and accompanied by 
three Sherpas. 

Tarke Kang (Glacier Dome) 
(7193ml 

An ascent of this peak was 
made from the NE via the N. 
Face by a S. Korean expedition. 
Two members and a Sherpa 
reached the summit on 10 Sept. 

Dhaulagiri 1 (8167ml 
Seven expeditions with 

members from twelve nations 
placed 18 members on the 
summit via the normal NE 
Ridge. Among those succeeding 
were two Japanese women, 
Fumie Kimura and Mayuri 
Yasuhara (9 Oct.), experienced 
Americans George Lowe (19 
Oct.) and Carlos Buhler (with 

Russian Dalnius Makauskas and 
Sherpa Nuru on 31 Oct.) and the 
first Liechtenstein national to 
climb an 8000er, Helmut Kindle 
(5 Oct.) . 

It seems at least one expedition 
welcomed the crowded 
conditions on the route . One 
Spanish team member 
commented; "the Swiss acted 
like bankers. They sold the 
route to Italian, Greek and 
Czechoslovak teams. The 
mountain should be for 
climbing , not for making money. 
That is not mountaineering." 

"Lesser" Peaks 
Elsewhere in Nepal , there wa s 

considerable success. The SW 
Ridge of Arna Dablam (6812m) 
had 8 ascents (13 climbers), 
while Pumori (7161m) had 15 
ascents (45 climbers). Andrew 
Lapkass (USA) reached the 
summit three times within 7 
days, including the first solo 
traverse of the mountain, up the 
S. Ridge and down the normal 
SE Face/NE Face. 
AS. Korean expedition made 

4th ascents of both the central 
and west peaks of Churen Himal 
(7371ml via the SE Face. S. 
Koreans also climbed the SE 
Face of Nilgiri North (7061ml, 
placing two teams on top on 
consecutive days on the 7/8 
Sept. A Japanese team climbed 
the SE Ridge of Numbur 
(6957ml via the normal SW 
Ridge. Tawoche (6501ml was 
climbed by the German pair of 
Juergen Knappe and Axel' 
Schloenvogt up the SE Pillar/ 
Ridge. Tukuche (6920ml was 
climbed by Eleni St-amatakis 
(Greek) accompanied by two 
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sherpas via the normal NW 
Ridge. 
Some smaller trips ran into 

difficulties. A French team to 
Kanjiroba South (6883m) failed 
to reach their base camp 
because of the difficulties of the 
approach and climbed Dudh 
Kundari (6100m) instead . 

Finally, the only attempt on an 
unclimbed peak during the 
season ended in misfortune. A 
small British team led by Alan 
Burgess were attempting Cheo 
Himal (6820m) when a Sherpa 
fell 800m to his death on the S.E. 
Ridge. The team had reached 
6250m when the accident 
happened. 

TIBET /CH INA 

Shishapangma (8046ml 
A week after climbing Cho Oyu, 

Kurtyka, Troillet and Loretan 
arrived in Nylam on their way to 
the S. Face of Shishapangma . 
They set up base camp on 30 
Sept. and on 2 Oct. set off for 
the unclimbed Central Couloir. 
After examining their objective 
close up, they decided to 
dispense with their bivi bag, 
harnesses and most of the food, 
retaining only 30m of 7 mm 
rope, 4 pitons, a few chocolate 
bars and a bottle of drink each . 
They climbed the couloir 

during the night, and arrived 
near the summit ridge at (lawn . 
Here Kurtyka decided to rest for 
an hour while the Swiss pair 
continued to the middle summit 
which they reached at 10 a.m. 
Meanwhile Kurtyka mistakenly 
set off up the buttress on the 
right, but was forced to descend 
from a rock barrier only a few 
metres below the top. 
Fortunately, the Swiss now 
reappeared and Kurtyka found 
the correct line, eventually 
gaining the summit at 4 p.m. 
Loretan and Troillet completed 
their descent within 24 hours of 
the start, while Kurtyka, "finding 
the night pleasantly warm " 
bivouaced at 7800m and 
descended the next morning. 

In describing the route, Kurtyka 
commented, "It is the shortest 
and qui;::kest existing line to an 
8000m peak. The couloir is 
mostly 45° and rarely exceeds 
50°. For a busy man, it is a 
dream ground to flash an 8000m 
peak. However, unfortunately, 
he would have to waste a lot of 
time training. " 

K2 (8611ml 
Additional information has 

been received about the 
Japanese route on the NW Face 
(see Mountain 136). After 
reaching the snow dome at 
7000m, the route follows almost 
exactly the line attempted by the 
Poles in 1982, and then branches 
onto the N. Ridge at 7700m. 
From camp 5 at 7950m, Hideki 
Nawka and Hirotaka Imamura 
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reached the sum it on 9 Aug. 
Muztagh Feng (6638m) 
This unclimbed peak in the Kun 

Lun Range was climbed by a 
Japanese expedition led by Yuri 
Watanabe via the E. Ridge. 
Watanabe and Yosiburni 
lshizawa reached the summit on 
18 Aug . 

Xueliang Feng (6627m) 
After three successive failures 

on this unclimbed peak, a 
Japanese team led by Kazuo 
Takushima successfully 
completed an ascent of the S. 
Ridge. All 8 members reached 
the summit on 19 Aug . 

Gurla Mandhata (7728m) 
During a traverse of the Trans-

himalaya from Kashgar to ,. 
Lhasa, a Swiss team comprising 
Diego Wellig, Hans Staub, Paul 
Tschanz and Markus ltten made 
the third ascent of this, the 
highest peak in the range. In 
very poor conditions and despite 
serious frostbite to one member, 
the team climbed the original 
line pioneered by joint Sino
Japanese expeditions in 1985 
and 1987. · 

PAKISTAN 

Gasherbrum 1 (8068ml 
Further to the news item in 
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Mountain 136, the Japanese 
team on the W. Ridge claim that 
their ascent is the first true 
ascent of the ridge from bottom 
to top, since the 1977 Yugoslav 
team apparently stuck to the 
ridge only between the snow 
dome at 7200m and a camp at 
7400m. 

Gasherbrum 2 (8035ml 
Previously unreported is an 

oxygen less Japanese ascent of 
the S. W. Ridge. The four 
member team placed four 
camps in variable weather and 
from a high camp at 7400m, all 
the members, Haruyuki Endoh, 
his wife Yuka, Takao Suzuki and 
Osamu Tanabe reached the 
summ.it on 26 July. 

INDIA 

Kedar Dome (6831ml 
The first Hungarian expedition 

to attempt a technically difficult 
route in the Himalaya scored a 
major coup with an ascent of the 
E. Face of Kedar Dome in 
October. The route had 
previously been attempted by 
strong Japanese, Polish and 
British teams without success. 
In a splendid team effort 

employing traditional big wall 
tactics, the six members, 

Above: Rock Tower (6150m), Garwhal, with Italian Route marked. 
Left: The East Face of Kedar Dome showing Hungarian Route and 
camps. Photo: Dekany 

Szaboks Szendro, Gabor 
Babcsan, Gabor Berec, Walter 
Kraft, Janos Singer and the 
leader Ozsvath Attila, overcame 
technical difficulties, injury, and 
poor weather, spending a total 
of 22 days on the wall (see 
photo) . 
On 2 Oct., from the British high 

point above C2, Jansi, Berec and 
Attila worked right and up 
difficult slabs and a corner of 
UIAA VII+. The team were 
affected by cold once the sun 
left the face in early afternoon . 
They abseiled each night to C2 
and had an increasingly longer 
ju mar back to the high point 
each day. 

On 9 Oct., Walter, Szaboks and 
Gabor took over the lead and 
followed a natural line of cracks 
to a small ice ledge which 
became C3. The effort took its 
toll. The team was reduced to 
just Attila and Szaboks (who had 
climbed for 25 years with his left 
leg amputated below the knee). 
Jansi had broken a wrist, Berec 
was exhausted and Walter and 
Gabor had been frostbitten. 

The remaining pair were 
forced to use bolts on the steep 
wall in the shadows above C3 
before eventually breaking out 
onto the final sunlit buttress. On 
20 Oct., they reached the top of 
the wall and spent a harrowing 
night without sleeping bags or 
food in -20° conditions. Too 
exhausted to go to the summit 
next morning, they slowly 
descended, stripping as much 
equipment as they could and 
reached their base camp two 
days later. 

Meru (6470ml 
Details of the accident involving 
a Spanish team trying a new 
route on the North Face given in 
Mountain 136 were inaccurate. 
Three climbers died, not four, 
and in a serac fall, not from 

altitude sickness. They were 
Miriam Garcia, Jesus Buezo and 
Miguel Ausin. Four Spanish 
climbers went out to attempt to 
recover the bodies but this 
proved to be too dangerous. 

Rock Tower (6150ml 
Aproaching from Kedernath, an 

Italian team comprising 
Stephano Righetti, Maurizio 
Giordani, and Rosanna Manfrini 
succeeded in putting an 
impressive route up the S. Face 
of this peak which stands next to 
the S. Face of Kedernath Peak. 

On 25 Aug. , the team set off 
alpine style and bivouaced at 
5650m. From there, Manfrin i 
descended due to ill health while 
the remaining pair continued up 
the wall spending a second 
night at 6000m. 
The route is 24 pitches long 

and graded UIAA VII+ with some 
A2 and bolts employed to 
surmount a blank wall near the 
top (see photo). 

Elsewhere in Garwhal, 
following our report in the last 
issue, it has been confirmed that 
Andy Parkin and Sean Smith 
(GB) completed their direct line 
on the N. Face of Shivling. It 
would seem this was a fine 
alpine style effort and further 
details are awaited. Also in 
Gangotri, two members of a 
team from Bombay made the 
first ascent on the SW Ridge of 
Matri (6721m). In Kulu, a British 
team led by Adrian Phillips 
climbed Dharamsura (White 
Sail) (6445m) - Phillips, Andrew 
Ibbotson and Chamanlal 
reaching the summit on 29 June. 
Another British team led by 
Steve Bell ran out of time 400m 
short of the summit on Shigri La 
(6247m) also at the end of June. 
John Porter 
Correspondents: Attila, Fletcher, 
Giordani, Hall, Hawley, Kapadia, 
Kurtyka, Nyka, Torreblanca. " 
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THE ALPS 

Harlin Route Soloed in Winter 

The Alps - A Review of 1990 

The recent mild winters and 
general lack of snowfall 
throughout the Alps have 
brought dismay to the hearts of 
the piste skier. Alpinists 
however, attempting ascents in 
December and January, have 
been delighted by the almost 
quasi-summer conditions. 
Unfortunately the knock-on 
effect has been to create 
exceptionally dry conditions 
during the summer months. 
Large expanses of bare rock are 
now viewed with amazement by 
those expecting the usual snow 
and ice slopes. This appears to 
be most marked towards the 
Western end of the chain 
(especially in the Ecrins Massif) 
where stone fall has now 
reached serious proportions and 
danger areas are being 
established on routes of all 
grades that were until recently 
considered 'objectively safe'. 
This current trend suggests that 
many of the lower altitude ice/ 
mixed routes might become a 
thing of the past for the Alpinist 
visiting the range during the 
more traditional holiday periods. 
Gradings quoted below are 
U.I.A.A. unless otherwise stated. 

M ont Blanc 
Additions to the repertoire of 
'Short Rock climbs' are 
countless. Route diagrams of 
the fine granite towers such as 
the Trident du Tacul or Pt. 
3014m on the Eveque above the 
Charpoua, show a myriad of 
dotted lines. Romain Vogler 
has again taken a prominent role 
with this type of development 
and has also created a fine new 
line on the Pt de L' Androsace 
(300m French 6c). The latter lies 
above the Glacial basin of 
Combe Maudit which is still 
wonderfully unfrequented. 

In 1989 the Swiss climber P. 
Steulet freed the Darbellay 
Route on the North Face of the 
Petit Clacher du Porta/et to give 
the Massif's first ever French Sa. 
This year Thierry Renault and 
Alain Ghersen produced the 
second when they climbed the 
short yet vicious front face of the 
2nd gendarme on the Cosmique 
arete (Aig du Midi) to give 
Digital Crack. 
On the Brouillard face of Mont 

Blanc both the Red and Right
hand Pillars have received 
additions from the ever 
productive Piola/Anker team, 
with the crux moves going at a 
reasonable (for these days!) VI+/ 
VII-. The Gabarrou-Long on the 
Red Pillar is rapidly becoming a 
modern classic. On one 
occasion three teams were seen 
to be simultaneously engaged 
on the route and one of these, 
rappeling from the summit of 
the pillar, made the round trip 
from the Monzino hut on the 

same day! It is reported that all 
the necessary pegs are now in 
place on the big aid pitch. If this 
is the case then the difficulty 
associated with this time 
consuming section has been 
significantly altered. 

A British team, attempting to 
repeat the Grassi route Etica 
Bisbetica on the Right-hand 
pillar was stopped low down by 
stonefall which appeared to 
originate from t he depression 
left of the true crest of the upper 
pillar. In the lower section the 
correct line was difficult to 
locate but sported at least one 
double bolt belay "in an area 
with an embarrassment of good 
cracks". The original Bonington 
route was thought to give a 
safer and probably better line. 
This year, approaches to the 
pillars could be made from the 
Eccles by rappeling the monster 
rimaye from an in situ stake. 
Two significant events 

occurred on the Central Pillar of 
Freney. The first winter ascent 
of the Jori Bardill route by R. 
Escoffer and Ghersen on the 9 
Jan 1990 and during the 
summer, the first recorded free 
ascent of the original route. The 
latter was a well known problem 
that perhaps surprisingly had 
not been solved earlier. The 
crux, (not surprisingly) the 
chimney pitch through the roof 
above the Chandelle, was given 
a French 7a+ grading by Alexis 
Long. 

On the Grand Pilier D'Angle the 
super-route Divine Providence 
was soloed by Jacques Lafaille 
on 4-5 August and then shortly 
afterwards climbed almost 
completely free by Renault and 
Ghersen. The sixth pitch on the 
Red Wall now becomes the crux 
at French 7c - an appalling 
thought at that altitude! The 
recalcitrant pegs (two or three) 
lie in a damp roof and it is 
thought that very dry conditions 
would be needed to eliminate 
this short aid section. 

The higher mixed routes were 
in good condition during the 
continuous fine spell that 
affected the massif during much 
of August. Rob Durran, climbing 
perhaps the most popular route 
on the Grand Pi lier - the Dufour
Frehel with the Direct Finish, 
recommends a horizontal 
traverse from Col Moore to the 
foot of the face. This is quicker 
and avoids the rather serious 
difficulties that seem to be 
encountered these days on the 
several rimayes below the face. 
It is, however, still 'decidedly 
heart in mouth'! 8hr from the 
Trident hut (which was 
unguarded this summer) to the 
Peuterey Ridge and then a 
further 5hr to the summit. This 
last section, in high winds, gave 
in many ways the most 
demanding part of the ascent. 

Durran also notes changes to 

some of the more traditional 
classics. The top section of the 
Rocher du Mont Blanc route is 
really qu ite steep for it's lowly 
P.O. grading and the seracs at 
the exit from the Brenva Spur 
are now much harder than 
several years ago. This summer 
they appeared to be far more 
extensive and at one point 
contained a seemingly 
unavoidab le overhanging wall -
albeit with a good landing! 

Gabarrou and Grassi still 
continue to discover those 
ephemeral ribbons of ice that 
occur during the spring. On 
Mont Maud it the last unclimbed 
couloir on the Three Gendarmes 
fell to Gabarrou, Gourdini and 
Passino on 16 May. This is the 
steep narrow runnel between 
the Central and Left pillars. It is 
400m and took 11 hours which is 
a long time for Gabarrou so it 
must be hard! The August/ 
September edition of Vertical 
gives a good overview of the 
range with full descriptions of 
many of Gabarrou's new gully 
lines throughout recent years. 
The Bonatti Route to the 

summit of Pt. Whymper on the 
North Face of the Grandes 
Jorasses received its third 
ascent with a fine solo effort 
from S. Sveticic. This, together 
with his winter ascent of the 
Eiger, will continue to enhance 
the considerable prowess of 
Eastern bloc mountaineers. 
Two significant events have 

taken place on the West Face of 
the Petites Jorasses. On the 15 
January, Piola and H. Bouvard 
made the first winter ascent of 
the Czech 1976 Route. In the 
summer Piola and Sprungli 
created Anouk. This is a 21 pitch 
route with unavoidable moves 
of VI. The climbing is sustained 
at VI+ to VII with a small roof of 
VII+. What is so special about 
the E.D. (1) line? The answer 
lies with the fact that the route is 
protected by 108 in-situ bolts! 
Recently many top Swiss 
climbers have harshly criticized 
their countryman who, with this 
offering has created the first '100 
bolt' route in the Massif. 
However it is a reflection on the 
current popularity of 'safe' 
climbing that the route has 
already been repeated 25 times. 
The rappel anchors, down the 
line of ascent, are reported to be 
excellent! 

Now into a quieter corner of 
the range. In 1989 Tony Penning 
and Pete Cresswell were 
climbing unroped up the first 
section of a proposed new line 
on the East Face of the Aig de 
L'Eveque above the Frebouze 
Glacier basin when tragically 
Cresswell fell to his death . 
Penning returned with Andy 
Tierney in 1990 and on the 24 
July climbed the face finishing 
at Pt.3019m to the East of the 
main summit. The approach to 

the area beneath the face (from 
La Vachey via the L. side of the 
val ley below the glacier) is quite 
serious as it invo lves a 50m 
runout at around VN+ beneath 
some hanging seracs. It is 
almost certain t hat the Aig has 
never been approached from 
th is side before and that this is 
the f irst route on this vast face. 
There is some good climbing on 
sound granite. 

Last ly, let's try someth ing 
different ! Descents on a surf-ski 
have now been made of the 
North faces if the Plan, Plan de 
Sucre, M idi (Mallory Route) and 
the Jager Couloir on Mont Blanc 
du Tacul. 

Bernese Oberland 
A remarkable 'enchainement' 

was achieved by Michel Worth 
on the 16 September 1989 when 
he completed solo, the North 
faces of the Mittag horn (700m 
TD+), Grosshorn (1200m TD+) 
and Lauterbrunnen Breithorn 
(1050m ED) in a total of 17 
hours. Better still, he descended 
from each summit by the rather 
old-fashioned means of down
climbing the easier northern 
flanks of the peaks that lie 
between the routes. Quite a 
contrast to the usual parapentes, 
hang-gliders, helicopters etc that 
often accompany these exploits 
nowadays. 
On the Eiger, S. Sveticic made 

the first winter solo ascent of the 
Harlin Route. 

Bregaglia/Bernina 
Snow conditions on the classic 

routes in the Bernina remained 
very good until late in the 
season but the weather seemed 
rather less predictable here than 
in the Western Alps. Notable 
omissions in the Bregaglia 
included the snow patches 
usually present on the approach 
to the N.E. Face of the Badile 
from the North Ridge and the 
more famous one on the Cassin 
Route itself. There was very 
little evidence of the snow dome 
on the summit of the Cengalo by 
the end of August. With current 
glacial recession this area has a 
definite sub-alpine feel and any 
ice climbing has become rather 
impractical after Mid-June. 

New bolt protected routes are 
being worked out on the steep 
slabs of the Spazzacaldeira and 
the Albignia valley is by far the 
most popular in the range. 
Excellent all-free climbs that 
have much attention from local 
climbers but are largely 
unknown to visiting British 
alpinists are: the Kasper Pillar on 
the Frachiccio (VII); Leni Route 
(VINI+), Felici (VI) and Nigg 
Direct (VI-) on the Spazza. Here 
the famous Fiamma still gives a 
steady pitch at V while the Dente 
has come under the scrutiny of 
the Sport's climber and gives a 
well bolted final pitch at VI+. 
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The superb granite of the Bio 
Pillar is very popular and, in 
keeping with exploration in the 
Mont Blanc range, two routes 
were equipped and climbed this 
summer on the slabs below the 
Albignia hut. 

On the south side of the range, 
the Vinci Route on the Cengalo 
(VI+)· has impressed many 
parties. Certain authorities have 
coined that wonderful 
expression 'one of the best rock 
climbs of its type in the Alps'. 
Outside of the Mello, climbs in 
these southern valleys seem 
little frequented by non-Italian 
alpinists. despite all this the 
range has still not received the 
thorough grooming that has 
been applied to, for example, 
the Chamonix Aiguilles and 
much scope remains. 

Dolomites 
A significant achievement on 

the South Face of the 
Marmolada was an ascent of the 
Koller-Sustr route, The Fist, by 
Roger Everett and Mick Harris 
24-26 July. Although it has been 
climbed completely free (VIII+/ 
IX-), Mariacher 1987, (see 
Mountain 132) most parties will 
be forced to use a fair amount of 
aid and two good skyhooks are 
essential. All belays are in place 
and the route is well equipped 
with rappel points all the way to 
the major terrace after pitch 21. 
However as the line is neither 
obvious nor straight, a good 
memory of the ascent route is 
required for any retreat. 2-3 
days should be allowed for a 
complete ascent but a fast party 
with minimal gear, capable of 
climbing British 6b quickly and/ 
or skilled with skyhooks should 
be able to reach the terrace and 
rappel off in one day. The crux 
is above the whale-shaped niche 
( The Fish) at 500m . The original 
description and grading (VII and 
A 1) are pure fantasy. Parties 
making recent repeat ascents of 
some of Koller's and other 
Czechoslovakian routes in the 
Bregaglia have also found them 
badly undergraded. With little 
in-situ protection the harder 
pitches can be very bold. The 
climbing is continually excellent, 
mostly on perfect rock and of ,a 

difficulty which matches many a 
bolted crag (but without the 
bolts!) A revised description 
now follows but is likely to be at 
the upper limit of its grade 
( 1000m,Vll,A3,24hrs). 
Lindsay Griffin 
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More Highland Gritstone 

SCOTLAND 

Torridon - Seana Mheallan 
I had known about Ardmair, 

last year's Crag X, for a number 
of years then paid the price for 
inattention when some of the 
Glenmore Lodge staff pipped 
me to the post. Passing by the 
crag one weekend I had 
mentioned to my wife that there 
was scope for a lot of good 
routes and that we should return 
the following weekend. A few 
days later I was on the phone to 
Allen Fyffe at Glenmore Lodge 
when, following a chance 
remark from me about the 
potential in the North West, he 
let slip that he was in fact 
presently developing a crag 
there, which was also really 
close to the road. An innocent 
comment and my brain jumped 
into action: " It doesn't have a 
big prow on it by any chance?" 
A stammer followed by a pause 
showed that Allen's brain was 
working overtime before he 
realised that honesty was the 
only policy and admitted that it 
did. I'm still sure Allen doesn't 
believe that I would have been 
at the same crag the next 
weekend anyway, but so began 
an intense and hectic period of 
development which saw 70 or so 
routes added to the crags. 
This was another sandstone 

crag in the North West that I had 
known about for years and 
having been slow off the mark 
with Ardmair I decided not to be 
so with this crag in Torridon. 
Unfortunately the frenzy of 
activity at Ardmair, the lure of 
sun drenched midge free rock in 
Cornwall, then projects on Stac 
Pollaidh kept me away in 1989. 
However, during the winter, on a 
day off from the snow and ice 
(well what there was of it), Chris 
(my wife) and I managed to get 
to Torridon and check out the 
crag. 

Seana Mheallan is the small hill 
opposite Liathach and as one 
drives down lower Glen 
Torridon the crag can clearly be 
seen on the left as the upper of 
three sandstone tiers about 
300m up the hillside above the 
River Torridon . About 0.5 km 
short of a good camping spot in 
the trees towards the foot of the 
glen there is a passing place 
with limited parking from where 
the river is gained and easily 
crossed by some natural 
stepping stones. A flog of about 
20 mins up the Glac Dhorch 
towards the right side of the 
crag gains a terrace which runs 
leftwards beneath it. The crag 
looked good and due to the fact 
that it took very little drain.age it 
was also dry - despite the cold it 
was a pity that we hadn't taken 
any rock gear with us. The 
lowe.r two tiers of rock appeared 
to take most of the drainage 

Rab Anderson high on Torridonian (E3 6a), late evening, during the 
first ascent. Liathach in the background. Photo: Chris Anderson. 

from the hillside and although 
the rock was not as good as 
above, the middle tier had some 
impressive looking ground with 
scope for bigger, more serious 
routes. 
After the winter we were back, 

at the start of May, but Torridon 
wasn't ready for us and in poor 
weather a trip was made to the 
Tallie Crags of Poolewe where 
al l I managed to do was finish 
cleaning up a route I had started 
on the previous year. Superb 
weather the following weekend 
saw a quick trip to Toi lie to 
climb my line, North West Orient 
(E4 5b,6a) and a dash round to 
Torridon just as the afternoon 
sun started to come round onto 
the crag. 

From the road the most 
obvious line is that of a corner 
towards the left-hand end of the 
crag and after climbing a smaller 
corner in the middle of the crag, 
The Deerstalker (VS 4c), the 
cleaning rope was thrown down 
the main corner. Some hours of 
wire brushing and scraping later 
the corner was climbed to 

produce the classic of the crag, 
The Torridonian (E3 6a), a 
superb route. It was 9pm but 
there was time enough for a 
quick ascent of the prominent 
crack around the arete to the 
right which gave a fine E2 5b, 
Crack of Ages. Ropes and gear 
were left at the crag and there 
was just enough time to rush 
back down to the road, grab a 
bite to eat and catch the Ben 
Damph just before closing time. 
The following day, the corner 

right of The Deerstalker was 
climbed as Shoot the Cuckoo 
(HVS 4c) (I'd had to get up 
during the night to drive a noisy 
cuckoo out of the tree next to 
the tent) and the cleaning was 
again commenced. Two cracks 
in the wall right of The 
Torridonian share a common 
start and although a touch 
eliminate because of their 
closeness they give fine 
climbing: Sandstorm (E3 6b) on 
the left and Sandpiper (HVS 5b) 
on the right . 
Climbing in full view of the 

road I was sure that we would " 
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Rab Anderson on first ascent of Middle of the Road (E3 5c) which 
takes the roofs left of Torridonian. Photo: Chris Anderson. 

be spotted, particularly in the 
evening with the sun full on the 
crag, and that word of the crag 
would escape, so we decided to 
work out the crag and get it out 
of the way as soon as possible. 
Over the next four weekends the 
long trip was made up from 
Edinburgh and due to the sun 
coming on the crag mid
afternoon and staying till late we 
were able to allow ourselves the 
luxury of an early Saturday 
morning drive to avoid the mad 
rush up the A9 after work on a 
Friday. The same plan of attack 
was adopted: with the easier 
lines climbed on sight to get to 
the top and the best lines 
cleaned first, a steady flow of 
routes followed: 

Right of The Deerstalker the 
wall produced three fine lines up 
cracks, from left to right: 
Eliminator (E3 6a); Exterminator 
(E3 5c) and the superb Hunter 
Killer (E4 6b) - a hard, bouldery 
start protected by a not so 
obvious Rock 1 on the right 
gains a peg runner and a fine 
crack leading to the arete where 

bold climbing gains the top. 
At the right side of the crag a 

dark corner and crack in the wall 
right of the arete gave The Dark 
One (E2 5b,5b) ; the arete 
produced the very good Edge of 
Enlightenment (E3 5c) whilst the 
thin crack in the steep slab to its 
left is The Path of Righteousness 
(E2 5c), another good route. 
Just to the left a corner and the 
wide crack in its left wall gave 
Elbow Room (HVS 5b) and Dog
leg Crack (HVS 5a). Around on 
the left Cornered Sis the blocky 
corner defining the right side of 
a steep inset slab which 
produced four fine though at 
times eliminate routes. The best 
is the excellent A Touch Too 
Much (E2/3 5c) which takes a 
thin right slanting crack up the 
right side of the slab. The others 
from left to right are: Seams 
Obvious (E1 5b); Seems the 
Same (HVS 5af and Looks 
Different (HVS 5a), all up cracks. 
The left side of this inset crack is 
defined by a corner capped by a 
roof which is split by a crack. 
This was climbed to give The 

Wide Deceiver (E1 5b) whilst 
after the same start Squeeze 'Em 
In (E 1 5b) takes a thin crack to 
the right finishing up a groove 
just left of Looks Different. The 
groove just right of the edge on 
the left is In the Groove (HVS 5a) 
and around from this a 
prominent crack splitting a roof 
was gained by a short traverse 
and a thin crack then climbed to 
give the entertaining Fistfighter 
(E4 6a) - good jams lead to a 
widening where a lunge has to 
be made into another crack and 
more good jams. Immediately 
to the left, sharing the same first 
few moves then traversing right 
into a corner is Rock Around the 
Block (E2 5c) and left again the 
corner of Shoot the Cuckoo. 

A short way left past the next 
corner of The Deerstalker, two 
cracklines then a corner system 
give: Route With a View (HVS 
5a) , the good Mark of a Skyver 
(E2 5c) up a flake and thin crack 
and then View To a Hill (E 1 5b) . 
Around the arete to the left of 

The Torridonian a common start 
up an overhung corner leads to 
a ledge where there are two fine 
cracks, on the right Middle of the 
Road (E3 5c) and on the left Left 
in the Lurch (E 1 5b) . Further left 
there is a recessed area with 
room for a few routes, then a 
steep slab with a diagonal roof 
above it. Two lines pass the 
right side of the roof, Rowantree 
Crack and Mackintosh Slab, both 
E 1 5b. On the left the crag 
degenerates and this is where 
the descent is located, traversing 
beneath a huge block. 
At present there are 31 routes, 

all about 30m long, on good 
Torridonian sandstone and 
although scope exists for a few 
more, as always, the best have 
all been done. It is a pleasant 
cragging environment with the 
added attraction of fine 
mountain scenery - the outlook 
is superb with views across to 
Liathach, Beinn Eighe and out 
across Loch Torridon to Skye. 
The sun stays on the crag till late 
which means that one can climb 
right up until sunset but this 
could be at the cost of a missed 
pint unless one makes a mad 
dash for the pub. Although the 
midges can be bad in the glen, 
we were never bothered by 
them at the crag. Good camping 
can be found in the trees nearby 
or down next to the Youth 
Hostel where there is an official 
site which sometimes catches 
more of a breeze to keep the 
midges at bay. There are also 
reasonable public toilets down 
here. 
A visit to the crag is 

recommended either in itself or 
as a second day option to avoid 
the long walk round into Caire 
Mhic Fhearchair - the fine 
attractively situated crags at 
Diabeg are also close-at hand. 
Rab Anderson 
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PEMBROKE 
Much activity here in the earlier 
part of the year has gone 
unreported but hopefully all will 
be revealed in the next edition of 
the PEMBROKE GUIDE. The 
summer saw the addition of 
many fine new pitches to the S. 
Face of Mowing Word . Non
tidal access, perfect rock and a 
sunny disposition all add to the 
charm of this area. Two of the 
best are Slip Of The Wrist (E5 
6a,6a) based on the groove and 
impressive headwall L of Close 
Shave and Stubble Trouble (E6 
6c,6b) which takes the desperate 
groove and headwall above 
Odour Cologne (Gibsons and 
Thomas) . Visitors to the area 
might note that a large rockfall 
has affected The Arete Of 
Mowing Word causing an 
upward drift in grade. 
The pinnacle in Mowing Word 

Bay was gained by some 
interesting Tyrolean 
manoeuvres and 4 pitches 
added to its walls. Nevada Falls 
(E5 6c) on the W. Face, the bold 
arete Arizona Sky, Royston 's 
Groove (E3 6a) and on the 
slabby E side Roger the Lodger 
(E1 5c) (Gibson, Thomas). 
On the wall of Stackpole Cracks 

Thomas added two El's on 
either side of Buzzing Insect, 
sticking to the invertebrate 
theme were Munching Mussels 
Make Me Mope and Crunchy 
Copepods. Gibson also found 
that the Whelks Have Ears (E5 
6b) and noted on a passing 
pleasure boat Ten Thousand 
Tenby Turkey Tottering 
Tentatively On The Top Tier (E4 
6a). On the sombre wall 
opposite is Anemone Anomaly 
(E6 6b), this route is best done 
with the sad looking peg runner 
and high tide for protection. 
A major development has been 

the opening up of Stackpole East 
which has yielded a wealth of 
superb climbing to rival and 
certainly match any other in 
South Pembroke. The L side of 
the cliff is clearly marked by the 
obvious archway leading 
through to Stackpole Cracks. 
East Enders (E4 6b) takes the 
wall and overhang just R of the 
large flake. The groove to the 
right gave My Heart Fails Me (E5 
6a) with fine varied climbing 
throughout. The route of the 
cliff is Sweet Smell Of Success 
(E5 6b), a superb line which 
takes exquisite rock by 
immaculate climbing up the wall 
R of the last route. Another 
classic is the central groove line 
finishing at the twin abseil posts, 
Melon Colic (E3 5c). Strawberry 
Grenade (E5 6a) another 
superlative climb takes the flake 
system to the R. 
The remainder of routes lie on 

the white pillar on the R side of 
the crag. Inject Me (E4 6a,6a) 
takes the centre of the white 
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pillar with sustained technical 
climbing reminiscent of 
Treva/Jen Pillar. All Quiet On The 
Eastern Front (E5 6a,6a) 
provides a flawless pitch up the 
striking white arete of the pillar. 
Best Eastems (E5 6b) takes the 
thin cracks R of the arete with a 
tough start and sustained 
climbing thereafter. The large 
flake R again Poisoned Love (E3 
5a,5c) provides good climbing 
with an exposed firiish up the 
arete. All routes mentioned on 
this crag were climbed with 
various combinations of Gary 
and Hazel Gibson and Roy 
Thomas. 
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SOUTH EAST WALES 

The Gap 
Emerging as one of the areas 
foremost crags the Gap will 
appeal to sports climber and 
traditionalist alike with a wide 
range of routes in all grades. 
Those with a penchant for 
placing their nuts into 
welcoming cracks should look 
no further than the top quarry 
where Royle's Dirty Gerty (VS 
4c) and Acceleration Due To 
Gravity (HVS 5a) provide two 
classics of the grade. The right 
hand crack after a prolonged 

Brush Up (HVS 4c) yielded to 
Thomas whilst the wall to the 
right provided entertainment for 
Learoyd and Gary Lewis in the 
form of Step Up (E1 5b) and 
Godfather (E2 5b) . The arete 
right of the Quarry gave Up 
Yours (E1 5b), based on an idea 
of Lewis but climbed by 
Thomas. Meatier fare for those 
with only half a dozen quick
draws in their rack were three 
routes on the back wall of the 
quarry from L - R: Scared Seal 
Banter (E5 6b), Mastic Mick (E4 
6a) and the Grouts of San 
Romano (E4 6a) climbed in the 
course of a winter's morning by 

Left: Despite serious injury last 
year, Gary Gibson still manages 
to pioneer a seemingly endless 
stream of new routes, on a 
seemingly endless supply of 
new crags! Here he is on the 
first ascent of Strawberry 
Grenade (E5 6a), at Stackpole 
East, in Pembroke. 
Photo: Hazel Gibson. 

Martin Crocker. In the afternoon 
he soloed two extended grit like 
boulder problems on the 
Rectangular Wall : First There Is 
A Mountain (E4 5c); Then There 
Is No Mountain (E4 5c), before 
indulging in a little Audio 
Pornography (E4 6a). Learoyd 
and Thomas were also active in 
this area adding Old Dog (VS) 
New Tricks (E2 5c), left of the 
green overhang avoided by Tall 
Story. To the right of Tall Story 
the same team climbed Mister 
Natural (E1 5b) and Surprise 
Surprise (E2 5b). The best route 
to emerge from this section was 
Learoyd's direct ascent of the 
overhang giving a classic E3 6a 
pitch. 
As the weather improved the 

lower quarry dried and was to 
receive a hammering. [A rather 
unfortunate tum of phrase - Ed.] 
Thomas began extended 
excavations to emerge begrimed 
but triumphant from the 
cracklines of Land Of The 
Dinosaurs (E3 5b) , Rattle Those 
Tusks (E2 5b), Rain And Tears 
(E1 5b), Full Bag (E2 5b) and 
Naked Truth (E1 5a) all on the 
back wall of the lower quarry 
(listed from L-R). 
Tony Penning visited the area 

and with a good eye for a line, 
especially those cleaned and 
prepared by someone else, 
climbed the cave roof and slab 
above giving Perfect Scoundrels 
(E4 5c) . The walls between the 
cracks continued to be 
developed providing one of the 
area's prime sports-climbing 
arenas. Right of the central 
(now) wide crack Crocker forced 
the blistering pitch of Mad At 
The Sun (E6 6b/c) . The arete 
and wall to the right gave Bear 
Cunning Salmon Running (E4 
6a) and Anything You Can Do 
(E5 6b) courtesy of the Sharp/ 
Lewis team . Right again 
Crocker's Encore Magnifique (E6 
6b) gave one of the most 
sustained pitches of the quarry 
whilst Sperm Wall (E5/6 6b) 
gave one of its boldest. 

Cwm Dimbach 
Andy Sharp, ever to the fore in 
the new sandstone 
developements, tracked down 
this secluded crag . Lost in the 
woods of the Ogmore forest the 
existence of this crag has been 
part of S.E. Wales' Climbing 
Legend since the late Charlie 
Heard discovered and climbed 
on it in the 70's. By a 
masterpiece of subterfuge, Andy 
located the crag hidden away in 
the wooded rift close to the 
village of Glyn Ogwr. 
Concentrating his effort on the 
large overhanging face he 
removed aeons of lichenous 
growth to produce the 
entertaining arete of Haven't A 
Clue (E5 6b), the stunning roof 
crack of The Knowledge (E6 6b) 
and Coming On Strong (E5 6b) 



Right: Gary Gibson on the first ascet;1t of Slip of The Wrist (E5 6a,6a}, 
Mowing Word, Pembroke. Photo: Hazel Gibson. 

which takes the right arete. Pete 
Lewis, his companion on these 
routes free, climbed the crack 
formerly aided by Charlie 
producing a classic finger crack, 
as yet unnamed (E4 6a). Having 
picked the gems details of the 
crag were released and Gary 
Lewis and the S.W.M .C. team 
vied with Eugene Jones and 
Tony Burke for the remaining 
lines. The upper rift produced a 
succession of pitches ranging 
from VS to E4 Grit Expectations 
(E4 5c) (Eugene Jones) boldly 
takes the cleaned wall on the 
Left side of the upper riff. The 
obvious ramp line is Never 
Mind The Bollocks (E3 5c) by 
Tony Burke and the crack on the 
right gave a classic E1 by Haydn 
Griffiths. Thomas became 
enamoured with this solitary 
location and after a succession 
of visits prepared a series of 
shorter aretes and walls, these 
were then climbed with the 
support of Graham Royle, 
Gareth Davies and John Bright. 
Situated at the entrance to the 
Rift the excellent aretes will 
provide a day's entertainment 
for the VS, HVS climber. Further 
into the Rift the well geared wall 
is At Your Convenience (E3 5c) 
whilst just to its right is the 
bolder and striking arete of Phils 
Ammonia (E3 6a). The wall right 
again (E3 6a) sports a solid but 
solitary protection peg at mid
height. 

Glynfach Crag 
Just when we thought there 
were no more crags to be found 
the ever productive Sharp and 
Lewis dredged through 
childhood memories of their 
valley homeland and revisited 
this compact quarry tucked 
away high above the village of 
Porth . Killers Arete on the left 
went at a bold E4 5c. Right of 
this with a name almost as long 
as the route was Moses 
Supposes His Toes 's Were 
Roses (E4 5c). Two further 
worthy additions were Nervous 
Nineties (E4 6b) and 
Physcotherapy (sic) (E5 6b/c). 

The Darren 
Several new pitches have been 
added to this old S.E. Wales 
stamping ground. Arizona Stan 
(E6 6b) provides strenuous 
climbing up the arete 15' left of 
Alive and Kicking (Sharp, Lewis). 
Tony Penning left his Calling 
Card (E3 6a) with a nice pitch up 
the crack 10' left of Stow Crack 
then climbed the slab and corner 
left of Sorrie Lorrie Morrie 
giving Autumn Leaves 
(E3 6a). 

Trebanog 
The March Of Progress (E5 6b) 
touched this as yet unmetalled 
crag taking the wall left of For 
Your Arms Only. To the right of 
the same route, once again by 

Sharp/Lewis, was Banog 's 
BarmyArmy. 

Dan's Dick Quarry (Ynyshir) 
This quarry is perhaps most 
notable for its name and the 
aggressive Llama in the field 
above. Several pitches have 
been climbed here by Lewis and 
Sharp, two obvious corners at 
E1 / E2 and a slab on the right at 
E4 6a . Further details may be 
forthcoming . 

Ton Pentre-Ystrad 
This compact Rhondda crag has 
a good sunlit back wall with a 
variety of steep wall and crack 
climbs. On the left of the wall 
Thomas found himself Alone 
And Blue (E3 5c). The two 
classic cracks right of this are 
Help The Aged (E 1 5b) and Road 
To Nowhere (E1 5b). Mick 
Learoyd tackled the right of this 
section of crag at a steady E3 5c 
whilst Eugene Jones made his 
first new route foray onto S. 
Wales Sandstone with Tom Tom 
Club (E2 5b) . 

Cwm-Amman 
Gary Gibson became a regular 
visitor to S. Wales sandstone 
and repeated most of the routes 
on this premier sandstone venue 
before adding a few of his own. 
Overlooking the village is a 
striking slab and arete of 
excellent solid sandstone. The 
arete gave Cwm To Pappa (VS 
4c) (Thomas) , two lines up the 
slab were Cwm To Mamma (E2 
5c) and Cwm Mammon (E3 6a) 
(Gibson). All 3 routes were 
equipped with solid lower off 
points and ought to become 
popular. The pair then moved to 
the small wall right of the main 
crag adding two new pitches : 
Instead Of This (E 1 5b) and Zoo 
Time (E1 5b). Thomas with 
Eugene Jones climbed the 
obvious central crack Spam 
Javelin (HVS 5a) on the Hot Beef 
Injection Wall. The lower offs to 
the routes on this wall were also 
improved. 

Mountain Ash Quarry 
Martin Crocker returned from a 
Canadian holiday to add 
Jetlagged (E3 6a) and Far Cry 
From Squamish (E4 6a) on the 
wall left of Sennapod Corner. 

The Gower 
Although most attention has 
been focussed on the sandstone 
there has been some activity in 
the Gower. Gary Gibson's 
Yellow Wall route Man Of The 
Earth (E6 6b,6b) has been 
repeated by Andy Sharp and a 
galaxy of visiting stars 
confirming its quality as a 
powerful lead. On the slabs 
opposite Thomas and Bullock 
braved the impending rubble 
cornice giving two lines: There 's 
a Shadow Hanging Over Me (E2 
5c) and Don 't Look Up (E2 5b). 

In the Pennard area, Gower 
devotee, John Bullock 
developed an excellent steep 
non-tidal zawn - Fox Hole Crag. 
Here with the backing of R. 
Thomas two excellent pitches 
were produced: The Hooker (E4 
6a) and Foxy Lady (E3/4 6a) . 

Wye Valley - Ban Y Gor 
The escarpment area of this crag 
is well documented in the B.M.C. 
new climbs publication 1986. 
Gary Gibson, Doug Kerr and 
friends have extended the 
climbing with another 300 yards 
of well cleaned and equipped 
routes. The crag is split by 
several terraces and in the 
interests of access the top tier is 
best avoided as it finishes in 
back gardens. All the routes are 
equipped with solid lower offs . 
The routes are described from R 
to L the way one approaches 
them . The first three routes start 
from the lower path then weave 
their way through the top roofs. 
Gimee Back My flead (E5 6b) , 
Head Tennis (E6 6b), and Stitch 
That E6 6b were all climbed by 
Gary Gibson and appropriately 
named as a reminder of his near 
fatal accident on this spot. The 
Drilling Fields (E6 6b), Almost 
Me (E6 6b), and Hummin' Bird 
(E3 6c) (Gibson) are the show 
pieces of the crag taking the 
tiered roof above the white 
pillar. The total of routes done 
approaches 60 and Gary Gibson 
has compiled a type written 
sheet which he would probably 
release to interested parties. 
Others active on the crag have 
been Doug Kerr, Roger 

Lanchbury and Roy Thomas. 
Heady Days E3 5c (Thomas and 
Royle) offers some sensational 
climbing on the upper wall 
whilst to the L two groove lines 
by R. Lanchbury offer good 
routes of the grade, Nod If You 
Understand (E2 5b), and Yellow 
Taxi (HVS 5b) . On the Lend of 
the crag Doug Kerr climbed two 
fine pitches Gunsel (E3 6a) and 
After Midnight (E3 5c). 
Roy Thomas 

SOUTH WEST ENGLAND 

Lundy 
Perhaps the most notable 

ascent on the island this year 
was of the Devil's Slide by the 
youthful pairing of Ben Findlay 
and Sam Priestman, their 
combined ages were eight 
years, nine months and three 
days! Chalk free dads had to be 
employed for aid on the final 
crack, but apparently they were 
of psychological value only! 
Ben Findlay's dad then went on 
to make the first chalk free 
ascent of Watching the Ocean, 
which seems to have settled 
down to the consensus grade of 
E1 5b!!! I dunno, when Pat and 
me were lads it were E7 wi't 
chalk and sticky rubber, now any 
old Tom, Dick or Steve is soloing 
it stark bollock bootless an' 
wi'out chalk . It's enough to 
drive a derelict to drink - "make 
mine a Scruttocks" . 

Ben's dad was obviously firing 
on at least three of his four 
callipers as myriad new routes 
fell before his mighty (zimmer) 
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Above: Ken Palmer making the first ascent of the very difficult bolt route Tuppence (FBa+) at Anstey's 
Cove, South Devon. Photo r:,Ji~k White. 

Sadly extra holds had been chipped by some unknown "climber" 
who no doubt wanted to bring the route within his ability. 
These holds were filled in prior to the f.irst ascent. 
Such arrogant vandalism has no place in rock climbing and can only 
highlight a serious personality defect in its perpetrator(s). 
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frame. In conjunction with 
various staunch Bristolians such 
as Julian Mathias and Martin 
Corbett, (a man noted for his 
ability to sink more than his fair 
share of Scruttocks Old Dirigible, 
and have the nerve to follow 
Ben's dad's chalk free exploits 
using copious quantities of the 
stuff himself!), Ben's dad added 
The Sea Of Dreams (E3 6a), 
whi.ch climbs the twin cracks five 
feet right of the S.W . arete of 
Needle Rock. Various members 
of said team then did The Last 
Rubber (E3 6a) which climbs the 
thin cracks up left of the start of 
Diamond Life on the Diamond, 

followed by the mindbendingly 
Outrageous Voyage on Buckets 
(E4 6a), which supposedly 
supersedes the stupendously 
Wild Trip on Jugs! Never let it 
be said that the English jump to 
the superlative without a 
stunningly superb, sensationally 
mega, wickedly good reason. 

Bristol Uni . (yea, whoo!), got a 
look in this year with their 
offering of The Forgotten Sun 
(E4 6a), which climbs through 
the roof five feet right of 
Meninirons. Doug Smith , Jim 
Hall and Paul Osbourne lay 
claim to authorship, nice title 
lads, its better than Love 
Pockets - Frank Ramsay is ex
Bristol Uni.! (By the way 
donations to the Frank Ramsay 
Rescue Fund will be gratefully 
accepted. His Bank Manager 
has straight-jacketed him into a 
job as a hall porter at Barnstaple 
General Hospital. The last 
reported sighting of the interns 
of the orthopaedics ward was of 
them dangling from the initial 
stance of Breakaway at Henna, 
with Frank gamely going for the 
first plaster of paris ascent; keep 
up the good work youth!) 
The Boys from the Black 

Country made another welcome 
visit to the Glass Isle. Paul 
"Gizza new route" Harrison 
together with Mark Batley, 
Simon Cardy and Mike Snell 
added a multifarious variety of 
middle grade Extremes, notably 
Bored (E2 5b) a direct start to 
Twelve-bore on the first Knight 
Templar, followed by Caught in 
the Act (E2 5b) which climbs the 
obvious brown groove direct in 
the N.W. arete of the Constable . 
Coppertone (E2 5b) climbs 
cracks on the north face of said 
pinnacle, while on the Gannet's 
Buttress they added The Gannet 
That Was Stilt Hungry (E2 5c) up 
the black streaked grooves in the 
north face. Like it or Limpet 
(E3,6a) is the hidden groove in 
the gully near the top of the 
descent of the Torrey Canyon 
area, while Phantom Zawn 
yielded Death and Weirdness in 
the Surfing Zone (El 5c) which is 
the crack left of Friction 
Impossible. Neptune Rising 
and Herbert the Turbot - both E2 
5c - climb separate slabs right of 
Crack Climbing for Beginners in 
the St. James Stone area. 

Believe it or not the Devils 
Slide has yielded another fine 
addition in Godspeed (El 5b) 
which climbs the slab right of 
Redspeed. And their final 
offering was on Grapefruit 
Buttress, a vegetarian delight 
entitled This Ain 't No Wienie 
Roast (E4,6a). Kinnoloa T.shirt 
obligatory on the crux moves, ·as 
well as psychedelic glasses and 
the band Weirdly dying in the 
zoned-out surf playing in the 
background! 
'Dave Thomas managed a two 

day sojourn from "The Tube" r 



BRITISH ISLES 

South West New Route Scene Marred By Chipping 

during which time he managed 
to solo Olympica (E5,6a), spot 
some "Totty" and say "see ya"! 

North Coast of Devon and 
Cornwall 

At Smooth lands Ken Palmer 
has made a devilish step 
forward for extreme slab 
climbing on the North Coast. 
Following a faint diagonal 
weakness right of his other route 
Creeping Flesh, Ken has 
fashioned Hellbound (E6 6c,6a) 
up the smoothest of the walls . A 
definite contender for the 
hardest route hereabouts, and a 
testing expedition for even the 
most hardened "Slate-head". 
At nearby Dyers Lookout tales 

of impending super trundles are 
rife! The ex-finger jamming 
crack on the second pitch of 
Pat's mega classic Earth Rim -
Roamer II has expanded to 
good hand jam width and also 
offers a novel view of the cove 
on the back side of the wall! 
At Nabor Point Lifeline (E2 5c) 

is the route before the near fatal 
abseiling accident of Ed Heslam. 
The route lies in the Sanctuary 
(!),a weird place enclosed on 
three and half sides in the 
middle of the conspicuous 
promontory . The route takes the 
lower of the two diagonal breaks 
in the back wall. A simultaneous 
abseil would seem to be the 
safest method of retreat. 
At Blackch.urch the irrepressible 

Frank Ramsay has done the 
decent thing and climbed the 
arete to the left of Godspell- a 
line that people have been 
prospecting for more than a 
decade. Lord Basta (E5 6a) was 
climbed alternating leads with 
Doug Smith . At Lower 
Sharpnose Coronary Country 
has received its third on-sight 
flash at the hands of an in-form 
Martin Crocker. 
Tintagel has also received a 

thorough going over from Frank, 
who seems to be a driven man 
at the moment. Travelling Man 
(E4,5b,5c,5c,4c) is a major line 
taking a rising traverse, from 
right to left, of the High Cliff - he 
also found time to add a more 
direct fourth pitch to Vagabond. 

The little known Backways 
Cove had to contend with the 
mighty Dave Turnbull, who 
ignored the two striking yet 
unclimbed corners in favour of 
the wall that they bound. The 
Strangest Secret (E5 6a) has lots 
of pegs and is a reputedly 
worthwhile adventure . 
Meanwhile the strangest things 
were coming to pass at Logan 
Rock in West Penwith . For those 
familiar with the antics of 
Devonian eccentrics the 
following may prove more 
hilarious than disturbing, but 
readers of an insecure nature 
should resume reading in a 
couple of paragraphs or so. 

Ken Palmer just happened to 

be out for the annual Sunday 
stroll with his girlfriend Wendy 
and his dog Tuppence, when 
who should he spy at the foot of 
Logan Rock but Nick Hancock 
belaying Andy Grieve on the 
most hideous offwidth in the 
world. Andy is a youth 
renowned for his stout · 
construction and dogged 
determination, which he had 
used to good effect; not only 
had he got himself wedged half
way up the disgusting orifice 
he'd also wrestled a huge car
jack into position to protect the 
next exposed section, a grim 
example of the most advanced 
form of rockcraft ... wriggling! 
However the effort had proved 
too much for the now spent 
Liskardian and the tasty(?) 
morsel fell to the pack snapping 
at his heels. Thus Ken swapped 
the dog lead for the sharp end 
and grunted, squirmed and 
ultimately extracted himself 
from Jack Yer Body (E5 5c) . 

Back inland on Kil mar Tor sur 
Bod min Moor Ken put up the 
esoteric Special Llama (E5 6a), 
while at the Cheesewring Ken's 
dreams of foreign travel 
crystalised with his ascent of the 
superb Mauritious (E4 6b, 6a) 
which climbs the hanging 
groove and slab ten feet right of 
High Noon on the Eyeful Tower. 

South Devon and Dartmoor 
The crags of Torbay got a 

thorough drubbing this autumn. 
First off the mark was Ken with 
his Monster Munch (E5,6b) at 
Durl Head. This is a 
preposterous proposition for 
those of a diminutive stature . It 
fires through the outrageous 
four-tiered roof left of Infidel; 
make sure you take your stilts to 
place the protection over the lip 
of the final roof! 

However taking the 
preposterous into a realm 
hitherto unimaginable was 
Steve Mayers freeclimbing of 
the Iron Butterfly. Formerly an 
A3, the route now sports a new 
name, Cocoon, and a new grade 
E8,6c or F8a. The surprising 
disparity between the grades is 
due to the fact that Steve graded 
the route for an onsight ascent 
ie. the English grade, but 
established it on redpoint and 
therefore the French grade, the 
fact that it sports some very 
dubious gear at the top - huge 
fall potential! - and has some 
hand-placed gear, (a four Friend 
of all things), would seem to 
make the French grade 
redundant, but some people 
speak nothing else these days!!! 

Surging back to form was 
another ageing rock star, Pete 
Bull, and his faithful zimmer. 
First to fall before the formidable 
pairing was Aretez Vous (E4 6b) 
at Churston, which takes the 
isolated arete at the right hand 
side of the Bloodhound bay. 

Whilst The Invisible Man (E3,6a) 
takes the wall just left of No 
Holds Barred at the extreme 
right hand end of the crag. 
Meanwhile there was big 

action at "The Cove" . Dave 
Thomas developed an extreme 
case of myopia to produce the 
Waffle Supremacy (E6 6c), which 
meanders up the intermediate 
ground of How The Mighty Fall 
and The Mightier. But the BIG 
news here was the ascent of 
Tuppence(F8a+) (grade 
confirmed by Ben Moon though 
still unrepeated), Ken Palmers 
piece de resistance. He 
managed to fit redpoint 
attempts in around a national 
fishing competition which is his 
main occupation! - "If Jerry 
Moffatt can name a route after 
his brother I can name one after 
my dog", of course you can Ken. 
The irrepressible Dave Thomas 

swung into terminal gear again 
on the Sanctuary Wall to 
produce The Flaming Drambuie 
(E5 6b), which he promptly 
soloed, then added an 
alternative finish to bump the 
grade up to E6 6c. While in 
Long Quarry Point Master Bull 
excavated the fine Basking 
Shark (E5 6b) up the boiler plate 
slabs to the right of the Shadow 
Beast Wall. And finally Peters 
last addition was at Chudleigh, 
where he fashioned a way up 
the area of rock to the right of 
Big Bird in the Pixies hole area 
to give Albatross (E1,5b) . 

South East Coast 
Frank Ramsay in conjunction 

with Mick Fowler(!?!) and Steve 
Sustad has been active in the 
Beachy Head area . Their best 
and most stunning effort was 
Sunday Sport (E5,5c,6a,5b), an 
outrageous freeclimb on flints , 
with a reportedly large number 
ofsltu . warthogs. Hassport 
climbing come to the White 
Cliffs of Dover? The same pair 
have also dealt the same 
treatment to "the last great 
project" hereabouts with their 
ascent of Passion Flake XS (Uh, 
Oh! No E-grade),5b,5c,5b,5a,4b. 
Wonder if Ben 's dad will be 
going for the first chalk free 
ascent? 

Nick White 

Swanage and Portland 
Down in the serene quietude of 
sleepy Dorset the golden stone 
of Swanage and white sheets of 
Portland continue to provide a 
stream of climbs. Everything 
has now been collated into a 
new supplement from the CC 
preparing the way for what will 
be a monster new guide in '92 . 
This will be written by lon__gtime 
local Nigel Coe, who is taking 
over from the sterling work done 
by Gordon Jenkin . But as you 
might have guessed things have 
not stood still since the 

supplement, making this update 
necessary to complete what's 
been happening. Nearly seventy 
new climbs have been done this 
year alone. 

Boulder Ruckle 
What better way to start than 

with a "last great problem" : 
Razor Blade Smile (E5 6c) is only 
25ft long but marks the first 
breach of the awesome strip 
roof below Blow the House 
Down. Further west Prayers for 
Rain (E2 5b) lies left of Grim 
Reaper and the Earth 's at Flash 
Point (E3 5b) takes an enjoyable 
line through Rhino. Another 
significant roof problem 
succumbed with Celibacy 
Screws You Up (E4 6b), left of 
Nassty Spider (sic) but not for 
long as it collapsed one month 
later and has yet to be 
reascended! On a quality note 
the best route put up in the 
Ruckle post supplement is the 
grossly steep I Got The Spirit (E5 
6b), giving a 90ft pump out to a 
2BB right of High Noon. Finally 
here Buzz-Cocked plugs the last 
gap on the Lean Machine wall 
just right of Punks In Power at 
E5 6a/b. It is worth noting that 
Punks is still unrepeated. 

Amphitheatre Ledge 
Only one route here, but 

probably the best, this being the 
spidery cracks twixt Atomic 
Road Hero and Zoolookologie, 
giving Theory Of Everything (E5 
6b). Again everything is 
unrepeated here, except for 
World In Action which had an 
ascent by Martin Crocker. 

Fisherman's Ledge/Promenade 
Suddenly this place has 

become popular overnight with 
mass solos of all the deep water 
pitches on the Funky wall, and 
even Freeborn Man being 
reversed! New route 
development had to come with 
Jon Biddle adding his Jellied (E3 
5c), righthand exit to the Conger. 
Then complacency on my part 
saw one of the best lines go in 
the form of the left curling 
undercut beyond Fathoms. 
Captain Blood's Cavern (E3 6a/b) 
is very atmospheric soloing on 
perfect rock from Joff Cook plus 
some of his brothers. Over on 
the promenade Titter Ye Not 
Mrs. (E3 5b) lies just right of 
Strangled in Black. 

Blackers Hole 
The home of the overhang, so 

primreval is the atmosphere in 
the great cave it feels like the 
centre of a million ley lines from 
all the lesser roofs and 
overhangs. I have not been fit 
enough to do it justice so far, 
but two deep traumas were 
climbed. Naked and Savage (E6 
6b) is the serpentine groove 
above the Procrastinating Giant 
to a 2BB on which Jon Williams 
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seconded . The other pitch is a 
mind-numbing direct finish to 
pitch three of last year's 
Laughing Arthur. From the 28B 
Coma II (E5 6b) blasts straight 
up through the capping 
overhangs (Mike Ford 
seconded) . These may not be 
megagrades but I have begun 
this year's project with the first 
45 ft rating E6 6b already; say no 
more. 
As practice for this, around the 

corner on the main area lies A 
Dose of the Ma/hams (E5/6 6b), 
through the roof series right of 
Street Fighting Years. 
Away from all this Slackers Far 

West was a new Crag that has 
now been well developed. From 
right to left - Loneshark (E4 
6a) is the obvious roof crack 
while True Natures Son (E4 6a) 
and Whispers Deep (E2 5c) take 
central lines. On the left wall 
sharing a 28B are Another Youth 
Explodes (E3 6b), the excellent 
Melancholia (E2 5b) and / Am 
Stone (E2 5c). All worthwhile 
with the huge jutting roof 
looking a route for the future if it 
hadn't already been climbed as 
the potential classic E4 6a . 

Guillemot/Dancing Ledge 
A good discovery at Guillemot 

was the blatant wall left of The 
Heat which was surprisingly safe 
at E3 5b - Necromancy. 

On the lower ledge at Dancing, 
the cave produced two more 
roof romps after the departure 
of a massive boulder in last 
winter's massive storms. A 
Short Story about Power (E5 6b) 
replaces Armed & Dangerous as 
the route to do, taking a 
rightwards line from the centre . 
The Shattered Quarry above, 

once cleaned, continues to 
provide worthwhile snippets on 
bolts. Day of the Lords (E3 6b) is 
the roof stack right of Fat 
Chance Hotel; Prophets of Rage 
(E5 6b) lies just left of Haunted 
and finally Seven Years Solitary 
(E3 6b) takes the bulging wall 30 
ft left of Rambling Moses. 

Another quarry further west at 
Winspit gave two similar style 
climbs to Gareth Jefferies with 
Flashheart (E1 5b) and Rubiks 
Hex (HVS 4c); these take the 
clean pillar at the eastern end. 
Down below the easy sea walls 
threw up eight routes from VS -
E2 courtesy of a team 
comprising Steve Taylor, Steve 
Kerr, Mark Grover & Ceri 
Hansen . 
Wallsend Cove 
The first route of note is not 

strictly in the cove but just south 
at Coastguard cliff. Here Martin 
Crocker found an unlikely gap 
near Superfly Guy for an E6 6b, 
name unknown. 

In the Big Cove proper the easy 
potential on the slabby walls left 
of the Enchanted Path yielded 
the classic Watchman (E2 5b) 
and Peace in the Nineties (E3 
6a). The leaning face beyond 
Kraken was brought to 
completion with A Mask of Self 
Hate (E4/5 6b) right of Troll 
Team Special and the ferocious 
Shadow on Mankind (E5 6b) 
plugging a powerful gap on the 
left. 

Wallsend North 
This sector marks a decrease in 
height but not in quality, with 
this recent batch being some of 
the best finds so far. 
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Long admired was the 
dominating orange streaked 
arete which was even better 
than expected after th e insertion 
of a seven bolt ladder. The 
Sweet Smell of Success (E5 6b) 
is the definite classic together 
with its partner Stay Golden (E5 
6b) just to the left. The face left 
again has more features and 
facets with two vague grooves 
providing Hallelujah! (E4 6a) and 
the stiff So You Want To Be 
Happy (E4/5 6b), all on bolts. 
A 100 yards north more white, 

pocket sheets appear with two 
on a new face right of Acid Jazz 
Disco. Ecstasy (E4 6b) is the 
best groove while the bulging 
buttress on the left gave a 
desparate E5/6 6c called 
Precious to the Last with the 
crux being a "grit-like" pressure 
sequence. 

In the short bays near the 
descent some extended boulder 
problems went up including OS 
Court (E3 5b) , a solo from 
Gareth Jefferies (remembering a 
bad vibe at Buoux!) 
Battleship Area 
This much eyed, consistently 

blank area of rock has 
succumbed to mass bolting . 
The rock as usual turned out to 
be better than it looked and now 
has a host of sheltered "sports " 
climbs around 80ft long. 

On the right a blank, white 
dome was definitely going to be 
hard and gave three routes: 
from right to left, God Told Me 
to Skin You Alive (E4 6a), 
Psychic EMF (E5 6b) and A 
Searing Tunnel of Reinjury (E3 
5c) . Psychic EMF is the one to 
do with some scorching 
micropockets and tenuous 
laybacking . 

In the Central Col Scapa Flow 
(E4 6a) stems the blank groove 
on perfect rock left of Sink the 
Bismarck before arriving at the 
ninety foot main face. Zinc 
Oxide Mountain (E6 6b) is a 
superb stamina pitch which did 
my injuries a world of good! 
Similarly excellent Info Freako 
(E5 6c) contorts up an 
overhanging "Scritto's " crack 
topped with a slap to stump 
those sub 6'3" ! 

The centre of the face sports 
the best E2 5b on the island with 
Buoys Will be Buoys easily 
identified by a huge pink 
mooring buoy at 80ft hanging 
off a thread! The scoop to the 
left gives Always Have the Edge 
(E3 6a) and No Man 's An Island 
(E2 5c) both steep, strenuous 
starts. 

Facing this area of new cliff 
across a ravine is the detached 
slab on Battleship Buttress itself. 
The easy lines have been done 
for years but the blank grey 
faces hadn't. From right to left 
are Listing Badly (E3 6b), She 's 
Going Down (E2 5c) and Like A 
Drowning Man (HVS 5b) . On the 
left side are Wake Up, Time to 
Die (E3 5b), This is This (VS 5a) 
and the distinct conning tower 
of U143 (HVS 5a). 

Lastly on Battleship Edge, 
which is now getting some 
traffic, two of the last gaps 
succumbed. Chappaquiddick 
(E1 5c) is the most righthand 
route adjacent to Preside·nt Elect 
while Defcon One (E4 6a) is a 
hidden gem discovered just 
right of Come, Armageddon, 
Cotne. 
Pete Oxley 

EVENTS 

Everest Symposium 
Brings Together Great 
Names 

Three wise men. John Hunt (left), Brad Washburn and Ed Hillary. 
Photo: Ed Douglas. 

The Everest Adventure 
Leaving geographers and 

surveyors to remember Sir 
George Everest's contribution to 
the world of cartography, 
mountaineers commemorated 
his recent Bicentenary by 
celebrating their long love-affair 
with the mountain that bears his 
name. In an unrepeatable event, 
veteran Everesters joined family 
representatives of early pioneers 
for a party and series of lectures 
at the Royal Geographical 
Society last November, at which 
no less than nine prominent 
Everesters recalled highlights of 
The Everest Adventure. 

Sadly, there are no longer any 
survivors from the pioneer 
expeditions of the nineteen
twenties, but several veterans of 
the campaigns of the 'thirties 
were there to hear Sir Jack 
Long land (85) offer a personal 
sketch of the expedition of 1933. 
Lord Hunt and Sir Edmund 
Hillary spoke of the successful 
1953 venture, and more recent 
history was outlined by Chris 
Bonington, Doug Scott, Harry 
Taylor, Russell Brice, Stephen 
Venables and Charlie Clarke 
who, as Chairman of the Mount 
Everest Foundation, was 
organiser of the event. 
The great names of Norton, 

Somervell , Mallory, Morshead, 
Hazard, Finch, Ruttledge, 
Smythe, Shipton, Odell were 
among those represented . 
Pioneers appearing in person 
included Jim Gavin (1933), 
Brigadier Smith-Windham (1933, 
1936), Dr. Charles Warren (1935, 
1936, 1938). From 1953were: 
George Band, George Lowe, 
Griff Pugh, Mrke Ward , Mike 
Westmacott. The lectures were 
recorded for BBC's Age to Age 
radio programme; and Brad 
Washburn 's Everest model , Brad 
Washburn himself, and some of 
the speakers were filmed for a 
Nova/Horizon science 
programme. 
Audrey Salkeld 

A Case of the COLA Wobbles 

Pity the poor retailer . In the 
twelve months between COLA 
trade fairs the uniform business 
rate was introduced, interest 
rates climbed and the economy 
nose-dived. Unsurprisingly, the 
punters have started putting off 
that new cagoule or modular ice 
axe integrated system to 
concentrate on keeping their 
roofs over their heads. Mrs. 
Thatcher's nunc dimittis arrived 
not a moment too soon for 
some people. 
And so, while I cannot claim to 

be an economist or a business 
analyst, I was acutely aware that 
Harrogate in 1990 lacked its 
usual fizz, that its 
characteristically bubbly esprit 
was absent. Indeed, you could 
say that someone had left the 
cap off selling climbing gear. 

You might think that the 
closure of shops and the 
trimming down of some of th e 
largest companies would 
depress the creativity of 
marketing departments. Not so. 
As the expression has it, when 
the going gets tough , the tough 
go shopping; in this case on the 
transfer market. It works like 
this. Imagine you are the 
manager of a football club with 
a defence that is leakier than a 
tent with no flysheet. This is 
what you do. You buy the 
biggest centre-back you can lay 
your hands on and you tell him 
to make a significant impression 
on the shins of the opposition 's 
striker. 

So, domestic manufacturer 
Wild Country, whom we may 
liken unto Arsenal, have the 
useful Spanish international 
Boreal on their books. Lyon 
Equipment, whom we may liken 
unto Tottenham Hotspur, aim to 
square up to their local rivals by 
signing Beal from Europa Sports 
and Llanberis United, otherwise 
known as DMM, have brought in 
Swiss specialists Mammut to ' 



OVERVIEW 

Doubting Tomo's . .. 

"I always believed that one of 
the golden rules of alpinism was 
respect for the word of other 
people. Everyone presumed 
innocent until found guilty - as 
in law. Will we in future have to 
produce proof of all our 
achievements? If we, as 
alpinists, allow suspicion to 
intrude among ourselves, then 
we lose part of our soul. 
Alpinism will pass into the 
hands of the codifiers, the 
verifiers and all the other 
standardizers. Into the hands of 
the sheriff's clerk, why not!" -
Pierre Beghin 

For several months Torno 
Cesen has been the subject of 
rumour and close scrutiny. He 
has been accused of falsely 
claiming the first solo ascent of 
Lhotse South Face (Mountain 
134). Doubt breeds doubt. 
Soon he found other of his 
major climbs called into 
question also : the solo winter 
'Trilogy', for instance, 
enchaining the three great 
alpine North Faces, and his solo 
climbs on the Pilier Rouge of the 
Brouillard, the Marmolada, as 
well as a new route on the North 
Face of Jannu. His admission 
into the French elite Groupe de 
Haute Montagne was blocked on 
the grounds that he had failed to 
produce sufficient evidence of 
his achievements. The 'Cesen 
Affair' attained such notoriety in 
Europe that the daily newspaper 
L'Equipe ran a state-of-play 
feature on its front page. 

Perhaps such a furore could 
have been foreseen. As the 
magazine Vertical pointed out, 
the Lhotse climb was 
guaranteed to provoke doubt 
and jealousy, being an orgiastic 
highpoint in the history of 
alpinism. Having Messner dub 
the face 'a problem for the year 
2000' had caused it to be 
regarded as a sort of moral and 
economic jackpot. A 
photograph taken by Cesen, 

complement their midfield stars. 
Clever, eh? 

DMM, bless their intergalactic 
cotton socks, made a 
considerable impact at the 1990 
show with their eco-anchor. No, 
it's not a biodegradable 
camming device painted green, 
it's a bolt. Yes, you're quite 
right, bolts involve drilling holes 
in the rock, but it's alright, see, 
because when you've glued the 
8mm diameter Stainless bar into 
place you blow dust over the 
bolt-head to camouflage it. How 
environmentally friendly can 
you get? Perhaps they should 
rename it the Nick Ridley 
protection device, or the 
Sellafield anchor. Huzzah! for 
the rest of their range, however. 
Those snazzy Mammut 

Toma Cesen - above suspicion. 

purportedly from the summit of 
Lhotse and showing the Western 
Cwm of Everest, has featured 
significantly in the. debate. 

The first intimation of doubt 
came in an interview of Cesen 
by Mario Colonel for Alpirando 
magazine. The question, 'Your 
friends, did they see you reach 
the summit?' clearly caught 
Cesen off guard. 'You ask as if 
you considered there was some 
doubt in the matter,' he bridled. 
Colonel, it seems, had been 
primed by lvano Ghirardini, who 
has made no secret of his 
suspicions: 

"I always take the trouble to 
carry two simple cameras and 
several films with me on all my 
important climbs around the 
world. Then I can produce 
pictures for anyone who asks. I 
don't believe Cesen is the poor, 
innocent Yugoslav climber he is 
made out to be. He is above all 
a professional alpinist, 
sponsored and sustained by 
manufacturers and newspapers. 
And as such, he is obliged to be 
irreproachable in the matter of 
his proof." 

harnesses of course, my 
especial favourite being the 
Trick, designed by Martin 
Atkinson and featuring an 
elasticated belay loop which 
makes it super-slinky for that 
honed look. New from La 
Sportiva, another DMM import, 
is the Mythos and it's certainly 
one of the best slipper/shoes I've 
seen. Again, it's for high 
performance, short routes . 
DMM have also launched a new 
range of nuts, the Locknut, to 
complement the Wallnut. 
Wild Country have expanded 

their range of Rocks and added a 
size 3 to their range of Flexible 
Friends, which will be welcome 
news to devotees, and they also 
introduced the Quattro from 
Clog, which is similar to three 

The GHM, which seeks to unite 
the best climbers of the 
moment, co-opts its members 
by the simple and usually 
uncontroversial formula of 
requiring two sponsors (one at 
least of whom must be French) 
to put forward a name and 
supply a list of the candidate's 
successful climbs. Last 
September the Swiss brothers 
Claude and Yves Remy 
proposed Torno Cesen. This 
was on their own initiative; 
Cesen knew nothing of the GHM 
until the brothers told him of 
their intention. 'Fine, if you 
think so,' he remarked . But what 
is it for?' 
At that meeting Ghirardini (a 

member of the GHM) made his 
demand for irrefutable proof 
before the matter be considered 
further. Cesen, however, can 
produce such for very few of his 
exploits, and has never gone in 
for great publicity. Out came the 
long knives: Why had he 
descended by a difficult route; 
why had he climbed at night; 
why hadn't he got any 
photographs? To all of which 
Cesen will only say,' I know 
what I have done. I have always 
climbed for myself. It doesn't 
matter to me if you believe me, 
or if you don't.' 
To add that he wasn't surprised 

it should be the French who 
questioned his integrity - 'They 
don't like it when they're not the 
best. .. unfortunately' - wasn't 
designed to take the heat out of 
the argument. Jean Troillet, 
who with Erhard Loretan and 
Voytek Kurtyka climbed two new 
routes on eight-thousanders last 
season, felt bound to agree. The 
Swiss climber was invited to a 
press conference with Torno 
Cesen, organised by an 
equipment manufacturer in 
Tessin, and was astounded that 
anyone should doubt Cesen's 
word. Troillet told Vertical, 'Ah, 
the French ... so good they are at 
slinging shit!" 

But it wasn't just the French. 
Last autumn, a Russian team 
made a new ascent of Lhotse's 
South Face, by a different, direct 
line. At a press conference in 
Kathmandu afterwards, they 
basked in the glory of having 
made the 'first ascent' of the 
face - a claim supported 
indirectly by the Nepalese 
government in that it had not 
acknowledged the Cesen ascent. 

cam units but with, you've 
guessed it, four cams. On the 
footwear front, Boreal's Laser 
looks set to become de rigeur 
aux falaises. Designed by Jerry 
Moffatt over the last three years, 
its stickiness alone will win 
friends and influence gritstone 
slabs. 

Look out as well for Kamet's 
new boots, imported by Lyon 
Equipment. Over the last few 
years Lyon have become one of 
the major players with Petzl, 
Kamet and now Beal and only 
lack the hardware expertise of 
DMM and Wild Country. 
While the manufacturers were 

appearing bullish and the 
retailers nervous, it was the 
magazines who provi-ded the 
most interest. Two titles went 

(After all, you can't have all the 
big prizes snatched by mini
expeditions, when large 
operations represent such an 
important economic resource -
that was the way the thinking 
went, Vertical surmised.) 

Pierre Beghin was at the 
conference. He asked the 
Russians why they paid no 
credit to Cesen. They shrugged, 
'He didn't get to the summit.' 
'But what about his photo of the 
Western Cwm?' 'You can't see 
into the Western Cwm from the 
summit of Lhotse!' they told 
him. 

Christophe Profit joined those 
to speak for Cesen: 'It is 
intolerable that such accusations 
should be made against a 
climber of Torno Cesen's 
stature. I know the South Face 
of Lhotse. I've tried it three 
times. And I am convinced 
Cesen has climbed it - to the 
summit.' Eric Escoffier, too: 'It's 
a man's word that counts, where 
there is no evidence to the 
contrary.' 

Of course climbing has its 
bullshitters like everything else; 
there have been scandals in the 
past, but - as Beghin points out 
(in Montagnes) - reputations 
cannot be sustained on 
falsehood! 

'You say Torno Cesen never 
got to the summit of Lhotse? 
Well, I would like to know who 
saw Hermann Buhl on top of 
Nanga Parbat, or Reinhold 
Messner on Everest after his 
solo climb of the North Face? 
Who was up there on 
Annapurna when Maurice 
Herzog brandished his famous 
flag? - Did I really get to the 
summit of Kangchenjunga on 
my own, or was that just some 
forepeak? 

'When I imagine Torno Cesen 
alone on the wall of Lhotse, I 
cannot but be impressed by 
what a formidable adventure 
that was in the tradition of 
classic alpinism. It is my 
absolute conviction that on the 
dawn of 25 April last, he 
returned to the foot of Lhotse, 
having accomplished one of the 
most beautiful exploits of 
contemporary alpinism.' 

To which in the end, the 
gentlemen of the GHM 
conceded . Torno Cesen has 
now been admitted as a 
member of that select band. 
Audrey Salkeld 

under in 1990, Wilderness 
Odyssey and the Adventurers, 
and I can't help feeling that they 
will be joined by others in 1991. 
Advertising revenues remain 
relatively buoyant at the 
moment but as the recession 
bites this will be an area where 
companies will economise. 
Publishing has witnessed a 
downturn already outside the 
climbing sphere (see The 
Sunday Correspondent and a 
myriad of magazines) and it 
can't be long before this 
becomes an issue with outdoor 
titles. Maybe this will wake up 
some of the more torpid 
participants. Remember where 
you read it first. 

Ed Douglas 
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II II II 

A Review of Climbing in South Africa 
by Dion Tromp and Ed February 

As a result of the social 
and political climate in 
South Africa, the world 
community has imposed 
not only economic but also 
sporting sanctions in 
order to isolate the white 
minority government there 
and help bring about 
change. 
Since the last major news 
item on climbing in South 
Africa appeared in 
Mountain some years ago, 
considerable changes have 
occurred. A painful 
restructuring is taking 
place, but this slackening 
of the grip of Apartheid on 
the ethnic majority has led 
to a slight thawing of 
international opinion. The 
struggle for racial equality 
is by no means over but 
Mountain has taken this 
opportunity to take a look 
at the state of climbing in 
South Africa from the 
viewpoint of two of its 
leading exponents. 

Opposite Page Right: ./011atlw11 
Fisher probes a new line through 
the 01•erha11gs of A.fi-ica Ledge . 
Table Mountain . 
All photos: Dio11 Tromp . 
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Climbing and the Politics of Apartheid black rock climbers in South Africa today who 
South Africa. A land of sweltering deserts and lu sh consistent ly climb above grade 18. The reason for this 

sub-tropical forests, of bust I ing cities and desolate is both complex and very debatable, but socio-economic 
plains. A land of poverty and a land of plenty, of factors have definitely influenced climbing trends. 
opportunity and oppression. A beautiful land, but also Climbing in South Africa is not cheap: a pair of rock 
a shamed land due to the policy of apartheid - racial boots costs R400-, a 9mm rope R500-, and carabiners 
discrimination implemented and enforced for the last R50- each. Considering that the average wage for 
48 years by the ruling National Party government. most Blacks is between R400 and R700 per month , a 

But, thankfully, the winds of change and hope are full set of climbing gear represents a considerable 
now blowing strongerthrough outlay of capital. Many rock 
this sunny southernmost state climbers in South Africa also start 
of Africa, as racial h • • if climbing with school or University 
discrimination is slowly and • • t e maJOrtty O Clubs, and since very few Blacks go 
steadily phased out by a " new- to University. they are not exposed 
look" government under the [SOU th Af ri Can] to the sport at all. But surely socio-
leadership of the country's economic factors alone cannot 
President, F.W. de Klcrk. climbers would no responsible for the low number of 
South Africa has, rightfully, black climbers. After all, how many 

been the target of much • d climbers in the U.S.A. (and the rest 
international criticism in the sooner JU ge a man of the world, for that matter) are 
past due to the government's b h l if h • black'l Hiking, on the other hand, 
unfair policy of racial y t e co our O lS h,is gained in popularity. and an 
discrimination. An extensive system of hiking trails 
unfortunate result of this skin than judge a make it easy for anyone to head into 
world-wide criticism though. the hills. 
has been the " isolation " rone by the colour oif TheMountainClubofSouthAfrica 
experienced by many of the 1:' (MCSA) 1s the largest club m the 
country's top athletes , rock •t h th country catering specifically for the 
climbers included. By far the . l S S ea • • • needsofclimbersandmountaineers. 
majority of these climbers Founded in 1891. it is divided into 
disagree totally with the policy 
of apartheid , and would no sooner judge a man by the 

· colour of his skin than they would judge a rope purely 
on the basis of the colour its sheath has been dyed. 
Although apartheid legislation is still on the statute 
books, the people of South Africa have chosen to move 
away from previous government policy. In many 
instances the government is being forced to rescind 
laws that are no longer defacto. Where this revolutiqn 
has not been easy, it has certainly been bloody. More 
people have died in South Africa due to political 
vio lence this year ( 1990) than in Northern Ireland and 
Beirut combined. It is thi's revolution that has led to a 
steady erosion of apartheid legi s lation and hence to a 
relaxation in the sports boycott. 

Rock climbing in South Africa is a sport practised 
mainly by Whites. There are rrobably only I or 2 

13 sections situated throughout 
Southern Africa. and reflects a membership of approx. 
4500. Owning' large tracts of mountain land. the 
MCSA is one of the most powerful independent voices 
lobbying for the conservation of mountain lands and 
wilderness areas. Once shunned by some of the 
country's top rock climbers due to its ratherconservative 
image in the past. it has undergone fairly radical 
changes over the last few years and many of .the 
country's top climbers are now members. Membership 
is open to all races. yet less than I% of its members are 
Black. But. as many climbers in South Africa know. 
it was never made ea,y for Blacks (or Jews) to join the 
club in years past. During the I 980's. however. big 
changes in leadership and attitudes were made in the 
MCSA. and a sincere attempt is being made at present 
to recruit climbers from all racial groups. This has not 





22 Ed Fehruary on the first pitch of Little Dutch Boy ( /9), Paarl Rocks. 



Guy Robbins on Magnetic Wall ( 19), Table Mountain. 23 





been easy, as many black climbers are still 
understandably wary of joining such a 
" predominantly white" club. It is for this reason 
that one of us (Ed February) feels that should the 
MCSA state publicly in its constitution that the 
club is open to all climbers, it will be one of the 
more meaningful gestures that it has ever made. 

The Climbing 
With a mainly sunny and dry climate and vast 

areas of unspoilt mountain land, South Africa is 
a rock climber's paradise. Superb opportunities 
for rock climbing abound throughout the country, 
with rock buttresses ranging in height from low 
"after work" bouldering crags up to serious and 
committing 700m rock faces. 
In spite of this almost unlimited scope, climbing 
in South Africa is focussed on regional centres. 
In the Western Cape most of the climbing is 
either on Table Mountain, on Paarl Rock near 
Paarl or at the "Lost World Crag", near Montager. 
Table Mountain, towering over the city of Cape 
Town, has undoubtedly been the cradle of 
mountaineering in South Africa, and its sheer 
sandstone faces have been the nursery and training 
ground for many of the country's top climbers. 
In the Eastern Cape, climbing is centred at 
"Mary", in the Transvaal the Magaliesberg and 
Blouberg mountains provide many fine routes, 
while much of the climbing in Natal is to be 
found at Monteseel. All of these areas provide 
their own unique opportunity for climbing at 
both ends of the grading system, most of the time 
on absolutely clean and sound rock. 

Out of a total population of approximately 30 
million, there are probably fewer than 300aclil'e 
rock climbers in South Africa today . As a result , 
it is not at all uncommon for a single party of 
climbers to have not only a crag to themselves, 
but often the whole mountain as well. 
Consequently, the climbing scene tends to be 
very friendly, with everyone knowing everyone 
else. 

A modified form of the Australian grading 
system has recently been introduced in place of 
the more traditional South African alphabetical 
system, and local climbing ethics still dictate that 
bolts and pre-placed protection on climbs be 
limited to an absolute minimum. 

As the desire for change in South Africa 
strengthens, people here have never felt more 
optimistic about the future. With this change 
will come an ipcrease in the number of people 
using our mountains. With some of the finest 
climbing in the world, we hope to see more of our 
fellow South Africans (and the occasional foreign 
import!) on the crags. 

Climbing Areas in South Africa 

CAPE PROVINCE 
Cape Peninsula: 1- Table Mountain Area: Most 
climbs range from 2 - 6 pitches; excellent, steep 
rock; all grades. 2- Elsies Peak: I to 2 pitch 
routes; steep, overhanging rock; mainly hard 
grades. Also Muizenberg: Similar to Elsies Peak, 
but generally easier grades. 
Western Cape: 3 - Paarl Rock: Mainly smooth 
face or steep crack climbing; some routes 
protected by bolt placements; excellent, hard 
routes; 1 to 2 pitches long. 4 - Du Toits Kloof/ 
Hex River/Winterhoek Areas: Grand , long and 
sustained "country" climbs; routes 5 to 20 pitches; 
all grades; some very serious and committing. 
5-Montagu ("Lost World Crag"); Excellent hard 
and steep routes; many jamming cracks; 1 to 3 
pitches long. 6-Cedarberg: A climber's paradise; 
all grades; superb, steep rock. 

NATAL 
7- Monteseel: Excellent, steep crag routes , 

Above: Jeremy Co/enso leading 1he deceptive Revel Stone (26), Paarl Rock. 
Opposite Page: Andrew de Klerk leading Dream Street Rose (28) , Elsie's Peak, Cape Town. 

normally I to 2 pitches long. 8 - Drakensberg: 
Many rock climbs, but rock is poor quality basalt. 
Excellent backpacking area though. 

TRANSVAAL 
9 - Magaliesberg: Very good, steep but short 
routes. 1 to 4 pitches long. 10 - Blouberg/ 
Kransberg: Excellent long and sustained routes. 

Note: This is a very brief (and by no means 
complete) summary of all the good climbing 
areas in South Africa. Further article(s) would 
be required to cover the whole South African 
climbing scene comprehensively, but this brief 
summary should give readers some idea of the 
vast scope and potential for superb climbing in 
South Africa. 
We have concentrated on the climbing areas to 

be found in the Western Cape, mainly because 
some of the best climbing in the country is to be 
found there, and also because we have done most . 
of our own climbing there! 
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ACQUAINTANCE 

The helicopter droned loudly with its load and 
seemed just to clear each rocky pass. We peered 
out at the changing terrain through a small 
porthole, half hidden by the pile of rucksacks. 
The pilot banked the helicopter round the next 
peak then started to descend towards a flat grassy 
area beside a glacial river. 
We were the first British climbers into Karasu , 

a valley in the Karavshin region of the Pamirs 
known to Russian alpinists as the Asan. This 
small region of granite peaks and faces reaching 
altitudes of 5500m enjoys a mountain desert 
climate and until recently the valley was inhabited 
through the summer months by a few yak herders 
and shepherds. For a time tin and mica were 
mined here but with the death of Stalin in 1953 
the valley returned to its original tranquility. 
Russian climbers first visited the region in 1986, 
when competitions were held on the 1200m 
granite face of Asan (4200m), and they have 
returned each year since, but the first foreigners 
to come here were a Czechoslovak expedition in 
1989. 

We emerged from our helicopter shaken, but 
not stirred, into a beautiful tranquil valley rimmed 
with large granite faces and distant snow capped 
peaks. There was a small group of tents just 
below the landing site and this turned out to be a 
joint Russian, Italian and Dutch expedition 
waiting to leave. 
After a meal we humped all the gear to our base 

camp site a few hundred metres upstream at 
2930m where there was a spring of fresh water. 
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by Brian Swales 

Above:". . .rhe helicopter descended towards a a flat grassy area heside a glacial river." Asan 
(4200m) is the rock summit on the leji. The snowy peak in the hackground is Pyramide (5509m). 
Another vie»i of this unclimhed peak taken from the opposite side is seen 011 page 36 of 
Mountain 136 in Mick Fowler's article on the Ak Su massif which lies to the South West ofAsan 
and is reachahle hy a two day trek. 
Photo: Brian Swales. 



Right: The rock fortress of Asan (4200m) wirh 
the comparatil•ely lesser Point Holland 
(3900m) inji·ont,from Base Camp. 
Photo: Brian Swales. 

Ours was the first joint expedition between the 
Fell and Rock Climbing Club and the Sverdlovsk 
Alpine club, Mountaineers Union of Russia and 
comprised IO FRCC members and 8 Russians 
including a cook, a doctor and an interpreter. I 
thought that they would be confused with our 
names as we had 2 Brians, 2 Daves and 2 Johns 
climbing together but the Russians added to the 
chaos by having 2 Sashas and 3 Sergies! 
Nicknames saved the day and ranged from Sergie 
the Crazy to Sasha the Frog. 

The first day we all set off to explore the area 
and walked up the valley onto the tongue of the 
glacier below Asan. The lines of three 1986 
competition routes were pointed out as well as 
other possibilities. It was the first time the 
Russian expedition members had been to Asan 
but other Sverdlovsk climbers had been before 
and provided them with a few photos and route 
descriptions. At the head of the valley there were 
snow capped peaks up to 5500m. some unclimbed 
and many with unclimbed faces. Treks were also 
made into the adjacent valleys in orderto asce1tain 
future possible climbs. 
The following day Brian Griffiths, Syd and 

Eileen Clark and myself set off early to climb an 
existing route on "Yellow Wall", a 500m granite 
face just above base camp while John Robinson. 
John Leigh , Stuart Gallagher, Peter Moffat and 
Dave Miller climbed the slightly longer ridge to 
the left which John Robinson called Cathedral 
Ridge. To get to the foot of the routes we had to 
cross the glacial river via two logs which rested 
on a boulder in the middle. During the morning 
the crossing was worrying but in the afternoon it 
was terrifying as the water level had risen and 
one slip would have landed us in the ice-cold 
torrent to be swept away with the rumbling 
boulders. 

The route was a long , diagonal ramp system 
running from le.ft to right across the face and then 
climbing vertically up cracks and slabs before 
moving back left towards the summit. The ramp 
system was straightforward with a short , exposed 
aid section followed by a couple of harder Sa/b 
crack pitches. We descended to the left of the 
face although it looked possible to descend either 
way. 

After a rest day we decided to climb another 
small peak next to Asan which the three Dutchmen 
had climbed and called Poi111 Holland (3900m). 
The Russians dismissed the peak and said it was 
a small hill but it produced a good 14 pitch alpine 
rock route' 

We climbed a new line up the North East Spur 
and descended the South East Face . Griff and I 
started at the foot of the face followed by Syd and 
Eileen, while the two Daves started higher up the 
scree and traversed ledge systems to join our 
route. We hacln 't made a reconnaissance of the 
peak but I had picked out a line a couple of days 
before which started at the foot of the face up a 
long slab then trended left to miss a band of 
overhang. Griff climbed the slab then I moved 
righr past a wet undercut flake then up wide 
cracks to a large ledge on the right. Griff then led 
what was to be the hardest pitch on the route 
(which was about Sb and resembled Walshes 
Grom·e on Cloggy) which we named Griff's 

GroO\'e. A couple of easy slab pitches led us to 
the foot of another corner which was capped by 
a chimney curving to the left that looked really 
intimidating. It turned out to be the most enjoyable 
pitch on the route with superb Sa climbing marred 
only by a Sword of Damocles flake wedged in 
the chimney. Slabs led us to a break in the 
overhangs then the angle eased and we reached 
a subsidiary summit and the first evidence of 
other climbers: a foot;xint. Moving up a flaky 
jamming crack proved harder than moving right , 
around the ridge, which I suggested to Syd and 
Eileen from above. An easy rib led to the summit 
and a Dutch nut and peg. 

We decided to abseil down into the coomb to 
the south east below Peak 4810. After a couple 
of abs I wandered up a slab to the left rather than 
absei I down a convex face. I had done enough of 
that a month earlier in the Alps and nearly had a 
mini epic. At the top of the slab was a diagonal 
line that ran down to the bottom of the coomb 
which we reached with 4-5 abs and a few · 
scrambles. We waited to make sure the others 

were following our line of descent then raced 
back to base camp for a superb meal and a sauna. 
Yes, a sauna. 

Misha was the expert and had even brought 
some birch twigs. Granite rocks were supported 
in a wire mesh over a fire grate for approximately 
4 hours before removing the fire and the ash. The 
doctor's tent was then placed over the pile of 
rocks and polythene sheets lashed over the top of 
the tent which was fitted with log benches. We 
cooled off in the ice cold stream or sat outside in 
the cool evening air eating water melon. 
Modifications involved bandaging the tent poles 
to prevent burns to arms and shoulders. Griff 
joked of the clangers and said he could see the 
headlines back home: "British climbers die in the 
Pamirs - burnt to death in home made sauna." 

It was about this time that three Russians and 
D,ave Staton set off to climb the diagonal route on 
Yellow Wall. We watched their progress and on 
their return Dave commented on their silent 
ascent as SergietheCrazy only spoke four phrases 
of English which were ' left ' , 'right', 'let's go' 
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Above: Acres of"1111to11ched granite. "Half"Do111e"with Usan (4309111) hehinc/. 
Below: Brian Griffiths leading the cru.r pitch of the Alpina competition route 011 the West Face of Asan. Photos: Brian Swales. 
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Right Top: Brian Swales leading the ,"good" 
pitch on the North East Spur of Point 
Holland. Photo: Brian Griffiths 
Bottom Right: Long focus shot of the North 
Face of Pyramideji-om Base Camp. 
Photo: Dave Staton. 

and 'green tea'. Later he dispensed with these 
and other English phrases in favour of "O.K. 
mantana," (a slang word meaning fantastic) which 
he used liberally about everything and certainly 
lived up to his nickname. 
Some of the local shepherds called to visit us at 

base camp and we were invited back to their 
summer shack for tea; in fact we were invited for 
tea every time we passed. Mr. and Mrs. Shepherd 
put on a nice spread with green tea, bread, yoghurt 
and double cream. We also paid a visit to Mr. and 
Mrs. Bandit who lived lower down the valley and 
had yaks as well as 600 sheep. He used to be the 
local hit man but has long since retired. After a 
spell in prison he was released when he was 
given amnesty after Stalin died. He said he was 
well respected in the area and he gained our 
respect too since he carried a big knife and a gun. 

After all the yoghurt and cream we decided to 
walk up into the coomb below the east face of 
Asan and another competition peak, 48 IO , to recce 
the South Ridge of Usan (4379m). The two Johns, 
Stuart and Peter were climbing the route that day 
from a bivouac in the coomb, with Sergie the 
Crazy and Sergie the Physicist doing the route 
from base camp in one push. The two Russians 
were "Masters of Sport" , which means they had 
won a climbing competition and represented 
Russia against the other Republics. Brian and I 
decided to follow the Russians and do the route 
from base camp the next day. 

We left base camp at 7.00am, reaching the 
summit in 2 hours. The climbing was good and 
mainly on solid rock with superb views. There 
was one memorable hand traverse where you 
could peer over the ridge to the glacier I 000m 
below. 

Our descent took longer as an easy looking 
descent gulley petered out and left us with hard 
slab climbing to gain the original descent line. It 
was an enjoyabl_e route and was repeated by the 
remaining 4 FRCC members: 

Since we were a joint expedition it seemed 
fining that we have a joint effort on a big route , 
so we decided to have a go at one of the 
competition routes on Asan known as theAlpina. 
The two Sergies suggested from their infonnation 
that we fix rope on the lower pitches and siege the 
route. Eventually we agreed and carried 50 
metre lengths of very stiff hawser laid ropes 
(nonnally used on Russian fishing boats) to the 
bottom of the face. The route started up easy 
slabs then entered what appeared to be a long 
hand jam crack, but this widened into an offwidth 
and eventually into a chimney. I relinquished my 
lead in the offwidth to Sergie the Crazy, who 
pulled hand over hand up the rope to my high 
point. a very loose 4 Friend in the narrowest part 
of the crack. He raced up this pitch and the next 
few but at some cost to his knees , which were 
badly grazed. We fixed 5 pitches on day one and 
3 pitches on day two then on the third day we set 
off to do the route in one push. It was rather like 
a job of work as we had a one and a halfhourwalk 
from base camp to the foot of the route each day. 
The Russians told us to keep left of the pillar but 

somehow we missed the way back right and Griff 
led two hard pitches to land us on top of the pillar. 
To our surprise the two Sergies appeared up the 
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Below Left: Yellow Wall - Asa11 Va lley. Photo: Brian Swales. 
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They seemed quite amused when we suggested climbing new 
routes for enjoyment. .. 

right-hand side of the pillar then followed us up 
the next 2-3 pitches before the angle eased. A 
few more pi tches led us to the col between Asan 
and Usan where we unroped before scrambling 
to the summit of Asan. Our descent was by absei l 
down the slabby North East Face but at a co l we 
changed direction and abseiled down the South 
Face before being overtaken by darkness. A 
long, cold night was spent sh ivering on a wide 
ledge until dawn when we continued to the 
coomb below Peak 4810 then back to camp for 
breakfast. 

The weather was superb with on ly one and a 
half days rain during our 16 days at base camp, 
where we enjoyed hot sunny days and cool starry 
nights. The Russian hospitality was second to 
none and we must pay tribute to our Russian 
leader and the rest of the Sverdlovsk alpini sts for 
all their efforts. 
Although the area had on ly been frequented by 

climbers for the past four years there was distinct 
evidence of their presence. Our exped ition burnt 
the rubbish then flattened and buried all the tin 
cans. We can only hope that future expeditions 
to this idyllic area wi ll do likew ise and preserve 
the natural environment. 

We found it incredible that the majority of 
routes in the area were first cl imbed in 
competitions, and these were being repeated by 
the Russians even though there was so much 
potential. They also informed us that entering 
competitions gave them access to sponsorship in 
the form of equipment, time off work and the 
chance to climb in different areas as well as 
increasing standards. They seemed quite amused 
when we suggested climbing new routes for 
enjoyment but agreed attitudes were changing. 
Joining mixed expeditions would allow them to 
climb without the pressure of competitions and 
to examine and obtain western equipment. 

Their equipment was reasonable in that they 
had Friends, home made nuts , alloy karabiners 
and expedition cloggers but their ropes and rock 
boots were a little primitive. The latter resembled 
cut-off "winkle picker" wellies with two long 
tapes from the heel to attach them round the foot 
rather like a ballet shoe. I'm sure they would 
benefit from western ropes, rockboots and styles 
of climbing; nevertheless they are very competent 
and experienced climbers with tremendous drive 
which they demonstrated to us on this trip. We 
exchanged ideas on styles of climbing, equipment 
and made many friends and contacts for future 
trips. They require foreign currency and certain 
types of equipment to fund expeditions to other 
areas but can offer an abundant supply of peaks 
and faces relatively unexplored. We can only 
hope that Perestroika and Glasnost will allow 
more access for Western and Russian climbers 
alike to these beautiful untapped regions of the 
Pamirs. 

Summary: A personal view of Anglo/Russian 
pioneering expedition to the Asan region of 
Soviet Centra l Asia in August 1990, by Brian 
Swales. 
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The magnificent West Face of Peak 48/0m . This face is just to the leji of Half Dome in the 
photo 011 page 28. Photo Brian Swales. 
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FREESNAKING 
MEANS NO WEDGIES 

by Nick White 

Jet Lag 
"What's this ... ?" guffawed the immigration officer, 
his pencil coming to rest over the entry I'd made about 
the food I'd brought into the country," ... three ounces 
of oatmeal!!!" 
"I call it breakfast." 
"Get out of here, you joker!" 
Thirty seconds was by far and away the quickest tick 

through immigration that morning. Everybody else 
took at least half a day. That could have been something 
to do with the fact that they 'd all brought their livestock 
with them, but there's nothing unusual in that when you 
travel Air India! (By the way there 's a new caste 
beneath the untouchables, it's the 'Pommy-poll-tax
emigre'.) The flight was bad , all the lndians'd be 
getting counter lunches like steak and kidney pie, while 
the Brits were throwing up Tortoise Vindaloo in the 
portabog, and you had to get to that through a·door at the 
back of the plane maFked "fire exit"! 

Thirty-six hours after take-off, three curried dinners 
and lunches and four curried breakfasts later, saw me 
through the official portals and into dream time Oz. Jet 
lag wasn't a problem, four nights sight-seeing 
interspersed with daylight-wasting sleep saw me 
recovered enough to cope with the bus lag down to 
Melbourne. However I did manage to sample the flesh 
pots of the Sydney beaches before departure. Sizzling 
bodies were being basted with five-thousand-plus sun 
screen, and melanomed nipples seemed to be the only 
de rigeur beach wear! And talk about funky sand, this 
stuff squeaked like Rolf Harris on Helium - "Want 
some gas? Suit yurself!" 

A quick phone call to Glenn Robbins and I had an 
official invite to tour with the Andy Pollitt Roadshow : 
"No expense spared," that's because there wasn't any! 
After meeting Andy at Tullamarine Airport with a 
"G'day mate, you must be Andy," and a "Who the hell 
are you and where's Glenn," from him, we were off up 
to the ' piles in "The Youth's" beat-up station wagon. 
Weird and wonderful names flashed by the windows at 
an alarmingly slow rate, B .. A .. L..L..A .. R .. A .. T, 
A .. R .. A .. R .. A .. T. Luckily, before heading off into the 
bush we 'd gotten totally bladdered at a local hostelry, 
and at the inn-keepers expense. Apparently he took 
quite a shine to me, hence the free beer. However Glenn 
had to step in and fight a testy rear-guard action to cover 
our hasty exit as the barman started coming on a bit 
strong. 

The Gramps 
At six o'clock in the morning tea tastes good, even if it 
is a herbal infusion of gum bark, musk oil and chilli 
fried Bogong Moth! It was your typical breakfast 
scene. Parrish was throwing some beanfeast lunch 
together, while the power-house of Oz-rock, "H.B", 
was shovelling down gargantuan spadefuls of porridge 
from his favourite dog bowl. And the sun was already 
wilting the tarmac. · 
We arrived at the Mount Zero car park like a cocktail, 

shaken but not stirred. "H.B. 's" Beast had been duelling 
with another driver, Monksy-boy, due to H.B. 's licence 
being revoked for six months. He'd been clocked doing 
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a hundred and eighty-kilometers-per-second when the 
national speed limit is a hundred kilometers-per-hour. 
(The Beast is a works Holden that H.B . has rebuilt, 
rebored , rebated, retreaded and restored into a 
nightmarish camouflaged dragster. It could be heard 
coming ten kilometres away although it always arrived 
before the noise did). 
The slog uphill lasted five minutes but was interminable 

due to the blindfold and the hobbles around my ankles. 
At the brow of the hill the blindfold was ripped-away 
and there it was, Taipan Wall. It 's an Antipodean 
Buoux, a frozen wave of orange sorbet that some lucky 
bastard has been licking away at the base of for past 
millenia, to get it to overhang by just the right amount! 
Ab-ropes hung off it at crazy angles. For all you 
" number-crunchers" out there it 's sixty meters high , 
overhangs by twenty in some areas, and its almost half 
a mile long - a mile if you take into account the full 
extent of the amphitheatre - and the whole lot backs 
onto the Summerday Valley which contains classics 
like Red October (30), Sandanista (22), Contra Arms 
Pump (30),David orTiger(3 I), Chinese Water Torture 
(23), Amnesty International (24) or the outrageous 
English Rose (21 ), an offwidth crack with an in situ 
tube-chock at half-height' 

During the rest of the walk-in I kept saying '"as that 
been done?" pointing at a striking arete, 
"Nope." 
'"ow about that?" 
"Nope." 
I got the grand tour at the base of Tai pan, Dinosaurs 

Don't Dyna (26), The Creal Divide (28), Banana 
Republic (27), Sirocco (26), H.B. 's dyno project (27), 
Seventh Pillar (22), Serpentine (31) and Mr Joshua 
(26) . "ls that it?"-we'd walked for hours. Apparently 
it was and that's when the adrenalin kicked in. A 
million lines to do and only eight had been done. This 

MATE! 

Opposite Page: Paul Hoskins 
al/empting 10 make the second 
ascent of Whistling Kite (3 I) on 
Frog Bullress. 
Photo: Darren Holloway. 

Above: Sun worshippers at 
Giraween. Left to Right: Martin 
Tat/on, Nicky Sunderland,Stu 
"Boy Wonder" McElroy, Pete 
Smale, John Visser and Gare!/1 
Williams. 
Pho10: Nick White. 







Above and Top Right: The Author working 
extremely hard on the second full version 
ascent of Ethiopia (30/3 /),at Arapi/es. 
Photos: Colin Vucah. 
Left: Evening at Mitre Rock. 
Photo: John Houlihan. 
Right: Andy Pol/i11 on Masada (29), Arapiles. 
Photo: Nick White. 
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Opposite Page: "Andy Po/fill on his n,ear 
legendary 30 day at/empt to redpoint Punks in 
The Gym (32), Arapiles. Martin Scheel had 
spent three rimes as long anempting rhe firs/ 
ascent prior to Wolfgang Giillichfinally 
cracking it. However , both Giillich and 
G!owacz's ascents were 1101 redpoinr as neither 
could clip the in situ wire at the crux more 
than once , which forced them to yo-yo. 
Pollirt's al/empt was also hindered by the 
continued crumbling of the the crux hold from 
a fourjinger incut to a graFelly sloper. /11 it's 
presenr state the climb is probably worth 33 1" 
Nick White. [Now we know.]Photo: Glenn 
Robbins. 

Right: Nick While on the first ascent of Tyger, 
Tyger (27), Lower Taipan Wall. Photo: White 
Collection. 

country was like Devon only bigger. All [ 
needed was a bucket of clotted cream, an armful 
of scones and a decent wholesale supply of 
preserves and I'd be in my element. (As it was 
the only element I had was helium and I was 
squeaking like a Sydney beach). An Aussie 
counterpart to the humble cream tea shop does 
exist, it's the Milk Bar. At the very pinnacle of 
"Milk-barness" is The Willows owned by 
Marion and Cec Delaney. These folks are the 
unsung heroes of the Victorian out-back. Not 
only are they mother and father figures to every 
climbing ingrate who stumbles along, but they 
make the wickedest milk and thick shakes this 
side of the Crab Nebula. These are succour to the 
most devout calorie counting rock-jock and come 
second only to the huge spread and carrot cake 
"sur" prize on Trivial Pursuits night around at 
Chez Delaney. The only town function that 
comes close is the meat raffle on a Friday evening 
in the National. 

The Piles 
Domestic bliss reigns at the Piles. For a kick-off 
it ' s free and it's got water (sometimes), and a 
toilet block. Get there early before the army goes 
in for synchronised squatting. The only drawback 
is a "fire ban" . lfGreg the fireman sees so much 
as a striking match on a "fire ban" day, he'll 
flatten you and hang the squashed bits up to dry! 

Basically you just choose a tree (for maximum 
shade), and camp under it. Make sure it ' s not a 
red gum, they have a nasty habit of dropping two 
tonne branches and doing a Greg on you, as my 
friend Thomas was fond of telling me. However 
Andy was having none of the Enid Blyton 
camping stuff. oh, no! He 'd managed to procure 
a caravan , and the rent was a cup of tea, or so he 
had been led to believe. When Neil Douglas 
actually did turn up (he has a habit of going bush 
for months on end to paint), for the rent , I didn ' t 
sec Andy for the whole day. As the sun settled 
down into the mottled red and purple hues of the 
eastern plains of the Wimmera. Neil tramped off 
in walk-about mode and Andy reeled out of the 
caravan. '"I'm bollocksed mate! He must have 

drunk a hundred and eighty brews and didn ' t go 
for a piss once! " 

Ticking classics at Arapiles can become 
interminable. They're all brilliant. Things like 
Deb111a111es and Cenripedes (25), Pi/or Error 
(20), Ha\'e a Good Flight (25) , Starion 10 Sration 
(25), Thunder Crack (20), Mo1fydd ( 19), 
Trape:e ( 17), Ethiopia (30), Trojan (25), Skink 
( I 8), Arach11s (8), High Dive (23) or Fortress 
Direcr (26): every one is a major masterpiece, 
even Vanya Is A Dog (2X?) is interesting! So 
with rock and route quality totally guaranteed 
it ' s the company you keep that tends to 
differentiate one day from the next. To start with 
there was Andy. Here was a bloke who climbed 
E8 , smoked between forty and sixty fags a day. 
regularly drank a slab of beer (apparently he's 
tea-total now and the cheque ' s in the post , yeah , 
right Andy) , fed himself on chocolate Energy 
bars and dined at every "greasy-spoon" he could 
find. Rest days were also a sacrosanct occupation. 
He 'd just lie there in his wedgies in the caravan 
with a fly swat. sweating like a pig, even though 

it was cooler outside. I'd say something like, 
"Go on, give us a rope on Dreaclnoughr," or 
something else in the shade, and he 'cl say, " No 
way mate, on rest days I don't even get a hard
on!" 
Geoff Little may not look much when you first 

meet him, but what he lacks in stature he makes 
up for in charisma. His syncopated gyrations and 
rhythmical tongue movements topped off with 
coiffeured bath-cap at Anne Palmer ' s leaving do 
were a sight for sore-eyes. 

Dave Mudie owns a local workshop. An 
eccentric mechanic from the Heath Robinson 
School of logic, his buckled together jigs seemed 
to make just about anything and were breathtaking 
in their simplicity. His bolt plates, available at all 
good retail outlets, certainly engender a good 
deal more trust in that infamous protection device, 
the hanger less " Arapiles carrot bolt" . You could 
do-'a whole piece on the history and evolution of 
local bolts. There ' s certainly enough folklore 
surrounding them. Basically you drill a five
sixteenths hole in the rock and smash home a 
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three-eighth engineering bolt. There's no science, 
just a lot of brute force and a certain degree of 
artistic licence. Everyone has their own style, 
from the sublime hexagonally sculptured 
creations of HB, to the ridiculously minimalist 
atrocities that Mark Moorhead used to put in. 
Mind you, his are run a close second by some of 
the Baroque and Rococo edifices placed by the 
" Brothers Shepherd". 

Dave Mudie has now become embroiled in the 
struggle to keep the drift mines from chewing up 
the Grampians, by using his powerful desk-top 
publishing facilities - a I 950's sit-up and beg 
typewriter, a wooden ruler and a gallon ofTipp
Ex. He and Louise Shepherd are regularly seen 
screaming off to Horsham to have heated rows 
with the powers that be. Meanwhile, due to the 
nature of the mineral mining Acts in Oz, the 
machines keep grinding away, while big blokes, 
smoking big cigars slap you on the back, saying 
in their mid-pacific accents, " Don ' t worry son, 
we leave it better than we find it. " You need a 
spade to move the bullshit. 

The irresistible cheek of Dennis Kemp was 
another constant source of amazement and 
laughter. We had reciprocal breakfast rites! 
He 'd come over and say, "So how many pancakes 
are you cooking me for breakfast this fine 
morning?" and I'd go over ihere and he 'd say, 
'T II have four pancakes today my good man!-~ I 
only knew him for a month before his tragic 
death. Things were never the same at the 'piles 
after that, and Andy and I spent more and more 
time in Melbourne as the weather had started to 
"crap out". 

North To The Sun 
Scott turned up in his Mazda, and I was amazed. 

He and Martin had more gear in tow than Cecil 
B. de Mille used in a·11 his epic film productions 
combined, and I had twice as much again! After 
three soul-searching re-sorts ofmy possessions I 
left the gas stove, one of my three foam mats, a 
tent peg, and my only bar of soap. The rest 
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seemed to fit perfectly after we'd locked the 
doors and pushed the remainder in through the 
can-openered sun roof. 
We had a full tank of gas, it was at least a million 

miles from Melbourne to Brisbane and we were 
all wearing dark glasses. It was like being locked 
inside a cruise missile. We didn't get out till we 
struck Frog Buttress twenty-four hours , four 
"works" burgers and a well overdue fuel-stop 
later, but that 's another story. After a brief 
guided tour of the crag we piled back into the 
missile and recuperated at "chez" Camps on the 
Gold Coast. " Now I've got some good news, and 
I've got some bad news ," said Scott with an evil 
g lint in his eyes. "We ' re off up to Crookneck." 
" Is that the good news or the bad news?" says I. 
"Depends, but the bad news is there are going to 
be two more in the car!" 
We picked Ton Sneider and John " Death is our 

constant companion" Visser up from Brisbane 
" International" airport the following night. The 
night after that, after four repackings, a brief 
head banging session against the wailing wall, 
and numerous investigations into the nature of 
negative mass, we began the trek up to the Glass 
House Mountains. The Cruise Missile had 
become a Red Dwarf and was gradually going 
nova. We spilled out into the wee hours of a 
perfect day . All that could be seen of the crag was 
an evil tooth ofrock that jabbed, Close Encounter-
1 ike, at the moon set in a brilliantine-jewelled 
sky. 
Fourmillion Ross River Fever-bearing mosquito 

bites later saw the sun up and a good deal of 
" Stop-itch" and " Rid" being liberally applied to 
all the tender bits! Breakfast was foraged from 
the pineapple fields that carpeted the plai,is at the 
foot of the mountains. By the time we reached 
the crag our teeth had rotted to blackened stubs 
and we were completely hyper! 
On close inspection the columnar basalt had an 

unnerving"ly loose complexion, but Scott assured 
us it was as sound as a pound. He neglected to 
say it was the pound that had tumbled during the 

Left: Taipan Wall. Photo: Nick White 

stock-market crash of October '89. " Here's the 
route for you Nick - Masturbating on the Spear 
of Destiny (24)." I lowered off, a completely 
spent youth. I hadn 't even made it to the half
way point, and I don't want any quips about 
premature ejaculation either! Meanwhile, Ton 
was locked into an internecine duel with an 
horrific looking 21 groove. Three number one 
R.P. 'sand a zero flapped in the breeze beneath 
his tremulous frame , while I quickly zipped in 
and placed a directional half-Friend, as John was 
standing a mite too far from the base of the route. 
Ton duly fell off and popped everything including 
the Friend and almost ended up with his bum 
impaled on a three foot high tree stump. The 
half-Friend slot had expanded to a generous hand 
jam. We left the same afternoon . 

The End 
I ' II have to finish as I'm wrecked. I've got half
an-hour before the cock crows, I've denied 
Bernard three times already, and I'm still in the 
"Fat Cat". 
There is so much more to Australian climbing. 

I was going to tell you about Frog and the major 
classics contained therein: Voices in the Sky (26), 
Conquistador (21 ), Plate Tectonics (24), Hard 
Nose (26), Whistling Kite (31 ), Pokamoko (3 I), 
Time For Tea (27) and the superb Impulse (24), 
not to mention the fruit salad day , one of the best 
days ticking in existence. OrGiraween, the most 
beautiful place to climb in the world, and then 
there 's the Sydney sea-cliffs, Nowra and Point 
Perpendicular, the Blue Mountains, Bungonia 
Gorge and Moonarie. All of them beyond your 
ken unless you've crossed the equator at least 
once! The Southern Hemisphere is where it 's at, 
and I'm going back just as soon as the "Tube" 
comes up with the dosh. So while I sink into 
drunken revelry, I' II say many ingratiating thank
you 's to the most generous hosts in creation, and 
I'll promise most sincerely that there won ' t be a 
Free.making Part 2!!! 

FACT FILE 

Grading 
Always contentious and doubly so in Oz. Be 

prepared to come face to face with blatant 
overgrading, fear , blatant undergrading, and even 
more fear. Mark Moorhead was head Rabbi of 
the near religious undergrading movement, 
although his grading was almost forgivable due 
to his prodigious reach. Claw took up the torch 
after Mark 's demise in the Himalaya, and took 
Australian grading into the realm of the 
ridiculously sublime. My only advice is to 
approach every route with a long stick to see if it 
bites, let alone to clip the first bolt from the 
ground! ! The accompanying table was sponsqred 
by · Claw and I hold no responsibility for its 
accuracy. 

Flights from U.K. 
Depending on the size of your sporran and 

which season you go in, the range of prices is 
surprisingly large. Pre-Christmas tends to be 
expensive with decent flights between £790-
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£900. Post-Christmas is cheaper and you can 
pick up bargain bucket flights for as little as 
£650, but be prepared to do a lot of your own 
cooking, cleaning and flying! It's well worth 
spending a hundred quid more and travelling in 
a bit of sty le and comfort. It works out better in 
the long run and saves arriving fee ling like you've 
been raped by a herd of sex-starved drop-bears! 

Climate 
Spring/Septemberto November:- a bit unsettled 

at times but generall y good for all the main 
climbing areas. Summer/Decemberto February:
head for the hills, i.e. Mt. Buffalo or Giraween 
National Park. Alternatively get over to New 
Zealand and soak up the delights of Castle Hill , 
Whanganui Bay and the myriad other cli ffs that 
have been developed recently. 

Autumn/March-May:- tends to be the most 
sett led weather in Victoria although it can get 
unseasonably hot i.e. over 40°C. Even the most 
ocker loca ls start to wilt at these absurd 
temperatures generally the temperature is at 30-
350C or gas mark 3! 

Winter/June-Aug:- the weather ' craps out' in 
Victoria and it's best to go north. The rain 
slackens off in Sydney and it ' s a good time to hit 
the sea cli ffs (the only comparison that I cou ld 
draw to explain how unique these sea cliffs are is 
that it wou ld be like having Gogarth in the centre 
of Sheffield !) However the best of the weather 
tends to be in Queensland where the minimum 
winter temperature is anything above 30°C! 1 

Money 
If you ' re staying for any length of time open a 

bank account.you even get interest paid 1 Wespac 
and Commonwealth are ubiquitous and therefore 
the most log ica l cho ices . You need two official 
forms of identification - I used my passport and 

a piece of flimsy card with B.M.C. written on it! 
The Oz do ll ar is weak at the moment, you get 
$2.50 to rhe £ - they call it a recession. I wish 
Britain had a simi lar state of economic affairs , 
we'd all be living like the Royals. With three 
grand you get your flight and can li ve the Life of 
Riley for at least six months 1 

Camping 
Tends to be free in Victoria although there are no 
showers. A good investment is to buy a solar 
shower ($ 18 of pure luxury). Cross the border 
into Queensland and it's a different story though. 
Camping can become very expensive if you 're 
on your own, as the fees are based on per plot 
rather than per capita! However most of the time 
hot showers are thrown in for free , they fa ll out 
of the sky and come in two varieties, wet ones 
and metal ones. It 's wise to give both a miss 1 

Transport 
You need a car 1 Preferably an electric blue 
Holden station wagon , with mirrored windows 
and wall to wa ll carpet. There is a bonus to 
moving around Queensland, though, no petrol 
tax! Which in a state this size means you save 
ood les of money on gas 1 

Bites - Cures & Preventative Methods 
Bites come in a variety of shapes, sizes and 

venomosi,y, from mosquitoes the size of your 
hand, to sharks the size of power-station turbines. 
The insect life is multifarious and it all bites 1 

"Rid" seems to keep most things at bay. Genera ll y 
on ly one person in the group needs to wear the 
stuff, so take it in turns. (You should see what 
happens when you accidenta lly drop it on plastic!) 
"Stop-i tch" is goorl for the morning after the 
night before you forgo t to light your mosquito • 
coi l and also for the odd half dozen March fly 

The Author going stir-cra:y at Arapi/es 1 

bites. 
Snakes, crocs and drop-bears (vampire Koalas) 

are another thing altogether. Talk to the locals, 
they can give you a fair idea of how to cope with 
the above. Charles Creese (a li as "Charlie" or 
"C.P.F." to hi s "Dweeb" associates) shou ld be 
avoided at all times. He's the most dangerous 
form of New Zealanderknown to humankind: he 
thinks he ' s an Austra li an - whatever you do, do 
not accept his invitation to play naked twister!!! 

GRADE COMPARISONS 
BRITISH USA AUS. UIAA FRENCH 

Sa 
59 17 

Sa 

5 10a 18 

Sb El 5 10b 19 
6a 

5 10c. 20 VII-

E2 
5 10d 

21 
VII 6b 

Sc 5 11a VII+ E 5 11b 22 

~ -
E3 

S 1 lc 23 7a 

6a 
5 11d 

24 
VIII 7a + 

E4 
5 12a Vllf+ 7b 

25 

6b ES 
5 12b 26 IX-

b+ 

5 12c 27 

~ 
7c 

E6 
5 12d 28 

5 13a 29 7c+ 

6c 
E7 

5 13b 30 

+ 

8a ,I 

S 13c 31 X-

7a 5 13d 32 X Ba , 

5 14a 33 XT Sb 
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CAUTIONARY TALES 
Here are two short stories to relax you on a January evening, whether huddled iattic flat in the cold 
N_orthern winter _or straining your eyes by the campfire in the Outback. They come from sources as 
diverse as climbing itself, but both comment on matters close to the heart of things. Firstly take a 
trip to New Mexico ... 

Out of Control 
by Cameron Burns 

It's 4 am. Somehow the incredibly good dream 
I was having didn't hold my attention. Now I'm 
awake: and, I might add, I'm hungrier than hell. 
I could eat a horse. I went to bed without dinner 
again. Something that has been getting on my 
nerves for a long time. Bill gave me a quick 
lesson on eating for power-to-weight-ratio ' s 
maximum benefit: protein in the morning, carbos 
at lunch, starvation at dinner. I bite my nail and 
pretend it's a bowl of ice cream. Mmmm. Chalk 
flavoured. 

I wander out of my bedroom, feeling the flab 
around my belly button with my fingertips. I 
think all climbers feel their belly button flab , 
although most wouldn ' t admitto it. Anyway, it's 
five days till the big competition and I estimate 
five pounds of excess baggage needs to be lost. 
I 'm thinking I mi.ght just call Nutri-System. It 
worked for everyone on the radio ... 
In the garage I start my father's car and back it 

up. Putting my chin-up bar right above the 
parking port was a really dumb move. But let's 
face it, there's no place in most suburban ranch
styles to put a chin-up bar without wrecking a 
doorjamb. 
I did have a Hueco Board set up in the tool shed 

for a while, but that got too dangerous. Every 
time I got tired on the holds (my feet up on the 
work bench near the vice), I risked a whipper 
onto garden machinery: lawnmowers , trash cans, 
tools, rakes! A True Value enema, some call it. 

I crank through twenty pulls. Ughh. I'm sure 
l ' ve gained a hundred pounds in my sleep. Most 
climbers I know have experienced this. It ' s 
called Snooze and Gain. It's like someone slipped 
you a few intravenous McDL Ts while you dreamt 
your way off Separare Reali1y fortheeighth night 
in a row. Speaking of dreams, how come when 
you dream climbing you dream falling? I've 
never dreamt about succeeding on a route, even 
one I've done before. And how come in your 
dreams there's never any chalk on your hands? I 
chalk up a cajillion times a pitch when I'm 
awake. Why not in my dreams? 
Anyway, I finish the chin-ups and wander back 

inside, fatter than ever. I find my big weights and 
lock myself in the bathroom for a workout. The 
mirror helps a lot when you \\/Or)< out; probably 
more than the weights. Narcissus had nothing on 
me. Never. · 

In the morning, I'm off to the hardware store. 
This'll be my fourth visit in the past three days, 
and I already know what the salesman's going to 
show me. 

I. ask a guy in a blue vest, "Do you have any 
expansion bolts?" 

"Sure. What do you need them for? Brick? 
Concrete? Stone?" 

"Stone. Definitely." . 
"What kind of stone?" 
"Basalt." 
"Boy, that's some hard stuff. What kind of drill 

are you using?" I lift up my hands and do·my 
Warren Harding imitation. 
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"That sounds like a lot of work. " 
Believe me ... 
I've seen these bolts before, but I buy another 

ten just to make sure. I want to have enough to 
bolt an entire grid pattern on the side of a cliff. A 
row of bolts every five feet, criss-crossed with 
columns, also five feet ... A thousand routes 
going up, across, diagonally ... whatever. 
Something like those Word Search games you do 
on the aeroplane. 

A few minutes later I pick up Bill. He ' s home 
from college for the weekend. He wants to climb 
all day and try to get in shape for the competition. 

I'm thinking like, Bill needs to climb? Right. 
He needs to see Jenny Craig. He looks too heavy 
to even move, let alone climb. Bill jingles a 
brown paper bag before my eyes and I light up 
like a junkie eyeing a baggie of crack. Bill has 
hangers. We drive down the canyon .. . 
" Let's bolt that face left of that face we bolted 

last Saturday!" Bill suggests. 
"Sure." 
"Or we could bolt that IO foot direct start to that 

other bolted route we did last week." 
"Sure." 
"Or maybe we don't even need a route. Let's 

practice our bolt placement on that boulder at the 
bottom of Bolt Revolt ." 

We're out of control. Way out of control. 
We've already discovered the local construction 
bolt dealer. He's got all sorts of goodies, most of 
them are fifty cents or less. With his deals on 
bolts and our self-imposed dementia, we could 
really go places . Probably as far as the cover of 
Environmentalist Weekly. It really doesn 'tmatter 
to us , just as long as we score some ink. 
Pretty soon Bill's halfway up a route (or halfway 

down, depending on where you 're from) , wailing 
away with a hammer. Warren Harding had 
nothing on Bill. In fact , of all of my climbing 
photos of Bill , at least half of them are pictures of 
him with his beloved, his hammer. Never has 
there been such a.femme farale. 

Bill stops for a breather. 
"God. We need a Bosch." 
"Yeah. Or I' ve been thinking about a small 

generator. You know , like a Honda or 
something." 

" Hey. Now you're talking." 
"Have you even top-roped this thing yet?" 
"Naw. But we can· figure out the moves once 

we've staked our claim." 
Cool. 
"Just so long as Finnegan and Brad don't get it. 

They do have a Bosch." 
"Yeah , they put up five routes yesterday. " 
"Holy Shiiiiit!" 
Within a nanosecond Bill's back on the hammer. 
While Bill pounds I'm thinking on Monday I'll 

head down to the courthouse to change my name 
to Pierre La Rouge-Pointe. I have been trying to 
take up smoking lately, little French cigarettes, 
but my lungs just aren't in it. Sometimes I wish 
I didn't own them; they weigh too much anyway. 
1 call around town, then around the state. By the 

time Bill comes over to watch The Eiger 
Sanction , I' ve compiled three pages of notes on 
machinery: drills , generators, dealers, prices. 
All of them are way too much for us. Good thing. 

We're way out of control. We settle down to 
Clint and that hill. 
"Jeez," I mumble. " We need a machine gun that 

shoots bolts." 
Yeah. That's what it ' s all about. Smashing 

metal into rock. 
Clint looks silly in his miner's helmet, but 

watching the Frenchman rip is a kick. How come 
they only rip in the movies? 

"Hey," Bill exclaims when Clint is halfway 
across the Hinterstoisser. "My ex-girlfriend's 
mother lives at the top of the canyon. I bet she'd 
let us plug in an extension cord at her house. 
She'd just say, 'You guys are crazy!' and we 
could go hog-wild." 

Cool. 
"Can you scrape up a few extension cords? 

We'll probably need five hundred feet. " 

Sunday morning and I'm deep in the hardware 
store. 
"Back again, eh?" 
"Yeah. Do you sell masonry bits for regular 

electric drills?" 
"Sure do. Here. " 
"Thanks." 
Two ninety-nine is nothing to pay for creation. 

I'm an artist and I need my tools to continue 
creating. True Value it certainly is. 

"How about extension cords?" 
"Sure. What length?" 
"Uh ... Maybe I could just take a look at your 

selection?" 

Tuesday night there ' s a bolt-related meeting at 
the local KFC. I watch Jean slobber his way 
through two greasy chicken wings and I feel 
warm inside. Ha! There goes his 13c redpoint. 
He ' s gonna die with that load in his belly. 

We ' re meeting to discuss all these new bolted 
routes, Dean says . There's been a lot of protest 
about them. Many climbers think that they're 
bullshit and scar the landscape. 
I'm like, so what about the new highway across 

the mesa? If bolts are a scar, then that thing ' s a 
multiple amputation. 
Yes, Kelly says. But we have some control over 

bolting. 
I left my Wonder Bar at school, Bill says. 
Bellyache. Bellyache. Bellyache. Everyone's 

got an opinion and everyone thinks that their 
opinion is a good compromise. 

Some really creepy looking climber dude that 
I've never seen before suggests responsible 
bolting. Oh, good idea, Einstein. Bravo. 
Responsible bolting? That's a contradiction in 
terms, like truth in advertising or military 
intelligence. Sure, you want responsible bolting: 
then I'll be responsible for those six hundred 
bolts I smashed into place last week. Jean can be 
responsible for his, Bill for his ... 
Anyway, this meeting was no big event. It was 

one of those deals where everyone sits around 
and shakes their fists and makes quotable 
statements. The next day Jean r-p 'd his I 3c, 
Greasy Chicken Wi11gsandeveryone forgot about 
the meeting. Two more routes went up on either 
side of Greasy Chicken . It was a good day at the 
crag. Everyone acted responsibly. r 
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The following weekend Bill and I are dangling 
side by side overour favourite section of the cliff. 
The thirty-seven extension cords we've plugged 
together are dangling in space between us. I' m 
drilling up one route, and Bill 's drilling up another, 
five feet to the left. Instant Satisfaction is a much 
better line, much harder, but I don't want to upset 
Bill. Hisroutelooksokaytoo. Hepassesthedrill 
to me and I squeeze the trigger. Rock dusts swirls 
around my head, and I get off on it. 

While we're dangling there three guys from 
Oregon show up. 
One guy, who has a silver earring shaped like a 

Friend, says, " Is there anything around here 
that 's halfway decent?" 

Hell, I'm thinking. There sure is , Pal! 
Bill says, "Why don ' t you try Makira's 

Rel'enge,5. 1 la. It 's thataretejustthere. Theone 
with six bolts." 

I smile at Bill. He 's pointing to Captain 
America, a tricky 5.12. 
Un fortunate I y, the silver-friend-shaped-earring 

guy makes it. He shakes out at the top of the pitch 
and raps off. 

I don't know about the ratings around here. he 
says. That seemed to be pretty solid 5.11, maybe 

I le. 
Now I'm fuming. Who are these dudes in our 

state on our crag debating OUR ratings? Bill and 
I rap to the ground. We wander up to the 
Oregonians like a couple of pitbulls. We pissed 
here. This is our territory. You can't piss here. 
Go home. 
Anyway, we calm down when l find out that I'd 

climbed with one of them before, at Josh. Pretty 
soon the conversation turns to equipment, like it 
always does. You know, like how do you like 
those shoes? Have you seen their new models 
with the super-power edging rands? Where'd 
you get those? How much? Oh wow. What a 
deal. .. You know, stuff like that. .. verbal 
diarrhoea. 
After those guys leave, Bill and I get back to our 

routes. I smash a bolt into place. The bolt goes 
in but I can tell it 's not in properly. 

"Screw it." Bill says. " It 's just gotta hold the 
first redpoint, right?" 
"Yeah." 
"Cool. Then go for it." 
I do and I rip. The second bolt holds my fall. 
" My turn," Bill says. 
Bill makes the third clip and I' m pissed. Now 

he gets to name the damn thing. Bill cranks the 
last two finger-pulls and clips the anchor. He 
raps down and tells me the route's new name: 
Mountain Experience. We pack up our gear and 
split. I ' m not psyched on trying the other line; 
not now. I ' m too hungry and all I can think about 
is the competition. 
Bill says he 's going to develop a new carabiner. 

A magnetic biner that you just have to get near 
the hanger and it 's clipped. 

"You would just throw it near the bolt and 
you'd be cool," Bill says. 

"That 's ridiculous," I say. "That's the silliest 
idea I've ever heard." 
" I think it ' ll work. I'm going to make one." 
Yeah, then I'm going to go ahead and bolt a grid 

pattern on Foster's Wall. I've been thinking 
about it for a while and it would produce a lot of 
good routes. Key words: A LOT. 

" Hey," Bill asks. " Do you want to go to the 
trade show in Vegas this year?" 

"The latest climbing gear, huh?" 
"Nah. Forget that. The construction industry 

trade show. It 's in four weeks." 
We hike up the canyon and consider our wild 

plans. We ' re out of control. Way out of control. 

The latter part of 1990 was certainly memorable. Events of great import: the demise of Margaret 
Thatcher, the two Germanys unified, the Cold War ends, The Gulf Crisis . But perhaps the most 
outstanding news comes from Scotland where a recent AGM of the Scottish Mountaintaineering Club 
voted to allow women to become members. So, to celebrate the end of that 100 years' tight-buttocked 
abstinence, we offer below a (fairly) relevant and previously unpublished "Doctor" story. (Those few 
of our readers still unfamiliar with the adventures of the Doctor, the Apprentice and the Narrator should 
consult The Ridiculous Mountains, recently reprinted by Diadem Books.) 
This tale, like the others, was narrated to Geoff Dutton, who sent it on to Mountain, remarking," I believe 
it happened some time before the S.M.C. Constitution achieved puberty; but it might suggest the 
predicament of even the best-equipped post-pubertal male climber when he encounters the White 
Goddess in her punitive triple aspects of Complicity, Ferocity and Domesticity- the last by far the most 
terrifying ... " He added, "I have left a blank towards the end, for Audrey to put in a Bad Word for me." 
- Now read on ... 

Family Matters 
by G.J.F. Dutton 

" Families and climbing simply do not mix," the 
Doctor had pronounced. " It 's bad enough 
managing ropes-without apron strings, umbilical 
cords and matrimonial chains. We come here to 
get away from all that. " The Apprentice had said 
he agreed thoroughly, and peered up at the next 
pitch. I myse lf felt a few reservations (we also 
came here so we could - eventually - get back to 
all that) , but not many. Certainly, no one could 
approve of people like the Oliphants - who 
shamelessly displayed outbursts of babies all 
across the Highlands. "Sandy 's changed nappies 
in front of nearly every damned Club Hut ," the 
Doctor exclaimed indignantly. We felt 
uncomfortable bes ide such milk-bespattered 
exhibitionists. 

Like most of those we met on the hill, we knew 
little, and cared less , about each other's domestic 
concerns. (Imagine a Mrs. Geordie, a Mrs. Wull 
- the latter presumably in duplicate ... ) The 
Apprentice and I had visited the Doctor 's house 
a few times, and enjoyed wonderful banquets 
there; but his children were always away. and his 
wife - well. we have p1entioned her elsewhere: 
kindly, indeed, but- forus-about as approachable 
as Nanda Devi , whose remote high-nebbit 
elegance she shared. Doubtless the Doctor 
enjoyed a warmer relationship - they sparred 
conversationally with mutual entertainment- but 
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we preferred to keep a safe distance from that 
imposing Face, especially when presenting a 
Southern aspect. Of the Apprentice 's family life. 
neither the Doctor nor I knew anything. He did 
exhibit an occasional passing weakness for girl
friends - or just girls: but apart from such 
pardonable peccadilloes in a lad less than half the 
Doctor 's age, and a good four years younger than 
myself, we climbed happily among - and with -
all four sexes, our mountains unperturbed by 
tornadoes from any domestic teapot. The 
Apprentice, indeed. boasted a tough unconcern 
for all family matters. He agreed thoroughly 
with the Doctor: and hauled himself over the 
crux. 

Hence our astonishment when. after several 
weekends of his ' being too busy to join us', we 
came across him one evening at Traprain with 
what the Doctor described as ·a right wee 
smasher'. To our pointedly innocent remarks, he 
mumbled conventionally red-faced replies. He 
was teaching Jeanie to climb rock - not that she 
needed much tuition, she swarmed up: you could 
say beautifully, in every sense. We - I certainly 
- envied him. Small , slim, dark , 0ashing-eyed , 
with a most attractive smile. The Docto~ and I 
became maudlin , drinking lonely toasts iii Daddy 
McKay's; for the Apprentice would spend even 
our Thursday evenings with heron some climbing 
wal I. The Doctor doleful I y predicted an outcome 
of Oliphantiasis. 
Things did look serious. Not only for the peace 

of mind of our companion but, more importantly, 
for ourselves. Hills would not be the same 

without the Apprentice. Imagine our surprise, 
therefore , at his behaviour when we next saw 
him with Jeanie. This was at Craig-y-Barns - the 
weather being too wet for us to go further north. 
They were talking to a tall , handsome (I suppose) 
fairhaired guy; and then this guy took Jeanie 's 
hand, embraced her tenderly: and bolted up the 
rock after her. And the Apprentice looked on, 
coolly: even wrth satisfaction. 

He came shyly towards us . He pointed at his 
lost love, now two free pitches ahead of her 
admirer, and said: "See that 1 I taught her no bad 
after all, eh'l" 
"Taught her to go off with somebody else?!" we 

exclaimed. "Sure, Shug's been hot on her for 
months , and Jeanie on him. But it was nearly all 
over. She couldn't go climbing with him at 
weekends. Now she can - and is she chuffed! 
Never look back now." 

This unlikely philanthropy was rationally 
explained, it turned out. by Jeanie being the 
Apprentice's kid sister. Yet I felt puzzled , as 
well as sour, that his thoughtfulness extended to 
that yob Shug. But he had a good reason. It 
strolled up just then in the highly-powered form 
of another young lady. The Apprentice blushed 
and stammered. This was Cat, Catherine. the 
sister of Shug, and one of the top climbers of the 
year. The Apprentice was sweet on Cat. It was 
therefore politic to be sweet to Shug. Love me, 
love my Cat. That lady did not appear likely to 
be sweet on anyone; but had , it seems. climbed a 
few times with the doting Apprentice. She 
purred dangerously at him. Jaguar rather th'an 



The Doctor tried to be helpful. "You know, girls are likely to climb better than us 
on these balance routes, at that age; less frustration, less rage, they take it more 
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Cat. We backed away from our perspiring 
companion, and left him to field her barely
suppressed energies. 
Then the delightful Jeanie and the cursed Shug 

came down. "Okay, Hughie?" grinned Cat, 
"satisfied now?" A foursome was speedily 
arranged on a fairly Extreme area of the crag. 
Shug and Jeanie set off, then Cat and her 
Apprentice. 

Now the Apprentice is very good on extreme 
rock. Very good indeed . But Cat stormed ahead, 
a ripple of tiger-skin; and so demoralised him he 

P.1<.E . 

began to slow down and grab at things. Shug, 
really no bad climber at all , blast him , lost Jeanie 
in the slipstream of Cat. The two girls hooted, 
made rude signs, and raced off to the next Tier. 
Shug and the Apprentice, one blown, the other 

disgruntled, slithered down to us. 
" Hell , you 've taught Jeanie a thing or two," 

gasped Shug admiringly, mopping his brow. 
"Cat 's going to take her on a new route she's 
made." The Apprentice looked bitter. "Women 's 
Lih, I bet she'll call it," he growled. He enjoyed • 
an evidently stormy courtship with Her Felinity, 

and this was not one of the Good Days. 
The Doctor tried to be helpful. "You know, 

girls are likely to climb better than us on these 
balance routes, at that age; less frustration, less 
rage, they take it more smoothly." He quailed 
under six hostile eyes. "Up to a certain time, that 
is ," he added. "Until , in fact, they 've had a baby. 
That slows 'em down - physically and mentally. 
Makes 'em more responsible. Good thing, too. " 
" Doesn ' t seem to have affected Cat," remarked 

Shug, off-handedly. 
The Apprentice stared at him , horror-struck . 
Shug looked surprised at hi s concern, and added, 

"Wee Jerry ' ll be a year in August. You havena 
seen him? Cat didna tell you? His Granny's fair 
daft on him , he aye stays with her. Cat's fond of 
him , like, sees him now and again. But it 's the 
rocks she's after - just like you are." 

We waited for further information. The 
Apprentice licked dry lips. There might still be 
hope . 

"She 's no married? She never - ". 
"Och no, of course not. What an idea. No yet, 

anyway. God, look at what they're doing -
pheeeew ... " Shug 's mouth fell open. 

The Apprentice ignored the climbing. He 
remained fixed on family matters. 
"The ... the ... Father ... Is he interested?" 
" In climbing?" 
"No, for -- sake! In the baby! " 
"Interested? 0 aye. Jeeze, look at that. Jeanie, 

girl, Jeanie ... 0 aye, Sep's real delighted . Keeps 
sending presents for him near every week. What 
a move - did you see that? Jeeze ... " 
Sep? The name alarmed our bells. We suddenly 

recalled meeting, a year before at these very 
crags, Virginia Prusik - that small intensely 
knotted American rock-scorpion from Joshua 
Tree - and her amply-flowing pink companion, 
the genial Sep ... 

" ls he American?" The Apprentice sounded 
hoarse. 
"American? 0 aye. Cat's likely gaun out there 

inside the year. She'll be havin to take the bairn 
along with her - Sep 's as fond of it as she is of 
him. She'll be for Yosemite and yon places. But 
she'll have to pay her fare, like; Sep's folks want 
a good old-fashioned Ohio wedding. And Sep 's 
a real soft family-man sort of a guy, he ' ll no 
disappoint them . You ' ve met him?" he asked the 
by-now tragic Apprentice. "Cat not told you? 
Ah, she's a real hard case, Cat, no time for 
anything but climbing; don ' t think her family 
means much to her nowadays. No ties. She 
keeps us all at arm 's length. No like your 
Jeanie ... " 

"Yoo hoo Hughie! " shrieked Cat, "Yoo hoo, 
Hugh! " cried Jeanie. The girls were coming 
down, and our informative conversation ended. 

" It's no use," explained the Doctor, peering into 
the mirror as we joined the A9, "families and 
climbing simply don ' t mix. " 

We two remained silent. The Apprentice 's 
si!ence suggested he agreed - thoroughly. My 
own was occupied by dreams of how perhaps I 
might call on him at his house some evening -
Shug being away, of course; preferably in 
America, married to Sep's sister. 
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IDEAS A Peace Dividend For Climbers? 

With the warming of the Cold War and the reduction of NATO forces in Europe, the need for extensive military training 
grounds in the wilderness areas of Britain has been called into question. In this article, Dave Cook argues in favour of 
allowing access to a particularly beautiful stretch of coastline in Pembroke, at present being used as a firing range, 
which also happens have great potential for climbing . 

Concern has been growing within the British 
climbing community, over recent years, about 
threats to access that may follow the privatisation 
of Water Board land. Recently The Ramblers 
Association ' s "Forbidden Britain" day helped 
spotlight just how relentless is the current process 
of "creeping" exclusion. Welcome though this 
new awareness is, there has been an uncanny 
silence over the biggest exclusion of all - from 
the western part of the Castlemartin Firing Ranges 
in Pembroke, where for half a century access for 
climbers and walkers has been denied by the 
Ministry of Defence. It is high time for a new 
look at this issue. 

Just a third of a mile to the west of the Stack 
Rocks car park, in the "forbidden" Western 
Ranges, a shallow valley descends to the huge 
tilted limestone pavement marked on OS maps 
as "The Wash" . This gives easy and non tidal 
access to a superb group of cliffs which provide 
magnificent new route possibilities at all grades . 
A short distance further west , 100 yards beyond 
the remains of a stone wall , a depression runs 
down to the cliff top and an obvious pedestal. A 
short abseil down the corner at the eastern side of 
this pedestal leads to a tidal shelf running beneath 
more excellent cliffs. Round a corner, an 
extension of these, approachable at low tide from 
a prominent small inlet still further west (GR 
909949), completes a stretch of coastal rock 
which for this stage in the history oft he sport has 
almost unbelievable climbing potential. 

Equally importantly, in common with large 
parts of the Pembrokeshire coastline, the area is 
full of important nesting sites for many species of 
birds, some of them rare. For walkers also this 
section has great significance because the 
prohibitions interrupt one of the most splendid 
long distance shoreline footpaths in Britain. A 
great deal is at stake in the MOD's total ban on 
access to the Western Ranges. 
Of course over the years the MOD's prohibitions 

have not stopped climbers from crossing the 
fence to have a look. Tales abound of ascents 
there sometimes under the watchful eyes of army 
units. Perhaps in the historical section of a future 
guide-book "buzzed by helicopter" will be 
Pembroke's answer to "in nailed boots during a 
snowstorm." In 1984, 15 new routes up to E3/4 
were climbed by a raiding party from north of the 
Border. This foray must rank with Robin Smith's 
famous "border raid" on Scafell in 1958, when 
he snatched Chartreuse and Leverage in one day, 
as the most impudent theft evet by Scots from 
under the noses of Welsh and English climbers. 
In 1983, having put up a new route called Range 

Free in the area, Pat Devine and I approached 
Mrs. Weston of "The Olde Worlde Cafe", 
Boshers ton ( who deserves honorary membership 
of the BMC for the sustenance she has provided 
for generations of climbers); she cou ld think of 
only one local inhabitant who might remember 
the original name of these cliffs, because the 
Western Ranges have been closed for so long. 
We could not find hirn. If training for war had 
really obliterated even the place names of this 
beautiful coast, Pat and I suggested "Greenham 
Common" as appropriate for these lovely .and 
accessible rocks overlooking "The Wash". 
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More forbidden fruit? A climber samples the new route potential at Range West. 

The otherwise excellent Pembroke guidebook, 
edited by Jon de Montjoye, mistakenly excluded 
all mention of the Western Ranges and these 
explorations. 

The obligatory smoke screens have been laid, 
of course, usually a sure sign that "secret 
craggery" is afoot. Rumour abounds. I have this 
fantasy of finding a climbing equivalen"t ·along 
this fabled coast of the "Million Dollar Quartet" 
recordings. (Ageing rockers believe that 
somewhere, deep in the Memphis vaults, 
legendary rockabilly tapes from a "jam" session 
in the "Sun" studios await discovery.) Perhaps 
so too, d<;> first ascent details, currently lost, 
censored or sat on, from the "Fab Four" of 

Pembroke's golden oldies. Who knows what 
rewriting of rock history both discoveries will 
demand? In October 1990 ten new routes were 
done at "Greenham Common", some of them of 
very high quality indeed. 

What makes these events of more than local 
importance are the issues they raise- for climbers, 
for ornithologists, for national parks, and the 
"access movement" as a whole. The question of 
what attitude climbers should take is a difficult 
one which bristles with implications forthe future. 
However it is a nettle which needs to be grasped. 

The first question is what the new Pembroke 
guidebook should include. It is normal procedure 
to provide a record of what has been climbe'd, 



Right: Part of the superb sea cliffs at , 
Castlemarti11. Climbers here risk criminal 
prosecution. 

regardless of the state of access. The Climber's 
Club Guides to North Wales Limestone and 
Southern Sandstone handled this dilemma 
correctly, providing both crag descriptions and 
the view-point of the owners. That Guide Books 
stick to this approach is particularly important 
because they do not describe their area at a 
"frozen" moment in time. They also represent a 
tradition and point a finger towards the future. 
There is an uncanny sense of deja 1•11 about some 
of the curreni-arguments around this question. In 
the "old days", many people, myself included, 
brushed with the military while exploring in the 
Eastern Ranges when climbing was still "banned" 
there. Despite this climbers persevered, and 
their efforts, along with the work of those 
negotiating on their behalf (particularly the BMC) 
led to new areas being opened up. Everyone 
hopes that the present restrictions in the Western 
Ranges will be removed one day. The new Guide 
Book should be written -w ith this optimistic 
possibility in mind and treat cliffs in and out of 
the "forbidden" areas in the same way, at the 
same time stating the current access s ituation 
and giving the viewpoints of the appropriate 
bodies, eg BMC, RSPB , MOD, National Park, 
etc. 

Some people argue that to include route 
descriptions in the west will encourage "law 
breaking". It is not the job of a guide book to help 
the MOD exclude climbers, but there is no 
evidence of cause and effect. One could argue 
(equally illogically) that by making the access 
position very clear, Guide Books discourage 
"law breaking". The reality is that those who 
desire to trespass are likely to do so whatever is 
written , just as they have done in the past. 
The question of what climbers should do about 

this new route "goldmine" is a separate, although 
very important issue. My view is that there was 
everything to be gained from our combining 
exploration, i.e. trespass , in the prohibited areas, 
with publicity about new routes put up there, to 
promote negotiations by the BMC to try and 
extend access - provided that the nesting months 
are avoided. As in the past the three go hand in 
hand. Not least of the advantages of this approach 
is that it would put the issue of access to the 
Western Ranges back onto the agenda, from 
which it has been allowed to slip, and force the 
MOD to publicly justify its position, which up 
till now it has not needed to do. 
There are several inconsistencies in their case. 

Firstly it is argued thatthe use of live ammunition 
(blanks are used in the Eastern Ranges) makes it 
impossible to permit entry. It is now widely 
accepted that enterprises, both private and public, 
have the responsibility to clear up their own 
pollution after them. The anny cannot be absolved 
of this responsibility. Secondly soldiers on their 
time off wander freely across the area. If the 
anny is able to enjoy the beauty of this glorious 
coast when the ranges are not in use, so should 
the rest of us. Thirdly the perimeter fence offers 
no barrier to entry even by children which surely 
would be the case if there is a danger of them 
being blown up. Fourthly the MOD has recently 
relaxed its own restrictions and now allows parties 
into the Western Ranges under army superv is ion. 

However it would be a big mistake to regard the 
powers of enforcement at the army 's disposal as 
a "papertiger". At a recent meeting hosted by the 
National Park , the Range Commander, in 
response to questions by BMC representatives 
about his attitude to climbers going into the 
Western Ranges, made the MOD's position very 
clear. Anyone caught would face criminal 
charges for trespass and a£ 100 fine . This makes 
trespass on the ranges a very different ballgame 
from the civil charges facing climbers in other 
problem areas and would result in an individual 
obtaining a criminal record. 

The time is ripe for a major initiative by the 
BMC to try and negotiate an access agreement to 
these cliffs. The situation may soon be rather like 
the mid- l 970's when word about the marvellous 
routes further east, done by Mort lock , Perrin and 
Littlejohn, was starting to get out. Magazine 
interest was strong. Those who explored were 
technically trespassing but their efforts were 
putting the issue onto the access agenda. What is 
different now is the opportunity the "end of the 
cold war" gives us to argue that there should be 
a "peace dividend" for climbers in the Western 
Ranges. Another difference is that climbers have 
now proved that our sport can go on in harmony 
with the birds that breed on the sea cliffs. The 
necessary restrictions on climbing in the Eastern 
Ranges are accepted by climbers and operated by 
them because, by and large, climbers are very 
environmentally conscious people. 

Ornithologists are understandably concerned 
that the colonies nesting along the coast in the 
•'forbidden" zone should not be disturbed, and 
climbers also share this fear. Everyone is turning 
green now . The army are arguing that 
responsibility for the environment is a major part 
of their "custodianship" of MOD lands, and that 
in the Western Ranges a tank is a bird's best 
friend. This is a false argument. Disruption of 
breeding is not the only alternative to the MO D's 
exclusions. The experience of the "self policed" 
ban on climbing further east, during the nesting 
season, is the proof of that. The natural , and 
necessary, alliance for the opening up of the 
Western Ranges , is between ornithologists, 
c limbers and walkers, united in their concern for 
breeding birds, a beautiful environment and open 
access - not between the army and ornithologists 
against rhe rest. 

Some ornithologists are argu ing that because 
access is completely forbidden anyway, there is . 
no need to negotiate any agreement about bird 

restrictions. This is a short sighted view. People 
will go into the area, prohibitions or not . Most 
climbers will no doubt impose a general "self 
denying ordinance" on the breeding months, but 
it is in the interests of the birds to clarify now the 
particular places and times where they will be 
threatened and make the information available. 
So this is not the time to let "s leeping cliffs" lie. 

Some argue that trespass is irresponsible, and 
will make negotiation more difficult. The fact is 
there are currently no negotiations underway 
regarding the Western Ranges. Going in there 
will create the need for them . " Greenham 
Common" and "Mount Sion, East and West" are 
no longer "s leeping" and are likely to become 
more and more awake. This is good news -
provided that the nesting season is avoided. 
Some people argue that trespass will so annoy 
the army that access currently agreed in other 
areas will be put at risk. There is absolutely no 
ev idence of this. Any cutback on long established 
access would require convincing public 
justification, which irritation at growing pressure 
for the opening up of a different area down the 
coast most definitely is not. The opposite seems 
much more likely . The more pressure to extend 
access is seen to be growing, the more secure it 
is likely to be in those areas where it has been 
won. 

Recent newspaper reports have suggested that 
with the shutting down of tank ranges in Germany 
in the wake of the dramatic political changes of 
the last two years, Castlemartin's importance to 
NATO may increase. What a nightmare scenario: 
Western Europe's main "nuclear dustbin" on the 
edge of one of our national parks, at Sellafield, 
and main gunnery range inside another, at 
Castlemartin. Military activities, particularly 
live firing, are inherently inconsistent with the 
aims and functions of National Parks, even though 
in many places the armed forces' presence there 
preceded their designation. In Pembroke how 
long do climbers have to wait until a bit of peace 
dividend comes our way? 

Editorial Note: Mo1111tai11 contacted the 
Commandant at CastlemartinRange for comment 
on pave Cook's article and offered him the 
chance for simultaneous reply. He explained that 
the matter had been referred to The Ministry of 
-Defense. We hope to publish their comments in 
due course. 
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COMPETITIONS 
Compiled by Pete Gomersall 

British Challenge Collapses 
The 1990 Grand Prix circuit gradually wound its 
way to a close from the middle of November. 
From a situation where two British climbers 
were challenging for contention in the overall 
rankings the challenge faded to a best place of 
fourth. Immediately afterthe Uni ted States round 
in Berkeley. Frarn;ois Legrand and Simon Nadin 
were neck and neck in the chal lenge. All looked 
set for a thrilling climax to the season. In the end 
the men's competition faded away and it was the 
women ·s event that provided the excitement in 
more ways than one. 

Niirn berg 
The Sportskletter Cup in NUrnberg was one of 
the best competitions this year: well run, exciting 
and sympathetic to the needs of climbers. 
Climbers representing Britain were Moffat. 
Nadin. Moon. Ryan, Butler and Carol Nash. a 
newcomer to the British team. Providing a 
supporting roll Cuthbertson. Sutcliffe. McGowan 
and Murphy swelled the ranks of the Open 
competition. The event took place on a similar 
wall to the previous year and most competitors 
thought the routes excellent. The open 
competition was the usual game of Russian 
Roulette with no British climbers qualifying for 
the main competition. In the quarter finals Ryan 
' had a bad one ' and slipped at almost the first 
move (62nd) while Ben Moon was hardly better 
end ing in 36th place. At least they were in good 
company: Lynn Hill exited the competition from 
the first move after an uncharacteristic slip. Both 
Simon and Jerry made it to the sem is as did 
Felicity Butler and Carol Nash. The competition 
ended with Felicity taking the honours in 6th 
spot. Jerry 7th. Simon l 0th and Carol a very 
credi table 15th in her first competition. In the 
general scheme of things Franc,:ois Lagrand 
proved an easy winner for the men with Yuji 
Hirayama 2nd while Isabelle Patissier succeeded 
in the women's event. The competition finished 
with a banquet for the climbers. a particularly 
well presented affair. Another attraction was the 
mechanical bull which regularly deposited 
climbers onto the floor. Unfortu nately Nadin 
sustarned his first ever training injury on this 
beast. an in Jury that was to plague him for the rest 
of the season. 

Following the competition Moffat. Nadin and 
Ryan returned to the UK to fulfil obligations at 
the Harrogate trade fair . November and early 
December were going to be ·a iaxmg l!me with 
th ree comps and a trade fair in six weeks. · Jacky Godoffe al Barce/0110. Phows: Pe1e Go111ersall 

Lyon 
The weekend following Harrogate was Lyon. 
Jerry had decided that this was all too much of a 
rush and had offered his place to another climber; 
in retrospect a wise deci,ion. The competition 111 

1989 had been all but excellent, however 1990 
was to be a total contrast. It began with the usual 
open round . This turned out to be a marathon 
wait in the isolation zone followed by a race 
against time on the route. It started at I pm. and 
the final competitor. Mark Leach. climbed at 
12.15 the next morning. Strangely Mark excelled 
and was the only British qualifier. 
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The ne\t day saw the women climbing across a 
massive roof while the men played around on the 
same vertical wall as the open round. Moon. 
Nadin and Ryan were the qualifiers. The »'omen 
lacked the power in this particular eveni. Butler 
and Nash made 26th equal with Gardiner 30th 
but all failed to qualify. The main competition 
changed location to the Palais des Sport with the 
competition continuing on part of last year's 
wall. The semi-finals proved to be a lottery for 
the1i1enwith 15qualifying. I I ofwhomwcrein 
joint 5th place. 

In the final Didier Raboutou demonstrated his 
current form. pulling out a convincing win over 
champion elect Legrand in a super-final. 
Legrand's second place assured him of Grand 
Prix Champion before the last competition. The 
women 'scompetition produced a superbly fitting 
alternative with both Isabelle anC:l Lynn flashing 
their final route and forcing a super-final on the 
men ·s route. Isabelle climbed higher than all but 
five men while Lynn devastated the crowd by 
completing the route, matching only Raboutou 

• and Legrand. The results at Lyon confirmed fhe 



Legal Wrangles Over Women's Placings 
French 11 Furious 11 

men's champion for the world cup but left the 
other places to be fought over. ln the women·s 
competition the configuration of results could 
mean a tie for first place with only fiv e results 
counting. 

Lyon was a disappointing competition, much 
poorer than the previous year with many different 
wall locations and poor competitor provision. 
As a competition it plainly paled into 
insignificance compared to ViennaandNi.imberg 
- maybe finance is proving a problem even in 
France. 

Barcelona 
The competition had been postponed from its 

original date for two weeks so that the President 
of the Olympic Committee could view the finals 
with a view to confirming competition climbing 
as a pre-olympic event. In the end it was 
unnecessary as the committee endorsed 
climbing's entry after viewing the Lyon video 
tapes. There was virtually a new men 's team for 
this last round in Barcelona; Jerry had decided 
not to compete and Simon was still injured from 
the bucking bronco incident in Ni.irnberg. Ben 
Moon, Mark Delafield, Tony Ryan and Pete 
Gomersall made up the men's team with Felicity 
Butler and Gill Gardiner for the women . The 
competition took place in the municipal sports 
centre; a very squalid place. Friday began with 
the men 's open followed by the women 's finals . 
As usual the men were on the now familiar dual 
routes up the same part of the wall - two leaning 
walls split by a roof. Contractors were still erecting 
a section of the wall, part of which had been 
sprayed overnight because they didn't like the 
colour; good organisation? The women's route 
seemed to be a long pump with the odd difficult 
move. Most women made it to the last third of the 
route. Exactly the required number flashed the 
route; unfortunately Felicity was the first non 
qualifier in 17th place. 

The following day the men competed on dual 
routes on the same area of wall. The lefthand 
route was a harder version of the women's while 
on the right it was a now familiar crux move 
lottery. Ben on the left route was one of 13 who 
flashed the route and was the only British qualifier 
to the semi-finals. 
The remainder of the competition from a British 

point of view withered away with Ben failing to 
get to the final. It is at times like these that you 
sack the manager! However excitement in the 
women's event increased as the five women in 
the final competed. Was there going to be an 
administrative problem with two possible 
champions? Underthe rules only a climber's five 
best results count. If Lynn won and Isabelle was 
second there would be a tie since they would 
have an equal number of wins, seconds and 
thirds. The only different result for the whole 
year was from their dropped scores. Isabelle 
dropped a score of 16 while Lynn dropped 0. As 
you may have guessed this is exact ly what 
happened: Lynn won and Isabelle was second. 
This resulted in the tie for first place. Later it 
became apparent that the French President of the 
Competition Committee and the French 
representative had attempted to produce a rule 

Lyn11 Hill al Lyon 1990. 
Below: The j111a/ rankings for /990 . 

Position Women Men 

I Patissier (F) Legrande (F) 

2 - Hill (USA) Godoffe (F) 

3 Raybaud (F) Kam (USA) 

4 
Erbes field 

Nadin (GB) 
(USA) 

5 lovane (I) Raboutou (F) 

6 Good (CH) Moffatt (GB) 

7 Ibanez (ESP) Hirayama (J ) 

8 Brard (F) Moon (GB) 

9 Butler (GB) Lombard (F} 

JO Trecoun (F) 
Hudecek 

(CZH) 

which in an event such as this made the excluded 
results count but no other committee member 
had any record of this rule decision. A behind the 
scenes meeting was hastily convened with much 
heated argument. The result was a 5-1 vote 
against the proposed rule change. In the end the 
five members had to get up and leave with the 
French official still arguing. The committee 
decision was handed to Paul Brasser, the French 
President who erupted in a fit of temper and left 
the arena. 

For the men Jim Karn pulled out his best 
performance of the year to grab joint first in the 
final with Jackie Godoffe forcing a super-final. 
This resulted in a 10cm win for Godoffe. 
On the winners' podium for the final world cup 

placings Legrand was joined by Godoffe second 
and Kam third, both of whom boosted their 
points totals with good Barcelona results. When 
the women were called, Isabelle had left , 
presumably as a protest, leaving Lynn to take the 

crowd's cheers with Nanette second and Robin 
third. 
The climbers believe that Isabelle had the best 

results for the whole year. but under the rules she 
was a joint winner. The rules cannot be changed 
after every minor problem. It is understandable 
that the UIAA would have preferred a single 
winner but the attempted rule fabrication. whether 
real or imaginary, smacked ofblatant nationalism 
from the French President and committee 
member. Obviously fort he future the rules should 
be amended in whatever way the committee 
decide but not immediately prior to the results 
announcement in the final round of the World 
Cup. 
This final competition has reshaped the results 

forthe world cup. Simon. from lying 2nd, dropped 
to 4th and Jerry to 6th. With Ben's Barcelona 
result of 13th he finishes in 8th place overall. 
However with three in the final top ten, Britain is 
allowed a further three team members next year, 
making a men'zs team of six. Unfortunately 
Felicity slipped from 7th to 9th place after 
Barcelona, but a superb first year nevertheless. 
Since this article was first drafted it has become 

apparent that the CICE has received an official 
protest from the French federation and as a 
consequence "the CICE cancels the official first 
place results for the women 's rankings leaving 
the verdict to the lawyers and council of the 
UIAA." 

Finally looking to the future there is a much 
increased competition schedule for 1991 . There 
are l 0 proposed world cup events plus a similar 
number of ASCI supervised competitions next 
year. This should allow anyone interested to find 
a competition to enter. Also in 1991 several new 
rules have been adopted by the UIAA. Of most 
importance for major climbing nations is the 
exclusion of the first l Omen and 6 women from 
National quotas. This means that for, say, Britain 
we will have a total of 6 men in the main 
competition since 3 British climbers finished in 
the top ten and 3 other climbers can take team 
quota place . This helps good climbers avoid the 
lottery of the open rounds. In the women's rounds 
there are still no open events since all compet itors 
are directly entered to the main competition 
because of relatively small numbers. There is a 
major rule change effecting jumping for height 
when one is on the point of falling off. This year, 
numerous climbers qualified by jumping past the 
high points of others who had attempted to do the 
moves and fell. In 91 jumping past holds will not 
count and a height of 5 cm below the next real 
climbing hold will be given. This will not outlaw 
jumping for holds , just jumping for height gain 
regardless of the holds. 
Lastly for British climbers and anybody wanting 

to compete in Britain there is a hope of some 
events next year which should increase 
involvement. If the start created by the excellent 
Bendcrete 90 competition can be continued into 
91 then maybe there will be a British pre-Olympic 
Ch_ilmpion in 92! Sounds funny doesn ' t it, talking 
about an Olympic Climbing Champion in 
Mounlain? Keep the mind open and the criticism 

· clear and it wil!developforthe benefit of climbing 
in general, at least that's what I think! 
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BOOKS 

Yes, To Dance (Essays from 
Outside the Stockade) 
by Jim Perrin 
Oxford Illustrated Press £14.95 

The cover of Jim Perri n's new 
collection of essays Yes, to 
Dance, offers an immediate 
signal of continuity with On and 
Off the Rocks. That solo-climber 
crouched under the overhang on 
the first book has summoned 
total commitment and launched 
out onto the lip this time . 

Back to him later. He may not 
have to wait all that long . When 
the first collection appeared in 
1986 it was followed quickly by 
an essay in Mountain 111, The 
Death of Reverence and the 
Birth of Despair, by far the finest 
piece Jim had produced then on 
conservation issues. It is 
included among these fifty 
essays . In the same week that 
the first copy of Yes to Dance 
appeared I also saw the text of a 
powerful new article on Tim 
Robinson, Connemara-based 
cartographer and writer. Th e 
work goes on , mapping the 
hidden places. 
This book might have been 

called On and Off .. . Part Two by 
an ordinary writer, but as with 
that John Beatty photo
sequence on the covers Jim 
never misses a chance to build 
image and resonance into his 
work. Yes to Dance is not just a 
teasing title - it is a provocative 
test in itself, its affirmative 
implications echoing throughout 
the book. 
With two volumes of work 

spanning twenty one years (On 
and Off the Rocks 1968 - 85; Yes 
to Dance, 1985 - 89) it is easy to 
recognise major features, 
obvious qualities. Descriptively, 
Perri n's writing reflects external 
structures of beauty and 
strength, and illuminates their 
layered meanings. Crags and 
hillsides come to vivid, 
atmospheric life. In spite of 
themselves integrity glows in his 
chosen characters. 

Morally, the writing examines 
and attacks ugliness, meanness, 
complacency and power. 
Sometimes head-on - very 
painful that clash of polemic and 
power - sometimes, more · • 
successfully, by subversion. 
Again taking the work as a 

whole, its consistency of vision 
and intent is inspirational. The 
preoccupations stretch with 
undiminishing vigour from the 
external politics of use and 
abuse to the internal poetry of 
perception . It is a source of 
strength to its regular readers, 
and especially to other writers, 
like a courageous journal in a 
meagre time. And this is a thin 
time for direct expression. Who 
else is there with a breadth of 
vision extending beyond the 
narrow specifics of our genre to 
include a radical socio-political 
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sense, a protective passion for 
the wasting beauty of the wild 
world, an intense grasp of 
physical and emotional thrill , all 
expressed in exuberantly 
intelligent language? 
The vast bulk of today's, 

anyday's, magazine content is 
waste paper. Adventure, 
creativity, individuality, are 
attenuated. Lists and numbers 
prevail. With a proper sense of 
value Jim remarks that he 
wanted to preserve these pieces 
"from the oblivion of the 
ephemeral in which they were 
first published. Things born of 
effort and belief, and serving the 
end of dialogue .. . " 
They are drawn from a wide 

range, national newspapers, 
outdoor magazines, small 
political reviews . All of which 
sources trade in the transient 
word, the outdoor press in 
particular, paced by advertising , 
tends towards a style best read 
free in surreptitious glances 
along the magazine racks. But 
here, lucidly fixed in hardback, it 
is possible to read, not just as a 
linear exercise, but in depth . 
' Born of effort and belief.. .' 

Born also of hard, lonely and 
unremitting work. And yet, 
despite its prolific regularity, 
there is an abundant play of 
feeling , inventiveness, humour, 
intelligence, anger and joy. And 
that extra colour that goes 
beyond the professional, the 
ability to be poetic without 
preciousness or sentiment. The 
key to that is Energy. Creative, 
intellectual , disciplined ... 
There are eleven so-called 

'Green Pieces' in the book, many 
of them unfamiliar. There is no 
tougher test of literary skill than 
Conservation ; it can turn the 
greenest, juiciest intentions into 
dry sand and fling it in the 
reader's eyes. Two essays in 
this section , The Death of 
Reverence ... and The Clear 
Sight of Janet Haigh are 
unforgettable for their 
restorative vision of beauty on 
the edge of doom, and the 
masterful deployment of a slum, 
a fern, a sailing ship, an old 
woman, a bulldozer, the military, . 
Thatcherism ... 

A third piece, Trust is a five
letter word, a crusade against 
Masonic complicity in public 
bodies, should be read in its 
original form for the lonely clash 
of that Horatian sword 
defending the fateful bridge of 
an editorial desk. 

You will know a number of the 
essays in the friends and 
personalities sections - about 20 
pieces - though, noticeably, 
there are none who are public 
personalities in that sense of the 
large P. What may surprise and 
please you about Johnny 
Dawes, Tilman, Ron Fawcett, 
Joe Brown, is the way their 
styles and qualities come 

Perrin on Griffin 
Somers on Perrin 
Kirk on Somers . .. 

together here to form a 
collective portrait of all that is 
spirited and adventurous in the 
climbing world, and how the 
context broadens subtly, and we 
see ourselves as an intense 
metaphor for the larger world. 
When Jim invented his On The 

Rocks With ... column in Climber 
he invented at a stroke an 
inexhaustible format, and the 
perfect excuse to go climbing at 
a moment's notice with a 
colourful parade of people. The 
situations are never forced 
because they spring naturally 
from the chosen characters, as 
do - with the odd collaborative 
poke - the observations and 
perceptions. There are essayists 
who choose neutrality as a 
stand-point - I can't think of any 
names, they're not a memorable 
bunch - but you could never 
accuse Jim Perrin of impartiality. 
In conversation with Jack 
Longland there is a savage, two
fisted swipe at conservative 
education policy - and Benny 
Rothman, prime mover behind 
the Kinder Scout Mass Trespass, 
is encouraged to do much more 
than reminisce; he focuses th e 
new and appalling threats to 
Accesstoday,andthe 
inadequacy of public reaction . 
Again, reading familiar pieces 

back to back, it's obvious that 
Jim challenges even the limits of 
this column, stretching it, for 
example, with the Cathy Powell 

piece which rewrites the 
implacably dutiful ending of 
One Green Bottle, stressing the 
dance of freedom instead. It is 
very difficult to mix reality and 
fiction convincingly, and insofar 
as the trick succeeds here it is 
managed through the technical 
and tonal confidence of the 
writing, which blends receptive 
so·litude, an absorbing climb, 
uneasy weather, and then a 
vividly living character, all 
supporting the authentic 
atmosphere that makes it 
possible to bridge the gap 
between fact and fiction with 
only the briefest trace of verbal 
wheel -spin. 

My own renegade favourite 
from this series is again one 
which stretches the outlines of 
the climbing interview. In 
Trespassers Perrin and a keen , 
but sensitive, young hotshot go 
climbing rebelliously on the 
banned Craig y Forwen. The 
reader licks his lips, tasting 
defiance and blood. Confronted 
by the irate owner and his dogs 
at the litter-strewn foot of the 
crag an extraordinary interview 
ensues, taped by Jim on a 
hidden microphone, during 
which we are brought sharply to 
heel with an ashamed 
understanding of the vulgar 
excesses of many climbers, and 
the strain imposed on the 
landowner by their arrogance. It 
is a chastening and uplifting "' 



piece in which we are brought 
into a respectful confrontation 
with the opposite point of view. 
Trespassers has a moral 
immediacy, a grasp of the 
moment and its accidental 
providence, that is more 
convincing than any 
environmental philosophy. 

Yes, to Dance is generously 
stocked with additional 
commentary and sub-texts. 
There are plenty of Jim's black 
and white pictures, more 
notable for the entertaining 
subtitles - a far dot on a sea-cliff 
is a certain editor 'at a suitable 
distance.' - than for 
photographic quality. But they 
don't presume. There is a pithy 
preface by Mike Harrison, author 
of the brilliant novel Climbers, 
an autobiographical introduction 
by Jim himself outlining the 
development of his themes 
against a background of post
war, urban Britain, with a green 
and rocky paradise not far 
beyond the slums. Out of that 
background, shaped by the 
grandparents he celebrates in 
two solidly competent sonnets, 
came his awareness of social 
injustice and the crusade which 
has chased Margaret Thatcher 
through his columns for the past 
ten years, until she finally turned 
on the steps of the British 
embassy in Paris and, by God, 
they had her then. 

Finally, there is that subtitle, 
Essays From Outside The 
Stockade. Subversion, of 
course. One of the essays 
introduces Peter Matthiessen, 
Buddhist author of The Snow 
Leopard as 'the natural 
subversive.' There are striking 
correlations between Perrin and 
Matthiessen that show them-to 
be in many ways images of each 
other, subversive writers with a 
shared concern for harmony of 
word and image which is used 
to focus a sense of purpose 
passionately preoccupied with 
'the beauty, wholeness and 
variousness of life.' All this 
characterised by 'exquisitely 
attentive descriptive powers.' 

Outside the Stockade. It brings 
me back to the cover 
photograph. Is there a certain ... 
sacrificial limpness ... to the 
climber, or is he wisely 
conserving strength till the next 
volume? All at once, with a 
shock of ancient recognition, I 
know where the rope is. That 
body has just performed the 
dance of death, the rope around 
its neck, on the battlements of 
the Hangingstone, left to swing 
in warning to its fellow-rebels 
outside the stockade. And then, 
decoding even more 
rigourously, I note the body is 
facing IN - and the full ambiguity 
dawns; this is a Joint hanging, 
committed also by those outside 
the stockade as a threat to those 
Within; because, as Peter 

Matthiessen points out to Jim, 
who is not always ideologically 
aware of it, 'the Noble Savage ' is 
a myth and there are barbarians 
in full measure on both sides of 
the walls. Where I come from 
we know this very well. 

But that's hardly a suitable note 
to finish. For, just as there is a 
sinister dance of death and 
destruction without, there is also 
the dexterous dance of joyful 
living. Thought, emotion, 
instinct, endlessly inventing the 
means of their own expression. 
In Perri n's world there is no 
exclusivism about the invitation 
to dance, be it to a Tambourine 
Man or to the passionate pulse 
of the heart. But the celebration 
will not be led by the introverted 
steps of the climber who 
subscribes to a solipsistic code. 
Among the many dancers in this 
book pride of place (consider the 
phase) might well go to the 
invisible, unknown Janet Haigh 
'who, even as late as her eighty
fourth year, despite dim sight 
and stiffened joints, still loved to 
walk this way .. .' 
And yes, to Dance. 
Dermot Somers. 

Coming Through: Expeditions to 
Chogolisa and Menlungtse 
by Andy Fanshawe 
Hodder and Stoughton £14.95 

The first thing to be said is that 
Andy Fanshawe is a 
resoundingly good egg; and an 
even-handed commentator and 
a thoughtful chronicler. All this 
is transparently manifest in this 
entertaining, eminently readable 
but uneven and too often (for 
this reviewer) ungrammatical 
book. 
The story hangs on two mighty 

Himalayan pillars: Chogolisa 
(7665m) and Menlungtse 
(7023m), a near perfect balance. 
Chogolisa is summed up as the 
"first complete traverse by a 
British Expedition", which is not 
quite what is meant: it was the 
first complete traverse and the 
expedition was British. This is 
the sort of careless - or too 
tolerant - editing which jangles 
in a tale that for the most part 
rings resonant and true. But 
maybe I betray my age: a 
boring, pedantic old fart (and if I 
digress any longer an editor 
should intercede). (You're not 
pedantic, John. - Ed.] 
The second pillar is the first 

ascent of Menlungtse by a steep, 
bold and technical line. 
Counterbalancing these, in 
perfect cantilever at beginning 
and end, are forays into the 
Alps : the first as callow youth, 
bumbling and fumbling in 
apprenticeship around the hills 
of Chamonix; the last 
accelerated veteran, romping in 
fine style on the Eiger in winter. 
North Face, of course. In the 

middle there's a sad Scottish 
episode in which a good mate, 
John Taylor, dies as the result of 
an accident on the Ben. 
Fanshawe tells this with 
honesty, dignity and sensitivity -
and displays the same rare 
touches when dealing with other 
tragedies, particularly the death 
of his friend Liam Elliot on Broad 
Peak. 
Chogolisa: I remember that 

summer of '86 when Andy and 
his mates bundled into our Base 
Camp at the foot of K2. This 
was shortly before they pulled 
off their splendid traverse. I 
envied them then. Not their 
youth (though that too of 
course!) but for the things that 
youth has not let go: unbridled 
enthusiasm, optimism, and for 
all that's good in innocence and 
for all that's enviable in naivety. 
Reading the story these four 
years later I envied them again. 
Our K2 was a disaster in a dozen 
ways and chiefly, though n_ot 
only, because thirteen climbers 
died, our own Al Rouse among 
them. Their Chogolisa was an 
unstained, shining, quietly-sung 
triumph: a ceremony of 
innocence. What bliss their 
dawn must have been. And to 
be young, very heaven. I'd have 
loved to have been with them, 
and they, such decent lads as 
might have hung on while I 
struggled to keep up. Fanshawe 
is modest in his telling but the 
first traverse of Chogolisa was a 
sizeable scalp for a first go at the 
biggest hills. 
The second big effort, 

Menlungtse, makes a good story 
too. By this time - 1988 - the 
author is employed by the BMC 
as the National Officer 
(predecessors, remember, 
included Boardman and 
MacIntyre). The BMC President 
invites him on a jolly - solving 
the mystery of the Yeti and 
bagging unclimbed Menlungtse 
into the bargain. And since the 
Pres is no other than Chris 
Bonington, Andy is onto an 
instant good thing : oodles of 
sponsorship, lashings of 
Fortnums, exemplars of 
administration and logistics, 
yards of column inches in the 
Daily Mail, and masses of free 
fun and easy good humour. 
Sounds wonderful, and it was: a 
great freebie ride and not a yeti 
to spoil the view. 

In the early pages I feared we 
were in for a bit of hagiography, 
but Fanshawe soon settles down 
in his exalted company to tell a 
good yarn with warmth and 
good sense beyond his years 
(i .e. beyond mine). We are 
never allowed to get to know the 
players too well - no bad thing 
perhaps - but I warmed to tlilem 
all, and warmed to the author 
for allowing me to do so. Not 
that they are drawn 4nspotted, 
rather that they are recognisably 

human and woven of the same 
joys and cares and tears and 
fears as the rest of us. They are 
likeable and decent, as 
somehow I think we want our 
mountaineers to be. Bonington 
emerges as another good egg 
and a leader and statesman to 
boot. I'm glad, because that's 
his job. 

In the end, after some 
determined but unsuccessful 
essays, all the players opt out 
except Fanshawe, still gritty and 
eyes aloft. He recruits - not that 
a press gang was needed - the 
mail runner, Alan Hinkes, divests 
him of his courier camouflage 
and unleashes him as a climber 
(which is what he was all along). 
The pair reach the West Summit 
(which Andy seems at undue 
pains to make plain is not quite 
the highest point on this 
mountain) after a tremendous 
alpine-style climb on the West 
Face, and a cracking piccy or 
two - Hinkes is a photo-phreak -
along the considerable way. 
Good stuff: the right stuff. (I'm 
puzzled why Hinkes is called 
exclusively by his surname 
while all the rest rejoice 
exclusively in their first names. 
think we should be told .) 

So, dislikes: the title - I don't 
know what it means; sloppy 
solecisms and soggy syntax; 
Americanisms like 'like'; like 
'topping-out', like 'doing a 
shoot'; like 'piece' (for a runner); 
'hopefully' without a verb (three 
on one page is surely too much 
even the most laissez-faire of 
modernists); big words 
misapplied, like 'fatalistic' and 
'sartorial'; the sustaining of the 
myth that Bonington has a 
Sandhurst accent (whatever that 
is), when he hasn't. At least not 
any more. Ask Professor 
Higgins. The interminable move
by-move, hold-by-hold climbing 
descriptions (which bores this 
reviewer's tits off); and inelegant 
words like 'snot'. As I say, a 
pedantic old fart. 

But there is more, much more, 
to like: the warmth, the 
evenhandedness, the honesty, 
modesty and freshness, nor sulk 
nor whinge nor a mean word 
nor a small thought; great feats, 
love of life, and all that's in it; 
humo'.lr and a great and 
shaming decency. 
This is the first mountaineering 

book that I've read entirely for 
ten years. Left me wondering 
what I may have missed. 
Thanks for that Fanny. I look 
forward to your next book and 
tell your editor, the estimable 
Maggie Body, to subject ycu to 
the same rigour as she did 
Boardman: cruel to be kind. 
You'll learn to love her for it. 
And we'll love the book. 

Coming Through sure ain't no 
literature, but it is a rattling good 
tale, well told. 
John Barry. 
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BOOKS 

Gabe's Fall and Other Climbing 
Stories 
by Peter Lars Sandberg 
Diadem £12.95, £7.95 
Mountains and Other Ghosts 
by Dermot Somers 
Diadem £12.95, £8.95 

Bedford, in the middle of the 
English flatlands, one hundred 
miles from the nearest crag, is a 
fine place for the armchair 
climber. These books helped 
me dream a little, and for a 
hardened literary cynic that's no 
mean achievement. So much 
fiction about climbing is a waste 
of paper but these two 
collections of short stories, 
although very different in style, 
help to break the mould. 
Neither is likely to win a Nobel 
Prize but both offer a refreshing 
change from some of the more 
overworked formats of previous 
fictional efforts. 

Somers and Sandberg have 
both realised that climbing is an 
essentially boring activity to 
write about and that it is human 
thoughts which provide interest 
in the best literature. There is 
some mechanistic climbing 
commentary in both books but it 
is well balanced by a great deal 
of original characterisation. 
The origins of both authors are 

written into their works. Somers 
is anti-establishment in a 
militant Irish way while 
Sandberg takes up a position on 
the mystically muscular shelf of 
American literature. They are 
writing about two different 
worlds using the same sport as 
a framework for working out 
their personal vision. Somers' 
writing is essentially pessimistic 
and fairly down to earth while 
Sandberg is a curious mixture of 
abstract and particularly vivid 
insights into human motivation. 
Both writers have a fairly 
oblique view of the world and 
their fellow human beings and 
have no fear of exposing 
unusual ways of thinking . 

So often climbing writers feel 
that they have to stick to the 
facts because feelings will be 
their undoing - a little too 
intuitive for the majority. Some 
of the topics in these books 
struck me as being quite out of 
the ordinary in climbing 
literature and were all the more 
stimulating for that. I've 
sometimes dreamed of nuclear 
war and Dermot Somers gave 
my abstract dream a place to 
happen. A double nightmare on 
the Eiger as nuclear war breaks 
out has few parallels in my 
literary memory. Mr Somers 
explores the self-destructive 
element, which is part of the 
make up of most really driven 
mountaineers, against a 
backdrop of impending nuclear 
holocaust. Chillingly real to 
anyone who has given much 
thought to either subject. 
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One previously published piece 
Facelift accurately attacks the 
non-poetic approach to climbing 
by some of our friends in khaki. 
Making no secret of his disdain 
for the climbing "squaddy" 
Somers heaps on the irony 
culminating in a ridiculous act of 
vandalism on the English 
mainland. Particularly poignant 
and laced with deep symbolism 
is the destruction of one of the 
Peak District's most popular 
landmarks with Special Forces 
explosive. Somers achieves a 
continuity of his particularly Irish 
sombre tone throughout the 
collection. Even when 
humorous he remains 
hauntingly serious. This is 
reflected in his gaunt face 
staring up at you from inside the 
glossy cover. Sandberg is a 
little more mystical yet more 
macho than Somers with his 
characters facing up to the blood 
and guts of climbing in isolated 
wilderness - frail humans 
against monolithic nature. The 
heroes of Sandberg's collection 
suffer physical pain and danger 
and the construction of the tales 
makes these real in a curiously 
unreal fashion. The climbers 
seem to be detached from "real 
life", perhaps to boost the 
mysticism in tales like Gabe's 
Fall and Hawsmoot. 
This detached and mystic style, 

however, sits uneasily next to 
Mr Sandberg's descriptions of 
sex and construction of 
conversations between men and 
women. These attempts are at 
best mundane and at worst treat 
women like blow-up dolls. I get 
the feeling that Mr. Sandberg 
believes in the "when men were 
men and women had to be glad 
of it" school of sexual relations. 
This criticism aside, Sandberg 

deserves his place among the 
ranks of the world's best 
climbing fiction writers. Somers 
and Sandberg have both 
enriched the often threadbare 
tapestry of climbing life in their 
different ways and should be 
rewarded by ample sales of their 
stimulating collections. 
John Kirk 

A Lakeland Mountain Diary 
by A. Harry Griffin 
Crowood Press £14.95 

Every other week for me gets 
off to a good start, for one 
simple reason. Before I drag 
myself reluctantly to the desk 
and the green screen, as I flick 
through the Monday morning 
paper my eye descends from the 
leader column's serious opining 
about Anglo-American trading 
stances or the political situation 
in Poland, to light upon Harry 
Griffin's Country Diary. Harry's 
written one every other Monday 
in The Guardian for the last forty 
years. He's eighty now, dear old 
Colonel Griffin of Kendal, and to 

Fanshawe on Swan 
Barry on Fanshawe 

ROBERT SWAN 

commemorate that fact 
Crowood Press have put 
together a selection of his 
alternate-Mondays column 
written since he reached 
retirement age fifteen years ago, 
issued it under the title of A 
Lakeland Mountain Diary, and a 
delightful, old-fashioned treat it 
is. 
Harry's mountain diaries, as 

you would expect of a man who 
spent his working life as a 
journalist, are beautifully tight 
and professional little vignettes, 
400 words long, describing his 
activities as winter mountaineer, 
fell-walker, rock-climber, ghyll
scrambler, skier, or simply 
observer amongst the Lakeland 
hills. Nothing better of their 
type has ever been written. 
Here the selection is arranged 
into twenty a month for each 
month of the year, starting in 
January and ending in 
December and hoping thereby 
to catch the hills in all their 
changes of season, mood and 
light. 
The hope's amply fulfilled. The 

pieces are marvellously 
evocative, working outwards 
from a name introduced from 
the common fund of experience, 

and amplifying the reader's 
sense of it with the author's 
freshness of perception and rich 
stock of anecdote and memory. 
Like all the best mountain 
writing (apart from the more 
harrowing accounts of epics), it 
makes you want be there, and 
the modesty both of exploits 
and attitude further stimulate 
that desire. It is an 
extraordinarily friendly, 
companionable book, thanks 
partly to Harry's character itself 
and the way it comes over in the 
text - chatty, amiable, quietly 
romantic, not without little 
bursts of prejudice and pride but 
never arrogant or wheedling or 
with any designs on the reader 
other than to transmit a delight 
in hills which the author has 
known for nearly seventy years, 
and of the history of which he is 
now a part. 
The temptation might be to 

dismiss these texts as slight, and 
it's one which should be 
resisted, because cumulatively 
something emerges here which 
is not freely available within the 
province of mountain writing. 
Forget, for the moment, the ease 
and old-fashioned elegance, the 
felicitous phrasing ("hanging " 



velvet draperies of 
mountainsides, sleek as 
sealskins in the evening 
sunshine"), and the musical 
rhythms of the prose. Dwell 
instead on another aspect of the 
writing, which is this. 

Most mountain literature is 
given over, either covertly or 
openly, to the egoism and 
egotism of achievement. Harry 
Griffin, by contrast, is simply 
concerned with the enjoyment 
of the mountain scene. His 
descriptions of it are the fuller 
and the richer thereby, his 
concern for its well-being 
(because of the well-being it 
gives us) the more intense. And 
because his acquaintance with 
the Lakeland fells is of such 
depth he gives us the "long 
perspectives " which "link us to 
our losses" and resonate with 
our present pleasures to set up 
the possibility of an 
immeasurably fuller response . 
There is a paradigm here, an 
attitude and a wholehearted 
attentiveness on display from 
which all of us who profess a 
love of mountains can learn, and 
which transcends the occasional 
repetitiveness to which a book 
like this is inevitably prone. 

Because, in some sense, it is a 
book about growing old as a 
mountaineer, it will probably be 
missed or derided by the 
activists. That's a pity, and a 
shortcoming in their capacity for 
appreciation . But maybe in 
future years, with " the blue hills 
of evening standing high all 
round the compass" and "the 
first fire of winter " being lit for 
them in the pubs of Coniston or 
Langdale, they'll come back to 
the example of this still-active, 
still-out-there, self-styled 
"geriatric septuagenarian " 
(octogenarian now!) and find 
they have something to learn 
from him in their approach to 
the hills. Meanwhile, I suggest 
they buy the book as presents 
for ageing active parents or 
hardy aunts, so that in proper 
course of time it, and its lessons, 
will be bequeathed back to 
them. It's a fine legacy. 
Consider it with affectionate 
care. Old-fashioned and 
unfashionable it may appear, 
but it's written from enduring 
love and a promiscuous range of 
knowledge, and there won 't be 
many better books about British 
hills published in the next few 
years. 
Jim Perrin 

lcewalk 
by Robert Swan 
Jonathan Cape £15.95 

This is a very lavishly put 
together book about a truly 
international expedition led by 
Robert Swan to walk 400 miles 
to the North Pole; to heighten 

conscience of the effects of 
global pollution and to make 
him the first person to have 
travelled on foot to both the 
Poles. (With Roger Mear and 
Gareth Wood he reached the 
South Pole in 1986 - Mear's 
subsequent book, In The 
Footsteps of Scott was to win 
the Boardman-Tasker Literary 
Prize in 1987.) 
Without superb illustrations, I 

fear this account would be 
rather dull. I can only imagine 
that walking to the North Pole is 
a shade monotonous, if 
absorbing, and it must be 
difficult to translate this 
experience in anything but those 
styles of writing. Swan, perhaps 
conscious of this, tells the story 
well enough by dwelling more 
on the personal interplay 
between the members of the 
eight man team than on the 
physical journey itself through 
the bleakest of desert 
landscapes. Photography is 
proved a better medium for this, 
and the juxtaposition of 
illustrations with text is skilfully 
managed to good effect. 
Getting pictures at all in these 
conditions, inside or outside the 
tent, must have been very 
difficult and it is to the collective 
photographers' credit that we 
have such an excellent 
collection . 

Swan begins by describing his 
depression at the sinking of the 
Southern Quest (his support 
vessel), moments after reaching 
the South Pole in 1986 and how 
the press's criticism of this event 
denied him of the fruits of 
success. Swan felt rebuffed and 
one senses something of his 
obvious drive when he picks 
himself up to launch another trip 
to the other end of the earth. 
Swan is a risk taker and optimist 
in every sense - and I found it 
encouraging how he seemed to 
put his financial dire straits after 
the South Pole debacle into 
proper proportion, not allowing 
them to be a reason for holding 
fire (as would be normal) for his 
next project. I suspect that 
Swan would make an excellent 
industrialist - the very people on 
whom he lays blame for the 
deterioration of the global 
environment. 

Swan is lengthy in describing 
the beginnings of the 
expedition, their route to Cape 
Columbia and the start of their 
walk, and one is 70 pages into 
this 220 page book (excluding 
appendices) before they actually 
set out. In this section, one 
suspects that Swan has chosen 
his team emotively rather than 
practically. He has a member 
from each of the main industrial 
countries - including a Soviet 
and a West German (whose 
fathers fought each other in the 
war) , a young deprived black 
from Harlem (whose only 

experience of snow came each 
winter in New York), an Eskimo, 
etc. As a team they had many 
failings and on more than one 
occasion some members are 
very blunt in calling for the 
"stripping of the dead wood" -
notably to jettison Darryl, the 
New Yorker, because even 
before he started on the journey 
he developed serious frostbite . 
However, Swan is inwardly 
determined that they should 
reach the Pole as an eight, even 
with sacrifices of time and 
comfort, and the account of how 
he fashions this desire on the 
group and the ensuing 
powerplay that develops is one 
of the most interesting aspects 
of his book. 

Once on the journey proper the 
story moves faster especially as 
the photographs that so well 
accompany this book lead the 
reader on. Details about the 
team's interrelationships are 
again interesting; I particularly 
enjoyed a section where Swan 
and Darryl (who through his 
doggedness comes out of this 
book better than anyone else) 
apportion different animal traits 
to each of the team, and also 
Swan's candid style, drawing on 
each member's diaries, unafraid 
to expose derision among them . 
He includes vivid sentences 
which evoke the reader's 
empathy: "When everyone had 
finally crawled into their bags 
the tent looked like a sort of 
reptilian incubation chamber. 
We resembled six fatted slugs 
surrounded by the steam of our 
breath shivering like jelly." And 
Swan's descriptions of the 
effects of intense cold are 
equally spirited . 

If I must be critical I will say 
that this book is decidedly 
unfunny - I expect the journey 
wasn 't a barrel of laughs and in 
places Swan is over-attentive to 
detail : his early drawn out 
description of logistics, 
sponsors, radios, Apple 
Macintoshes, etc is a shade dull . 
The incident of the final arrival 
on the Pole is very well told and 
the book draws abruptly to a 
close. My overall feeling is that 
the beginning should have been 
equally brief and the pace 
during the lcewalk much faster . 
A shorter book with extended 
photo captions would have 
worked equally as well? 

Swan 's remarkable journey is 
well worth recording . One 
cannot be disappointed with the 
content of this book for its cover 
price. 
Andy Fanshawe 

Mid-Wales 
by John Sumner 
Climbers ' Club £70.95 

A month or two ago John 
Beatty and I were walking along 

beneath Stanage. We had no 
guidebook, the sun was hot, and 
I was climbing as well as can be 
expected of a superannuated 
and arthritic erstwhile rock-jock. 
Stanage is one of my favourite 
crags. Sometimes I think I know 
every route on it, but this is an 
illusion. I don't always know 
even where the routes I do know 
go, if you see what I mean. 
Anyway, we arrived at the foot 
of Billiard Buttress. I've looked 
at Billiard Buttress for years, and 
consistently thought that, for the 
grade given when I first noticed 
it, it looked mean. And 
furthermore, there seemed to be 
a notable conspiracy of silence 
around it. I'd concluded that it 
must be one of those nasty 
nonentity VS's with which 
Stanage used to abound, and 
which self-preservation dictated 
that you avoid at all costs. Also, 
it was rather high. 

Eventually, however, you have 
to outface this lack of moral 
fibre. Here, obviously, was the 
day for it. John was compliant, I 
tied on and led off. Twenty feet 
of steep jug-pulling led to a 
break. I placea a Friend and 
carried on up the slabby wall 
above. Twenty feet - and the 
same protection - later, the 
move confronting me looked like 
this: The rock was at an angle of 
eighty degrees; there was a 
small, sharp pebble at eye level 
and an extremely sloping pocket 
at waist level for my right toe. 
Nothing else. "If this is VS ... " I 
muttered to John, leaving him to 
finish the sentiment. Two 
climbers on the next buttress 
along were watching with 
interest. 
So I made the move, and a 

slap-mantel a little higher - 60ft 
up with no protection - and 
thought to myself, "If someone 
had told me that was E3 5c, I 
wouldn't have argued with 
them." To John, I shouted 
down that for a VS, it seemed 
perhaps a little irresponsible. 

"What d'you think you're on?" 
asked the climbers on the next 
buttress. 

" Billiard Buttress." 
"No you're not - that goes out 

left on the break. What you've 
done is Pot Black - it's E2 5b .. . " 
John and I have been giggling 

about this ever since, for two 
reasons: firstly, Pot Black is a 
brilliant route which I'd never 
heard of before, and perhaps 
therefore would never have 
done. Secondly, it shows that 
all grading 's a farce. I'd have 
been happy enough believing 
that the route was a VS, albeit a 
hard one at that grade, and that I 
was just reacting badly to its 
problem . 

Implicit in this episode is every 
reason why you shouldn 't 
bother with guidebooks. They 
take the adventure, the 
individual judgement away. 
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BOOKS 

They categorise and hence 
reduce. Under their direction, 
experience becomes a complex 
relative instead of a simple and 
unique trip. Stuff your 
computer! Choose your 
shaman ... 

But this is unrealistic. So what 
I propose is this. Do away with 
guidebooks to popular areas like 
Stanage and let the myth makers 
get back to work on them, re 
creating the conditions for 
adventure. But let there be, in 
parallel to non-guidebookism, 
guides like John Sumner's to 
Mid-Wales, full of scintillatingly 
enticing photographs and 
ravishingly clear crag diagrams, 
with the most seductive rock
climbing picture ever to grace a 
guidebook cover, with a crystal 
clear directive text, a good sense 
of history, and enough adjectival 
allurement to keep Saatchi & 
Saatchi in copy for a year. Then 
everyone will be away to crags 
like Bodlyn and Cywarch, Bird 
Rock and Cyfrwy - beautiful, 
verdant, quiet places every one 
of them - and no-one will climb 
at Stanage or Froggatt or 
Tremadog any more. It might 
happen . Pigs might fly . If 
anything could bring it about, 
it's a ravishing labour of love 
like this. And by the way (to end 
on a practical note) it only 
weighs eight-and-a-half ounces. 
Which is under half the current 
average weight for British 
guidebooks. Report it to the 
BSI. .! 
Jim Perrin 

Glacier Travel and Crevasse 
Rescue 
by Andy Seiters 
The Mountaineers, $12.95 
Diadem £8.95 

Stripped to your lightest layer 
in the blazing noonday sun, you 
slowly wend your way down the 
middle of a vast glacier in one of 
the world's remote and 
spectacular ranges. Your 
partner, tied to the sharp end of 
the rope, steps onto a broad 
snowbridge you both 
confidently crossed earlier in the 
freezing, pre-dawn hours; _ , 
without a hint, he vanishes from 
sight. As the rope slices down 
into the soft surface snow, the 
jolt yanks you off your feet but 
you arrest the fall . You shout to 
your companion but hear no 
response . 

Is your partner injured? How 
far did he fall? Did he put his 
chest harness back on after he 
shed his parka at the last break? 
Will he be able to extricate 
himself? Does he know how? 
As options to anchor the rope 
flash through your mind, so do 
dozens of questions. A real gut
wrencher hits you as you realize 
that the extent of your combined 
crevasse rescue knowledge 
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comes from the pages of a book. 
If the book you both read was 

Glacier Travel and Crevasse 
Rescue by Andy Seiters, then 
you might actually know how to 
solve this spontaneous 
engineering problem and pull 
the poor chap on the other end 
of the rope from the cold , dark, 
vertical abyss where he hangs. 

Although reading about 
mountain travel and rescue 
procedures is a paltry substitute 
for hands-on experience, this 
title is a textbook on glacier 
movement and safety. While 
many mountaineering works 
have elements of this book in 
them, none that I have read 
come close to covering the 
subject so completely and 
concisely. If you have never 
practiced the skills detailed here, 
this is a good place to start; if 
you are adept at these 
procedures, with years of 
experience under your harness, 
then the book will still be an 
excellent review. 

Seiters whets the appetite by 
presenting a mini-course on 
glacier metamorphosis and 
crevasse genesis. World climate 
zones, snow types and crevasse 
seasons are discussed. Next he 
serves 100 pages which 
comprise the meat and potatoes 
of the book, a chapter on the 
principles and procedures of 
glacier travel and two chapters 
on rescue techniques. Just as 
the characteristics of glacial ice 
vary widely depending on its 
geographical location, time of 
year, time of day and other 
factors, so too do preferred 
rescue preparations and 
techniques vary. While 
admitting to a bias toward the 
American Pacific Northwest, the 
author integrates information 
from climbers around the world. 
Preparations from the Kiwi coil 
tie-in, developed by guides in 
New Zealand, to the Texas 
prussik system are outlined. 
The kleimheist webbing prussik 
and the Bachman knot are 
described. These skills are 
explained in a step-by-step 
fashion as the author not only 
tells what to do, but why to do it, · 
discussing the pros and cons of 
each method. The whole text is 
profusely illustrated with easy
to-follow line drawings. 

After the main meal is 
digested, there is still more food 
for thought on the table . 
Chapter five probes the 
complicating factors of skiing on 
glaciers and hauling loads. 
"Other than travelling unroped, 
there's probably nothing a 
glacier traveller can do to make 
crevasse falls more dangerous 
than to simply haul a sled," 
writes Seiter. The author 
describes a basic preventative to 
sled slayings. 

Dessert is a thought-provoking 
essay entitled "The Game of 
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Crevasse Roulette," where the 
author discusses accepting and 
preparing for various levels of 
risk. 

A former guide and trainer for 
the American Alpine Institute, 
Seiters is the author of four 
regional guidebooks. His latest 
effort has true universal appeal 
for mountain travellers wherever 
they live or roam. 
Marlin Stum 

Peak Sports Climbs 
by Mark Pretty and John Hart 
£3.95 Published by John Hart 

A friend , who would prefer to 
remain anonymous (call him X, 
or perhaps better still Smith) 
gave me this book to review . He 
did this because he felt that an 
objective review would make 
him an enemy of the authors, 
whom he knew. He passed it to 
me as I have no such handicap 
to objectivity. To be positive I 
can say that if you have existing 
guides to the peak and know the 
crags and would like to know 
how to find recent bolt routes, 
then buy this book. Do not 
however expect anything more 
than a rushed samizdat 
publication - as evidenced by the 
coal mining style of the cover 
photos. The book describes 
only sports bolted climbs 
without ever deciding what 
constitutes a sports climb. 

Surely the Max Wall routes, 
Open Gate and Tequila 
Mockingbird in Cheedale, are 
too 'sporting ' to be sports 
climbs? Or is this situation to be 
remedied when they are re
equipped? 

Very much in the style of a 
French guide the book uses 
superfluous U.K. grades as well 
as the French system that is now 
almost universal amongst sports 
climbers. The routes in the 
guidebook are mainly from 
Cheedale and Miller's Dale - the 
Southern Peak District being 
dismissed in three brief pages as 
having 'only a few scattered bolt 
ladders'. In any case given the 
poor access information these 
scattered bolt ladders will not be 
easy to find . A complete lack of 
historical information does not 
make for an interesting read 
either. 

It is however comforting to 
hear that these bolted routes are 
enabling British climbers to keep 
pace with the sheer physical 
difficulty of European climbs. 
Less comforting is the thought 
that it will not take many . 
generations of climbers weaned 
on books like this before any 
element of adventure is 
removed from Derbyshire 
limestone climbing . Have the 
authors thought about this or is 
'too old to be bold' more than 
just the name of one of the 
routes in this guide? 
Martin Berzins 



LETTERS 

Eye to Eye 
from Stephen Murphy 

Sir, 
I wonder if any of your readers 

have noticed the startling 
similarity between the very 
vertical photo on the cover of 
Mountain 136 and the more laid 
back version on page 29. Are 
they by any chance related? I 
think we should be told. 
Yours 
Stephen Murphy, 
Burton 

Stray Bolts 
from Bonny Masson 

Dear Martin, 
Could you please point out that 

Tony Burnell's route Midge 
Repel/ant on Blue Scar takes the 
major part of Dark Summer 
climbed by me in 1985. The 
only new climbing is the pull 
over the overhang instead of 
moving right to finish up a 
groove. I had climbed all of the 
first wall up to the overhang 
with the minimum of cleaning 
but little pro - my route was 
given E2 5b. Tony has done a 
major recleaning job leaving 
many large white scars on my 
route and placed a bolt on my 
line in order to protect the roof. 
The long established HVS 
Midgebite also traverses under 
the roof to join my route so the 
new bolt is on that too. Please 
could new-routers read the 
supplements, new route books 
as well as the old guide 
CAREFULLY. It seems a shame 
to spoil existing traditional 
routes for the sake of a couple of 
moves. 
Yours sincerely, 
Bonny Masson 
Cononley 
West Yorkshire 

Reply 
from Martin Berzins 
(Mountain Yorkshire 
Correspondent) 

Dear Bonny, 
How refreshing it is to hear 

from someone who cares about 
keeping bolts away from 
traditional routes. I was present 
when Tony Burnell cleaned his/ 
your route and know that he 
thought that your climbs were 
further right. It was however a 
little difficult to follow the 
descriptions. The names that 
are now scratched on the rock 
will help I suppose . . . 
Tony is quite happy for the bolt 

to be removed and has 
suggested that, as you have 
strong feelings on this, you 
might remove it as speedily as 
Possible . 

--

At the same time perhaps you 
could also perform the same 
service to other climbs so 
afflicted by stray bolts. 
Yours sincerely, 
Martin Berzins, 
Leeds 
P.S. In case you need advice on 
how to remove bolts I will be 
happy to provide it. 

A Hold For All Seasons 
from Edna Welfthorpe 

Dear Sir, 
It was a pleasure to read 

Andrew Hyslop's letter in 
Mountain 136. Andrew 
suggested that the addition of 
an artificial hold did not change 
a climb. This made me realise 
that it would be possible to 
ascend almost any climb if 
enough holds were added. You 
can image that this gave a more 
mature person such as myself 
quite a thrill. It would also be 
nice if the holds were colour
coded; red for the Very Severe 
holds, blue for the Severe holds, 
pink for the very difficult holds. 
Someone climbing at their 
standard would, of course, be 
allowed to use the holds on the 
harder versions of a climb. 
Might I suggest that this 
procedure be applied first to all 
the climbs in Extreme Rock that I 
have been unable to ascend. 
Yours, 
Edna Wellthorpe (Mrs.) 
Leeds 

Dark Ages 
from Vic McClelland 
Sir, 

How we all laughed at the 
Lakes report in Mountain 135. 
May I just remind you of the 
headline on page 14: "RETRO 
BOLTING OF BOLD SLATE 
ROUTES ANGERS LOCAL 
CLIMBERS." BULLSHIT! 
Parrack Quarry, the scene of this 
so-called blasphemy, is abut 100 
ft long and 40 ft at its highest 
point. Hardly a major forcing 
ground, is it? Since the routes 
were first climbed several years 
ago they can't have had more 
than a handful of ascents 
between them, then along 
comes the GRIM REAPER 
BOLTER and gives the place a 
new lease of life, with teams 
young and old, male and female 
on the routes almost every day. 

It's comments like the one in 
your mag that keeps us back in 
the dark ages, so come on, Al, 
don't be a sheep and think for 
yourself. Let's face it, is Parrack 
Quarry worth all the fuss??? 
Yours whimpfully, 
Vic McClelland 
Ambleside 

ertex 
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Environment. 
Albion Mills Padiham Lancasl)ire 8812 7DY England 

Telephone 0282 78711 Fax 0282 76712 Telex 63413 
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SUPPLIERS 
OF MOUNTAINEERING EQUIPMENT 

The shops marked (C) (M) (S) hire out Camping, Mountaineering 
and Ski-ing Equipment 

UNITED KINGDOM 

Aberdeen 
Bill Marshall, 
186 George St. 
(C) (M) (S) 
Tel. 0224 636952 

Altrincham 
Nick Estcourt Ski & Climb 
53 Stamford New Road 
Tel. 061 928 6613 

Ambleside 
Frank Davies 
Climbers Shop 
Compston Corner 
Tel. 05394 32297 

Aviemore 
Ellis Brigham Mountain Sports Ltd . 
9/10 Grampian Road 
PH22 1RH 
Tel. 0479 810175 (C) (M) (S) 

Aviemore 
Speyside Sports (S) 
Tel. 0479 656 

Belfast 
Jackson Sports Eqt. 
The Outdoor Centre 
70 High Street 
Tel. 0232 238572 

Belfast 
Surf Mountain 
12 Brunswick St. 
Tel. 0232 248877 

Birmingham 
The Mountain Shop 
18/19 Snowhill Oueensway, 4 
Tel. 0212366816 (S) 

Birmingham 
Snow & Rock Sports 
14 - 16 Priory House 
Oueensway 4 
Tel. 021 236 8280 

Blackpool 
The Alpine Centre 
193 Church Street 
Tel. 0253 24307 

Bolton 
Haute Montagne Ltd. 
1 0 Manor Street 
Tel. 0204 386251 

Bradford 
Allan Austin M'ntain Sports 
4 Jacob Street 
Manchester Rd. , 5 
Tel. 027 4 72867 4 

Brighton 
Open Spaces 
18 Coombe Terrace 
Lewes Rd . 
BN2 4AD 
Tel. 0273 600897 

Brighton 
Surf & Ski Sports 
1/2 Regents Street (corner of 
Church Street), BN1 1UL 
Tel. 0273 673192 (C) (M) (S) 
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Bristol 
Ellis Brigham 
162 Whiteladies Road 
Tel.0272741157 

Bristol 
Taunton Leisure 
72 Bedminster Parade 
BS3 4HL 
Tel. 0272 637640 

Burnley 
Sportak 
25 Hammerston Street 
Tel. 0282 36816 

Cambridge 
Actionsports 
Michams Corner 
34 Chesterton Road CB4 3AN 
Tel. 0223 356207 

Cambridge 
Open Air Cambridge Ltd. 
11 Green St. 
CB2 3JU 
Tel. 0223 324666 

Capel Curig 
Joe Brown 
The Climbing Shop 
Tel. 06904 205 

Capel Curig 
Ellis Brigham 
Mountain Centre (M) (S) 
Tel. 06904 232 

Carlisle 
Dennis English 
141 Lowther Street 
Tel. 0228 30239 

Cheltenham 
Backpacker Systems 
44 Winchcombe St. 
(Opp. the Odeon), GL52 2ND 
Tel. 0242 42200 

Chester 
Ellis Brigham 
7 Northgate Street 
Tel. 0244 318311 

Chesterfield 
Great Outdoors 
195 Chatsworth Rd . 
S40 2BA 
Tel. 0246 220287 
Fax. 0246 220287 

Chesterfield 
Wilderness Ways 
26/28 Park Road, S40 1XZ 
Tel. 0246 201437 

Cirencester 
Cotswold Camping 
Broadway Lane, South Cerney 
Glos. GL7 5UQ 
Tel. 0285 860612 
Fax. 0285 860483 

Darlington 
Wild Trak 
155 Northgate 
Tel. 0325 286 917 

Derby 
Derby Mountain Centre Ltd . 
85/89 King Street, DE1 3EE (S) 
Tel. 0332 365650 

Derby 
Prestidge Ski & Climb 
47 Queen St. DE 1 3DE 
Tel . 0332 295100 

Doncaster 
DMC Mountain Sports 
Unit 2, Fraser House 
Nether Hall Raad (S) 
Tel. 0302 341756 

Dundee 
David Low Sports Co. Ltd. 
21 Commercial Street (M) (S) 
Tel. 0382 24501 /2 

Edinburgh 
Nevisport 
81 Shandwick Place 
EH2 4SD 
Tel. 031 229 1197 

Elgin 
Keith Johnson Outdoor Sports 
61 High Street 
Tel. 0343 49064 

Forres 
Moray Mountain Sports 
7 North St. 
IV36 0AD 
Tel. 0309 74789 

Fort William 
Nevisport Ltd. 
High Street 
PH33 6EJ (M) (S) 
Tel. 0397 4921 

Glasgow 
High range Sports 
99 Great Western Road 
Tel. 041 332 5533 

Glasgow 
Nevisport 
261 Sauchiehall Street 
Tel. 041 332 4814 (M) (S) 

Glossop 
Magic Mountain 
Mountain Equipments Own Shop 
Howard Town Lane 
(off Victoria St.) SK13 8HT 
Mail Order Tel. 04574 60067 

Glossop 
Peak Gear 0 /0 Sp. 
72 High St. West 
Tel. 0457 854766 

Grantown-on-Spey 
Speyside Sports 
47 High Street (S) 
Tel. 0479 2946 

Harrogate 
Wilderness Ways 
71 Station Parade, HG1 1ST 
Tel. 0423 62874 

Hathersage, Nr. Sheffield 
Outside 
Main Road S30 1 BB 
Tel. 0433 51936 

Inverness 
Clive Rowland Mountain Sports 
9/ 11 Bridge Street, IV1 1 HG 
Tel. 0463 2387 46 

Keswick: Cumbria 
Mountain World 
28 Lake Road . 
Tel. 0596 73524 

Lancaster 
H. Robinson 
Mountain Craft Shop (C) 
5 New Road 
Tel. 0524 66610 

Leeds 
Centresport 
57 /59 New Briggate, 1 
Tel. 0532 452917 

Leeds 
Wilderness Ways, 
17 Eastgate 
Tel. 0532 444715 

Leicester 
Roger Turner Mountain Sports 
52A London Road (S) (C) 
Tel. 0533 551952 

Liverpool 
Ellis Brigham 
73 Bold Street, 1 (C) (M) (S ) 
Tel. 051 709 6912 

Llanberis 
Joe Brown, 
Menai Hall, High Street 
Tel. 0286 870 327 

London 
Alpine Sports 
215 Kensington High Street, W8 
Tel. 0719381911 

London 
Alpine Sports 
456 - 458 The Strand, WC2 
Tel. 0718395161 

London 
Ellis Brigham Mountain Sports Ltd. 
30/32 Southampton Street 
Covent Garden, WC2E 7HE 
Tel. 071 240 9577/8 (C) (M) (S) 

London 
Cotswold Camping 
42/44 Uxbridge Road 
Shepherds Bush, W12 8ND 
Tel. 0817432976 
Fax. 0817401490 

London 
Snow & Rock Sports 
150 Holborn 
(Corner Grays Inn Road), E1 
Tel 071 831 6900 (M) (S) 

London 
Snow & Rock Sports 
188 Kensington High St. W8 7RG 
Tel. 071 937 0872 (M) (S) 

Manchester 
Alpine Sports 
12 - 14 St. Mary's Gate, M1 1PX 
Tel. 061 832 5956 

Manchester 
Ellis Brigham 
6/14 Cathedral Street, 4 
Tel. 0618340161 (C) (M) (S) 

Manchester 
Cotswold Camping 
6 Oxford Road, M 1 5OA 
Tel. 0612364123 
Fax. 061 236 5851 

Matlock Bath 
The Bivouac 
56 North Parade 
Tel. 0629 3750 

Middlesbrough: Cleveland 
Wilderness Ways 
100 Newport Road 
Tel. 0642 248916 

Newcastle-upon-Tyne 
L.D. Mountain Centre 
34 Dean Street, NE1 1PG (C) (S) 
Tel. 091 232 3561 
091 221 0770 (Mail Order) 

Newcastle-upon-Tyne 
Wild Trak, 
60 - 62 St. Andrew's St. NE1 5SF 
Tel. 091 2618 582 

Newcastle-upon-Tyne 
Wilderness Ways 
2 St. Nicholas Buildings 
NE 1 1 RF 
Tel. 0632 24941 



Northampton 
White & Bishop Ltd . 
13 - 17 Bridge Street. 
Tel. 0604 35929 

Nottingham 
Roger Turner 
Mountain Sports 
120 Derby Road (S) (C) 
Tel. 0602 417230 

Oldham 
Paul Braithwaite 
Rhodes Bank, Oldham OL 1 1TA 
Tel. 061 620 3900 

Perth 
Mountain Man Supplies 
14, Charlotte Street, 
PH1 5LL 
Tel. 0738 32368 (C)(M) 

Peterborough 
Outdoor Adventure 
29 Lincoln Road PE1 2RH 
Tel. 0733 41381 

Plymouth 
Mountain Action 
50 Faraday Mill 
Prince Rock, PL4 OST 
Tel. 0752 226923 

Plymouth 
The Wide Blue Yonder 
107 North Hill, PL4 8JX 
Tel. 0752 227264 

Preston 
Glacier Sport Ltd. 
40 - 41 Lune St. 
Tel. 0772 821903 

Reading 
Carters Camping Centre 
99 Caversham Road 
Tel. 0734 55589 

Reading 
Cotswold Camping 
213 London Road RG1 3NY 
Tel. 0734 68881 
Fax. 0734 351122 

Reigate 
Surf & Ski Sports Ltd. 
41 Bell Street, RH2 7AB 
Tel. 07372 22218 (C) (M) (S) 

Sheffield 
Ellis Brigham Mtn. Sports Ltd. 
149 Fitzwilliam St., 
S1 4JP 
Tel. 07 42 727525 

Sheffield 
Don Morrison Ltd. 
343 London Road. 
Tel. 0742 556018 

Skipton 
The Dales Outdoor Centre 
Coach Street. Tel. 0756 4305 

Stevenage 
Countryside Camping 
118 High Street, SG1 3DW 
Tel . 0438 353086 (C) (M) 

Stockport 
Alpenstock, 
35 St. Petersgate 
Tel. 061 480 3660 

Stony Stratford 
The Outdoor Shop 
14 High Street 
Milton Keynes, 
MK11 1AF 
Tel. 0908 568913 (C) (M) 

Swansea 
Taunton Leisure 
206 High St. 
SA 1 1PE 
Tel. 0792 476515 

Taunton 
Taunton Leisure 
40 East Reach, TA 1 3ES 
Tel. 0823 331875 

Walsall 
White Mountain 
31 Stafford Street 
Tel. 0922 722422 

Wasdale Head 
The Barndoor Climbers Shop 
Tel. 09406 229 

Wolverhampton 
White Mountain 
22 Worcester Street 
Tel. 0902 773395 (M) (S) 

York 
Wilderness Ways Ltd. 
9 Colliergate 
Tel. 0904 39567 

UNITED STATES 

California: Berkeley 
Marmot Mountain Works 
3049 Adeline, 94703 
Tel. 415 849 0735 

California: Berkeley 
The North Face 
2804 Telegraph Ave. 94705 
Tel. 415 5481371 

California: Costa Mesa 
The North Face 
Crystal Court in South Coast 
Plaza, 
3333 Bear St., #332 
92626 
Tel. 714 556 0540 

California: La Canada 
Sport Chalet 
951 Foothill Boulevard, 91011 
Tel. 213 790 2717 (C) (S) 

California: Palo Alto 
The North Face 
383 University Ave., 94301 
Tel. 415 327 1563 (C) (M) (S) 

California: San Bernadino 
Sports Country Ltd. 
222 North G Street, Suite B 
92401 
Tel. 714 825 2973 (C) (M) (S) 

California: San Diego 
Adventure 16 Inc. 
4620 Alvardo Canyon Road 
92120 
Tel. 714 283 2374 

California: Sonora 
Sonora Mountaineering 
173 South Washington, 95370 
Tel. 209 532 5621 (C) (S) 

Colorado: Boulder 
The Boulder Mountaineer 
1329 Broadway, 80302 
Tel. 303 442 8355 
(C) (M) (S) 

Colorado: Boulder 
North Face 
629-K S. Broadway, 80303 
Tel. 303 499 1731 

Colorado: Broomfield 
Lowe Alpine Systems 
PO Box 1449 
620 Compton, 80020. 

Colorado: Denver 
North Face 
2490 S. Colorado Blvd. 
80222 
Tel. 303 758 6366 

N.H.: lntervale 
Ragged Mountain Eqpt. Inc. 
RT 16, Box 206 03845 
Tel. 603 356 3042 

N.H. : Conway 
International Mountain 
Equipment 
Main Street 03860 
Tel. 603 356 5287 

New York: New York 
Camp and Trail Outfitters 
21 Park Place, 10007 
Tel. 212 227 1760 (C) (M) 

Utah: Moab 
Rim Cyclery, 
94 West 100 North 84532 
Tel. 801 259 5333 

Vermont: Shelburne 
Climb High 
1861 Shelburne Road, 05482 
Tel. 802 985 5055 

Washington: Bellevue 
Marmot Mountain Works 
827 Bellevue Way N.E. 98004 
Tel. 206 453 1515 

Washington: Seattle 
Recreational Equipment Inc., 
1525 11th Avenue, 98122 
Tel. 206 323 8333 (C)(M)(S) 

Washington: Seattle 
Swallow's Nest 
3320 Meridian Ave., N., 98103 
Tel. 206 633 0408 (M) (S) 

Washington: Seattle 
The North Face 
1023 1st Ave. 98104 
Tel. 206 622 4111 

Washington: Tacoma 
Base Camp Supply 
3730 South Pine 98409 
Tel. 206 472 4402 (C) (M) (S) 

Wyoming: Jackson 
Teton Mountaineering 
Main Square 
(P.O. Box 1533) 83001 
Tel. 307 733 3595 (C) (M) (S) 

Wyoming: Laramie 
Rocky Mountaineering 
211 Second Street, 82070 
Tel. 307 742 3191 (S) (C) 

AUSTRALIA 

A.C.T .: Braddon 
Mountain Designs 
7 Lonsdale Street, 2601 
Tel. (062) 267 488 

A.C .T.: Canberra 
Paddy Pallin 
11 Lonsdale St. 
Braddon, 2601 
Tel. (06) 257 3883 (C) (S) 

N.S.W.: Chatswood 
Travel & Trekking Equipment 
272 Victoria Avenue 
2067 
Tel. 02 419 6955 

N.S.W. : Jindabyne 
Paddy Pallin 
Kosciusko R., 2627 
Tel. (064) 56 2922 (S) (C) (M) 

N.S.W.: Miranda 
Paddy Pallin Pty. Ltd., 
527 Kingsway, 2228 • · 
Tel. (02) 525 6829 (C) (S) 

,I 

N.S.W.: Sydney 
Kathmandu Pty. Ltd. 
Town Hall Arcade 
Cnr. Kent & Bathurst Sts . 
Tel. (02) 261 8901 

N.S.W.: Sydney 
Mountain Equipment Pty. Ltd . 
291 Sussex St. , 2000 
Tel. 02 264 3146 
Fax. 02 264 2645 

N.S.W.: Sydney 
Mountain Designs 
494 Kent. St., 2000 
Tel. (02) 267 8238 

N.S.W. : Sydney 
Paddy Pallin Pty. Ltd., 
(City) 507 Kent St., 2000 
Tel. (02) 264 2685 

N.S.W. : Sydney 
Wildsports 
(Formerly Caving Equipment) 
327 Sussex St. 2000 
Tel. (02) 264 2095 

Queensland: Brisbane 
Jim The Backpacker 
138 Wickham Street, 
Fortitude Valley, 4006 
Tel. (07) 252 4408 

South Australia : Adelaide 
Mountain Designs 
185 Pulteney Street, 5000 
Tel. (08) 232 0690 

South Australia: Adelaide 
Paddy Pallin 
228 Rundle St. 5000 
Tel. (08) 232 3155 (C) (S) 

Tasmania: Hobart 
Paddy Pallin Pty. Ltd., 
76 Elizabeth St., 7000 
Tel. (002) 310 777 (C) 

Tasmania: Launceston 
Paddy Pallin 
59 Brisbane St., 7250 
Tel. (003) 31 4240 (C) (S) 

Victoria: Box Hill 
Paddy Pallin 
8 Market St., 3128 
Tel. (03) 898 8596 (C) (S) 

Victoria: East Hawthorn 
Eastern Mountain Centre 
401 Riversdale Rd., 3123 
Tel. (03) 882 7229 

Victoria : Melbourne 
Bush & Mountain Sports 
360 Lonsdale Street, 3000 
Tel. (03) 670 1177 

Victoria: Melbourne 
Kathmandu Pty. Ltd. 
78 Hardware St. 
Tel. (03) 642 1942 

Victoria : Melbourne 
Mountain Designs 
377 Little Bourke St., 3000 
Tel. (03) 67 8238 

Victoria: Melbourne 
Paddy Pallin Pty Ltd. 
360 Little Bourke St., 3000 
Tel. (03) 670 4845 (C) (S) 

Western Australia: Perth 
Mountain Designs 
862 Hay St., 6000 
Tel. (09) 322 4938 

Western Australia : Perth 
Paddy Pallin , 
Shop 1, 891 Hay St. 6000 
Tel. (09) 321 2666 
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EUROPE 

ALP 
Corso Vittorio Emanuele II, 167, 101 39 Torino, Italy 
ALPIN 
Gustav-Heinemann-Ring 212, 8000 Milnchen 83, Germany. 
THE ALPINE JOURNAL 
118 Eaton Square, London SWIW 9AF, U.K. 
ALPIRANDO 
48 - 50 bd Senard, 92210 Saint-Cloud, France. 
BERGGIDS 
Jenny Commandeur, Werfstraat 36, 2586, AZ Den Haag, 
Holland 
BERGSPORT 
c/o Dick Eriksson, HokegArdsgatan 14B, 431 38 Molndal, 
Sweden. 
DER BERGSTEIGER 
Postfach 27, Nymphenburger Str. 86, D-8000 Milnchen 20, 
Germany. 
DESNIVEL 
C/. Doctor Espina 23, local derecho, 28019 Madrid, Spain. 
EXTREM . 
Travessera de Dalt 82, 08024 Barcelona, Spain 
LAMONTAGNE 
Club Alpin Fran~ais, 24 avenue de Laumiere, 75019 Paris, 
France. 
MONT AGNES 
I, Chemin du Pre Carre, BP 134, 38244 Meylan Cedex, 
France. 
PASOS 
C/ Valdecanillas, 90 post. (local) 28037 Madrid, Spain 
PYRENAICA 
Alameda de San Mames, 29-IQ izda. 48010 Bilbao, Euskadi, 
Spain. 
RIVISTA DELLA MONTAGNA 
CDA, Corso Turati 49, 10128 Torino, Italy. 
ROTPUNKT 
Ziegeleistrasse 16, 7056 Weinstadt-Benzach, Germany. 
TATERNIK 
ul Stan6w Zjednoczonych 53 p. 227, 04-028 Warsaw, 
Poland. 
VERTICAL 
Boite Postale 177, 6 rue du Lieutenant Chanaron 
F38008 Grenoble cedex, France. 
VESTNIKGOR 
105037, Moscow, I, Izmailovskaya Square, "Alpindustria", 
USSR. 

U.S.A./CANADA/SOUTH AMERICA 

AMERICAN ALPINE JOURNAL 
I 13 East 90th St., New York, N.Y. 10128 U.S.A. 
ANTI-SUYU 
Apartado Postal Sucursal 4, C.P. 5.400 San Juan, Argentina 
CANADIAN ALPINE JOURNAL 
P.O. Box I 026 Ban ff, Alberta, To loco. 
CLIMBING 
P.O. Box 339,502 Main Street, Carbondale, Colorado 81623, 
U.S.A. 
CLUB ANDINO BARILOCHE 
20 de Febrero 30, San Carlos de Bariloche, Prov. de Rfo 
Negro, Republica Argentina 
ROCK & ICE 
P.O. Box 3595, Boulder, CO 80307, U.S.A. 
SUMMIT 
111 Schweitz Road, Fleetwood, PA 19522, U.S.A. 

ASIA 

INDIAN MOUNTAINEER 
Official journal of the Indian Mountaineering Foundation. 
Benito Juarez Road, New Delhi- I I 0021 (India). 
HIMALAYAN JOURNAL 
Published by the Himalayan Club, Contact Oxford University 
Press, P.O. Box 31 Oxford House, Appollo Bunder, Bombay 
400001. ' 
HIMAVANTA 
63E Mohanirban Road, Calcutta 700 029, India. 
CLIMBING JOURNAL 
Hakusanshobo Co. Ltd., 4-7-8 Komaba Meguro-ku, Tokyo, 
Japan. 
THE IW A TO YUKI 
Yamakei (Publishers) Co. Ltd., 1-1-33 Shiba Daimon, Minato 
Ku, Tokyo. (Contains English language summary). 
SAN AK IN 
C.P.O. Box 6528, Korea. (Contains English language 
summary) 

AUSTRALIA . 
WILD/ROCK 
P.O. Box 415, Prahran, Victoria 3181, Australia. 

I < 

BELGIUM 
Leuven - Hasselt 
Kariboe C.V. 
Naamsesteenweg 86, B-3030 
Tel. 32/16 - 23.07.72 

32/11 - 81 .76.39 
Fax. 32/16 - 20.54.46 
(C)(M)(S) 

CANADA 
Alberta: Calgary 
Mountain Eqpt. Co-op, 
1009 4th Avenue S.W. 
T2P 0K8 
Tel. 403 269 2420 

B.C.: Vancouver 
Mountain l;qpt. Co-op 
428 West 8th Ave., V5Y 1 N9 
Tel. 604 872 8247 

Ontario: Toronto 
Mountain Eqpt. Co-op 
35 Front Street East, M4E 1 B3 
Tel. (416) 363 0122 

Quebec: Montreal 
La Cordee 
2159 Est Rue Ste. Catherine, 
H2K 2H9 
Tel. 524 1106 

DENMARK 
Aalborg 
Spejder Sport (Scout Schop) 
Vesteraa 26, 9000 
Tel. 98 13 87 33 

Aarhus 
Spejder Sport (Scout Shop) 
Banegaardsgade 16 
Tel. 86 13 36 13 

Copenhagen 
Rainbow Mountain Eqpt. 
Kompagnistraede 16 
DK-1208, K. 
Tel. 33 32 00 82 Fax. 31 86 16 06 

Copenhagen 
Spejder Sport (Scout Shop) 
Nr. Farmagsgade 39, 1364 K. 
Tel. 33 12 55 22 Fax. 42 52 77 10 

Lyngby 
Spejder Sport (Scout Shop) 
Hovedgaden 57, 2800 
Tel. 42 87 04 67 

Odense 
Spejder Sport (Scout Shop) 
Kongensgade 55, 5000 C 
Tel. 6611 2418 

GERMANY 
Munich 33 
Sport-Scheck 
Send linger Str. 85 
P.O. Box 880 
Tel. (089) 21 66-1 
Telex 524 742 spsch d 

Munich 33 
Sport Schuster 
Rosenstr. 3-6 
P.O. Box 848 
Tel. (089)237070 
Telex 522912 asm d 

HONG KONG 
Grade VI Alpine Equipment & 
Services 
1st Floor, 13 Saigon Street, 
Yaumatei, Kowloon 
Tel. 7820200, 7820202 
Fax. 852 7823661 
Telex. 71947 HYBME HX 

Hong Kong Mountaineering 
Training Centre 1/F Flat B, 
On Yip Building, 
395-7 Shanghai St. 
Mongkok, Kowloon .Tel. 3-848190 
Telefax. 852-3-7707110 

Mountain Servics lnt'I Ltd., 
1st Floor 
168 Des Voeux Road 
Central 
Tel. 541-8876 
Fax. 541-7994 

NETHERLANDS 

Den Haag 
Bever Zwerfsport 
Erdman Schmidt 
Calandplein 4, 2521 AB 
Tel. 070-3883700 
Fax. 070-3800881 
Telx. 33524 BEVER NL 

NEW ZEALAND 

Christchurch 
Alp Sports Christchurch 
235 High Street (Head Office) 
Tel. 667 148/661 048 
Fax (64 3) 665375 
8 Stores Nationwide 

Christchurch 
Bivouac (Head Office) 
76 Cashel St. 
Tel. (643) 663 197 
Fax. (643) 669 240 
Retail Stores: Auckland, 
Wellington 

Christchurch 
McEwing's Mountain Sports Ltd. 
93 Cashel Street, City Mall 
Tel. 0064 03 666 211 (C) (M) 

NORWAY 

Bergen 
Platou Sport 
P.O. Box 948 
5001 
Tel. 05 31 1290 

Hemsedal 
Scandinavian Mountaineering 
Equipment 
N 3560 Hemsedal 
Tel. 067 78177 

Oslo 
Skandinavisk Hoyfjellsutstyr NS 
Bogstadvegen 3, 0355 
Tel. 02 46 90 75 

SPAIN 

Madrid-
Amadablam 
Comandante Zorita, 13 
28020 
Tel. 91.253.05.31 

SWEDEN 

Stockholm 
Basecamp 
Fleminggatan 34, 112 32 
Tel. (046) 08 516199 
Fax (046) 08 511688 
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BRAND NEW, THE 

AND SHOULDERS 

A L~ R E A D Y H E A D 

THE REST. 

RECORD-BREAKING 
ADHERENCE AND FIT 
(Patent N. 4822/A90) 
The Mythos is the new high-per
formance shoe created by '' La 
Sportiva". 
To tie the shoe there is the exclu
sive, patented UniLace System 
which ensures maximum comfort 
from the toe to the ankle even 
when sharply bending or twisting 
the foot. The lace passes inside 
the upper and 
circles the an
kle, distribut
ing the ten
sion evenly 
over the 
whole 

shoe 
avoiding the 

stretching. 
In addition, thanks to UniLace, it 

C L M B 

is easier 
a pair of 
on the lac 
to climb. 

faster to put on 
thos: a single pull 
and you are ready 

Mythos comes in soft suede in 
the most eye-catching colors for 
free climbing. 

RECORD-BREAKING 
HEEL GRIP AND 
PRECISION 111 

(Patent N. l. 
4827/A90) 

The Soft Heel System 
is an innovative 
patented shell that 
ensures perfect fit of 

the heel and increases 
the area of support while 

diminishing internal compres
sion. 
In a heel hooking position the 

shell 
adapts 
to the ~, 
irregulari-~~ 
ty of the ,, ,~ 

rock and guaran- ' · , 
tees maximum gripping with 
strong rear and lateral adher
ence. 
Should the climber fall to the 

m ground during bouldering or 
~ training traverses, the heel is pro

tected from shock by the exten
sive absorbent area. The techni
cal and production characteris
tics of the 

Mythos 
make it 
the ideal 
shoe for all types of climbs. 

@ llllliiiiiiiiii ~~nm® 
38038 TESERO (TN) - Loe. Piera , 5 /A - Tel . 0462 /83052 - Telefax 0462 /83213 
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